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The application of formal methods to the design of correct computer hardware 
depends crucially on the use of abstraction mechanisms to partition the synthesis 
and verification task into tractable pieces. Unfortunately however, behavioural 
abstractions are genuine mathematical abstractions only up to behavioural con-
straints, i.e. under certain restrictions imposed on the device's environment. 
Timing constraints on input signals form an important class of such restrictions. 
Hardware components that behave properly only under such constraints satisfy 
their abstract specifications only approximately. This is an impediment to the 
naive approach to formal verification since the question of how to apply a theo-
rem prover when one only knows approximately what formula to prove has not 
as yet been dealt with. 
In this thesis we propose, as a solution, to interpret the notion of 'correctness 
up to constraint' as a modality of intuitionistic predicate logic so as to remove 
constraints from the specification and to make them part of its proof. This 
provides for an 'approximate' verification of abstract specifications and yet does 
not compromise the rigour of the argument since a realizability semantics can 
be used to extract the constraints. Also, the abstract verification is separated 
from constraint analysis which in turn may be delayed arbitrarily. In the proposed 
framework constraint analysis comes down to proof analysis and a computational 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
This introductory chapter, as a motivation for the results to be described in 
this thesis, identifies a prominent practical problem arising in the application of 
interactive theorem proving to the formal synthesis of correct computer hardware 
which so far has no satisfactory solution. 
The point of departure of this thesis is the notion of a behavioural constraint 
and its specific nature. In this chapter this notion, as understood here, is de-
fined and discriminated from other interpretations of the term. Further, the 
practical problem which results from the need to handle constraints in verifying 
circuits across incomplete abstractions is explained in some detail. The adequate 
formalization of constraints, so it is argued, calls for special mechanisms to be 
introduced in a theorem prover. Finally, the goal of our research is formulated, 
the results of which are summed up in this thesis. 
At the end of this chapter a short summary of the results and the structure 
of the thesis is given. 
1 
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1.1 Hardware Verification and Behavioural Ab-
straction 
The application of interactive theorem proving to the design of computer hard-
ware is taking first steps from pure correctness analysis to interactive synthesis. 
Examples of such design tools, which were only recently developed, are LAMBDA 
[FM89] and VERITAS [HDL89]. Both systems, at their roots interactive theo-
rem provers, directly aim at providing an environment for the synthesis of correct 
digital circuits by stepwise refinement of an abstract behavioural specification. 
The guiding idea underlying such design tools is to take established engineering 
techniques in the practical design of hardware and gradually to formalize them 
in terms of mathematical logic. 
Hardware design proceeds - ignoring false starts and similar matters - by 
refining numerous levels of abstraction, beginning typically with architectural 
level block diagrams and ending, by way of register-transfer and gate networks, 
in a transistor layout that is implemented in a physical medium. This process 
postpones detailed design decisions until they, are appropriate and factors the ver-
ification of the final implementation's correctness into a sequence of smaller steps: 
If at each level of abstraction the design is shown to behave as required by the 
next higher level, then the final implementation meets its original specification. 
Implementing this technique in terms of formal logics on a theorem prover 
presupposes rigorous mathematical models for the descriptions at each level of 
abstraction as well as corresponding abstraction and realization functions, so 
that behaviours described at different levels may be compared. The spectrum 
of models ranges from discrete computational structures appropriate to algorith-
mic descriptions down to differential equations modelling electrical behaviour of 
transistors. 
Behavioural abstractions by their very nature are genuine mathematical ab-
stractions only up to behavioural constraints, i.e. under certain restrictions im- 
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posed on the device's environment. Examples of such constraints are timing con-
straints for flipflops or synchronous circuits, handshaking constraints for speed-
independent circuits, or the requirement that input data be within a specified 
integer range in order to avoid overflow of arithmetical operations. Hence, in 
general, the synthesis of a hardware design through levels of abstraction can be 
verified only up to certain constraints, and the question arises how this should 
best be implemented in modern interactive theorem provers. 
1.2 The Problem of Constraints 
A typical phenomenon which one encounters with the implementation of even 
conceptually simple abstraction steps. which are standard practice in hardware 
engineering is that they cannot be formalized without introducing constraints. 
Now, the notion of constraint in computer science and in particular in hardware 
engineering is heavily overloaded, so a definition of what is meant by it in this 
thesis is in order: 
A constraint is a restriction on the environment of a (hardware or 
software) component under which a particular abstraction of its be-
haviour is valid. 
As an example consider the passage from a sequential circuit, built according 
to the synchronous design paradigm, to its abstract description in terms of a 
finite state machine. Here the abstraction is only valid as long as the environment 
(among other things) obeys setup and hold timing constraints which require that 
all input lines of the sequential circuit must be kept stable during a certain well-
defined phase of the clock. Clearly, the necessity for imposing timing constraints 
is a general phenomenon, not restricted to the synchronous case. It is an even 
more important issue in asynchronous designs. [Her88a,Ung69,Sub88a]. 
Although it is generally recognized that constraints are an essential concept 
in hardware design the specific nature of constraints and the question of whether 
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constraints are amenable to or require special treatment in a hardware theorem 
prover has not been adequately discussed. The work presented in this thesis 
is motivated by the following four problems associated with having to handle 
constraints on a theorem prover. 
• By definition a constraint is the price one has to pay for making a partic-
ular behavioural abstraction work, i.e. it embodies an unwanted byproduct of 
abstraction. Therefore, in contrast to specifications, constraints should ideally 
be suppressible for a first cut of a design. This is the way engineers proceed 
but it is not at all obvious how such a scheme can be formalized on a theorem-
prover. The question of how to apply a theorem prover when one only knows 
approximately what formula to prove has not as yet been dealt with. After all, 
in formal reasoning by Its very nature, there is no room for 'rough estimates' or 
'approximate specifications'. One is forced to cross the t's and dot the i's and 
cannot leave out anything on which correctness of an abstraction depends. 
•Another good reason for distinguishing constraints from specifications is due 
to the fact that the former are conditions on the environment of a component 
whereas the latter is a condition on the component itself. Consequently, in the 
design process, constraints are being accumulated bottom-up as more and more 
parts of a circuit become implemented while at the same time the specification 
is being resolved top-down. This again requires special effort on a theorem-
prover as it amounts to some kind of 'bidirectionality' in proof steps. At each 
intermediate design state and abstraction level information about the verification 
goal is incomplete: one does not know how to weaken the abstract specification 
to accommodate for potential input constraints until the final implementation 
has been given. 
• The interaction between abstraction and constraints poses a tangled prob-
lem. Constraints interfere with the essential idea of reasoning about a behaviour 
in abstract terms which is to avoid details specific to the implementation at 
the more concrete level. For it is impossible to work with the device's abstract 
behaviour without at the same time having to deal with the concrete-level con- 
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straints on which it depends. To verify, for instance, that the behaviour of a 
composite device meets its abstract specification it does not suffice simply to 
compose the abstract specifications of its components. The verification also has 
to show that at the concrete level the composition does not violate the constraints 
of each component (which in general, will make it necessary to impose constraints 
again on the environment of the composite device). 
• Constraints defeat the idea of top-down refinement, which is first to decom-
pose a system into components at the abstract level and then independently to 
implement each component at the concrete level; Verifying constraints requires 
knowledge both of the overall structure of the system the environment of a com-
ponent) from the abstract level and of the implementation (the constraints of a 
component) at the lower level. In short, the general situation in the modelling of 
hardware seems to be that of incomplete abstractions, i.e. abstractions modulo 
constraints. The constraints on which the abstraction depends embody residual 
aspects of the concrete level that impinge on the subsequent design and cannot 
be abstracted away once and for all. 
1.3 Aim of Thesis 
Recognizing the special nature of constraints as opposed to specifications and 
their importance for the design process, this thesis investigates the advantages of 
distinguishing at the level of the logical inference mechanism between both kinds 
of propositions; namely those pertaining to constraints and those pertaining to 
specifications. This thesis contributes towards a systematic method for handling 
constraints in logic-based design tools which is tailored to the specific nature of 
constraints. 
We want to make reasoning about abstract behaviour and constraint analysis 
fall into two separate verification passes, rather than having them intertwined as 
the straight-forward approach suggests. This thesis introduces and justifies an 
extension to ordinary predicate logic in which the main verification of an abstract 
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behaviour is truly an abstract verification in that it does not have to be concerned 
with constraints. It proceeds by assuming a successful constraint analysis wher-
ever it depends on constraints. In the course of this main verification information 
about the constraints is accumulated as a proof obligation to be filled in at a later 
stage. Ideally (in an implementation of this logic), the remaining verification task 
corresponding to constraint analysis would then be handed over to a specialized 
tool or proof tactic. In some cases it could be solved automatically, for instance 
extracting the minimal clock period for a synchronous system. In other cases, 
where the logic is undecidable, it has to be done interactively. An example of 
this would be proving that the output of a certain integer function lies within a 
given finite range. 
In this thesis we propose a notion of lax proof and lax specification which 
provides for 'approximate' verification of abstract specifications, and for a sys-
tematic method of removing from the verification engineer the burden of having 
to handle constraints. In order not to compromise the rigour of formal proofs this 
degree of looseness is implemented within the framework of a strictly deductive 
logic. 
More concretely, we interpret the notion of 'correctness up to constraint' as a 
modality of intuitionistic predicate logic so as to remove constraints from specifi-
cations and to make them part of their proofs. This provides for an 'approximate' 
verification of abstract specifications, and yet it does not compromise the rigour 
of the argument since a realizability semantics can be used to extract the con-
straints. Thereby the task of verifying an abstract behaviour is separated from 
the task of analyzing constraints which may be delayed arbitrarily. Thus, in 
the proposed framework constraint analysis comes down to proof analysis and 
a computational semantics on proofs may be used to manipulate and simplify 
constraints. 
The idea leading to Lax Logic presented in this thesis reflects good engineering 
practice: In a first approximation one tries to establish the feasibility of a design. 
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Only then is it worthwhile to attempt a complete validation in a second step. 
Lax Logic is an attempt to formalize this engineering principle mathematically 
and to implement it at the root of a formal predicate logic. 
1.4 Outline of Thesis 
We begin in Chapter 2 with motivating the problem of constraints on a charac-
teristic example from hardware verification. 
The formal calculus of Lax Logic will be set up in Section 3.1 of Chapter 3. 
It is built on top of an arbitrary base logic which has to satisfy some minimal 
requirements laid down in Sections 3.1.1 and 3.1.2. One of the things that we 
require is that the base logic be of higher order. Lax Logic, defined in Section 
3.1.3 1  is an intuitionistic first-order logic with induction scheme for natural num-
bers and lists, and a one-place modal operator C>. Lax Logic contains the base 
logic as a sub-logic, and it is shown that it is a consistent and conservative ex-
tension, cf. Theorems 3.1.16 and 3.1.18. The logic is presented first in sequent 
and in Section 3.3 also in natural deduction style. 
In Section 3.2 we show how to extract constraint information from a proof in 
Lax Logic and to use it to constrain the theorem proven. Constraint extraction, 
which is defined for both for the sequent and natural deduction presentation of 
Lax Logic, is parameterized in a notion of constraint that can be instantiated in 
different ways to serve different purposes. In any case, constraining translates a 
formula of Lax Logic into a proposition in the base logic. We prove correctness of 
this process, viz, that the extracted constraint information is a well-formed term 
and that it translates a theorem of Lax Logic into a theorem of the base logic, 
cf. Theorems 3.2.1 and 3.2.2. An important feature of constraint extraction is 
that it ignores all proofs done in the base logic, so that a controlled form of proof 
irrelevance is available. In Section 3.2.1 we give a summarizing account of how 
we intend to apply the extraction process in later examples. 
Chapter 4 discusses several simple but illuminating examples of applying the 
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logic and constraint extraction for a particular notion of constraint. 
Meta-theoretical investigations of Lax Logic are undertaken in Chapter 5. 
Section 5.1 looks into a Kripke-style semantics for the propositional fragment of 
Lax Logic. Correctness theorem 5.1.9 is a minimal result to providejustification 
for calling K a modality of possibility in the standard Kripke sense. In a second 
line of meta-theory for Lax Logic we translate the syntactic calculus into a cate-
gory theoretical structure, a hyperdoctrine with some additional properties. More 
concretely, it is shown how a hyperdoctrine model for Lax Logic can be obtained 
starting from a hyperdoctrine model of the base logic. PZ is verified that the result 
precisely captures constraint extraction, cf. Theorem 5.2.21 and 5.2.23. Also, it 
is shown that in this model 0 becomes a strong monad, cf. Theorem 5.2.19. 
This thesis finishes with Chapter 6 on related work and in Chapter 7 the main 




Let us illustrate the problem of constraints and the purpose of lax logic by means 
of simple examples of abstraction mechanisms. The first one (Section 2.1) is to do 
with representing natural numbers by finite bit-vectors, a central data abstraction 
in hardware design. The second (Section 22) is about simulating integers by 
natural numbers, which can be viewed as a simple temporal abstraction. The 
last example (Section 2.3) illustrates the particular form of timing abstraction 
that is fundamental to synchronous circuit design. 
All three examples, which are just complex enough to convey the basic idea, 
are taken up again later to be formally verified in lax logic. In addition, the 
second example, which is the simplest, will serve as an expository example in the 
main part of this thesis. 
2.1 Example 1 
Consider the usual specification of the factorial function that one would like to 
work with at the abstract level of natural numbers: 
fac(0) = 1 A Vn. fac(n + 1) = (n + 1) . fac(n). 
Now, if the factorial is to be implemented by a circuit operating over finite bit- 
vectors then, of course, this specification is too optimistic. What the eventual 
9 
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implementation actually will satisfy is a specification like 
fac(0) = 1 A Vn.n <10 j fac(n+l) = (n+ l).fac(n). 
It contains an upper bound on the input to ensure that the implementation does 
not suffer from an arithmetical overflow. 
However, this specification in turn is too realistic since it explicitly contains 
implementation specific details. It defeats the idea of the specification being in-
dependent of the implementation. Firstly, when the specification is being set up 
we cannot know what the constraint will turn out tu be, for it is determined by 
the implementation and the implementation is unknown at specification time. 
Secondly, even if we knew the constraint beforehand, putting it into the specifi-
cation is a bad move: it prohibits us from changing the implementation without 
affecting the higher levels of the design that are based on the specification. 
Thinking about it for a moment one might come up with a third version of 
specifying the factorial: 
fac(0) = 1 A 3N. Vn. n < N j fac(n + 1) = (n + 1) .fac(n). 
It says 'there is an upper bound N on the input but I don't know which'. But 
this still is not good enough. It is a bad compromise for at least three reasons. 
Firstly, it will only work for implementations for which the constraint has exactly 
the form n < N. Secondly, the constraint is still sitting in the specification so 
we have to mess around with it whether we want to or not. Thirdly, given a 
particular implementation and a proof that it satisfies the specification, there is 
no guarantee that we will be able to extract the upper bound N from the proof. 
Lax logic resolves these problems by taking as the specification of the factorial 
the lax formula 
SPEC(f) S f(0)=1 A Vn.O(f(n+1)=(n-i-1).f(n)) 
where the modal operator 0 stands for an a-priori unspecified constraint that is 
going to be determined by a proof of SPEC(fac) for a concrete implementation 
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fac of the factorial. More precisely, from a proof of SPEC(fac) we will be able 
to extract a constraint predicate (n) and a proof of 
fac(0)=1 A Vn.y(n) J fac(n+1)=(n+1).fac(n). 
Thereby we have achieved the following goals: 
. The abstract specification SPEC of the factorial may be used in a design 
without stumbling over constraints. 
. The implementation fac may be replaced at any time without having to 
change the specification too. 
• We can let the proof of SPEC(fac), for a given concrete implementation 
fac, decide for the constraint. So, more conservative and less ingenious 
proofs may result in more conservative and more restrictive constraints. 
• Constraint manipulation can be understood as computational behaviour of 
proofs. 
2.2 Example 2 
Suppose we wanted to implement and verify a decrementing function dcc for 
natural numbers obeying the specification 
Vn. succ(decn) = n 
where succ is the successor function. Of course, such a totally defined decre-
menting function cannot exist as there is no predecessor for zero. It would 
be inconsistent with the standard axioms for natural numbers, among which 
is Vn. succn 0. An approximation of the decrementor can be found, though, 
such that 
Vn.n>1 j succ(dccn)=n. 
In most applications this is good enough and the fact that there is an exception 
at n = 0 often can be ignored completely. In these cases it is advantageous to free 
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formal reasoning from having to bother about the constraint n > 1 by passing 
to the formula 
Vn.ø(succ(decn) = n). 
Starting from this 'lax specification' means pretending there was a genuine prede-
cessor for every natural number. One could, for instance, then proceed to define 
addition and subtraction functions via primitive recursion and to verify 
Vm,n.O(add(sub(m,n),n) = m). 
In other words, one could simulate integer arithmetic on natural numbers using 
the constraint level of lax logic to keep track of the points of exception. How 
this is achieved will become clear from this and the other examples treated in 
Chapter 4. 
Simulating integers by naturals may seem a contrived application but in fact 
there are reasons to believe that it may be quite useful in hardware verification. 
There, time is modelled typically by natural numbers, the origin 0 representing 
start-up, reset, or power-on time. However, the effect of the initial state levels out 
and after a while the behaviour of a circuit is completely determined by its input. 
From then on, any condition imposed on the output of the circuit translates into 
a condition on its input during some interval of time earlier. This output-to-input 
and backward-in-time reasoning is very convenient for circuit verification. But it 
faces the technical complication of not being able to go back arbitrarily in time 
which arises from taking the natural numbers as a model of time. It appears 
that taking the integers for modelling time in many cases is the more natural 
approach for verifying stationary input-output behaviour. We believe that this 
abstraction, which in effect is ignoring start-up initialization of circuits, can be 
made safe by using lax logic. The decrementor function is a generic example of 
such use. 
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2.3 Example 3 
The original motivation for the work in this thesis stems from the design of 
synchronous hardware and the particular form of timing abstraction that is char-
acteristic to that application. This section essentially repeats and extends the 
motivation of our earlier work [Men9la]. 
We briefly explain the general situation (Section 2.3.1) and then turn to a 
concrete example (Section 2.3.2) of a synchronous hardware design. 
2.3.1 Synchronous Circuits 
This section, in a nutshell, sums up. the basic principles underlying synchronous 
hardware design. The fundamental timing abstraction involved, namely from a 
synchronous circuit to its abstract behaviour in terms of a finite state machine, 
and the corresponding timing constraints are explained and formalized. 
A typical synchronous circuit is built up from latches (such as D-type flipflops) 
and combinational circuits (such as NAND gates, inverters, and nets thereof). In 
a slightly simplified view1 one can summarize the essence of the synchronous 
design paradigm in the following design rules: 
Cl All latches are triggered by a common clock signal. 
C2 There is at least one latch in every feedback loop. 
C3 The clock period is long enough to allow for signal changes caused by any 
clock event to settle throughout the circuit before the next clock event. 
C4 The inputs to the circuit have to be stable long enough prior to any clock 
event for signals to have become stable by the clock event. 
1 We ignore here, among other things, for the sake of simplicity set-up and hold times of 
latches or the possibility to use multiple clocks. This does not, however, affect the point. 
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In a broad sense all of these design rules can be interpreted as constraints, 
more precisely, C1—C2 as structural constraints and C3—C4 as behavioural con-
straints. From a verification point of view the structural constraints C1—C2 
are essentially reflections of internal behavioural constraints, i.e. they are con-
ditions necessary for verifying that no behavioural constraints are violated by 
components within the circuit. - 
Much of the success of the synchronous design style is due to the fact that 
under the design rules C1—C4 one does not need to consider propagation delays 
when reasoning about the circuit's behaviour. If one is interested in the state 
of the circuit only at every clock event (or during a certain interval around it) 
and records the evolution of input and output values at these points, then the 
descriptive effort can be drastically reduced 
Al Latches behave like unit delays. 
A2 Combinational circuits behave like delay-free boolean functions. 
A3 The complete synchronous circuit reduces to a finite automaton and the 
automaton's behaviour can be derived by composing unit delays and delay-
free boolean functions. More precisely, every unit delay gives rise to one 
state variable and the state transition function is determined by the inter-
connection of state variables through boolean functions. 
Thus, relativizing the synchronous circuit's behaviour to the abstract time given 
by the succession of clock events abstracts from propagation delays. Note, the 
restriction on clock events can also be viewed as part of the design rules and as 
a constraint on the usage of the circuit which is characteristic to synchronous 
abstraction. 
Although, either implicitly or explicitly, timing abstraction has always been 
used in the design of synchronous systems [Brz76,Fle8O,Mar86], it seems that first 
attempts to formalize it for the purpose of verification have only recently been 
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made [Me188,Her88b]. The separation of design rule checking (C1—C4) from rea-
soning in abstract terms (A1—A3) is crucial for practical applications, but there 
seems to be no satisfactory implementation of this separation on an interactive 
theorem prover. For instance, Herbert's methodology [Her88b], implemented 
in the proof checker HOL [Gor85,Gor88], though it conceptually distinguishes 
between statements about timing and abstract behaviour, leaves both aspects 
intertwined at the level of proofs. Basically this means that design rule checking 
and reasoning in abstract terms have to go together in a single proof. The logic 
presented in this thesis provides a way to separate these concerns within a single 
logical inference system. 
2.3.2 A Simple, Circuit Design 
We take the simple case of a combinational circuit such as a xor-gate and a 
level-triggered latch (Figure 2-1) which, as in [Her88b], are to be considered 
as components of a synchronous system; i.e. they are put into an environment 
with a global clock, relative to which certain conditions on the stability of inputs 
can be imposed as timing constraints to allow timing abstraction. We then go 
on to consider the simple design task of building a stoppable modulo-2 counter 
from these components and explain how the presence of timing constraints poses 
a methodological problem in the verification of this design example, why the 
usual approach is unsatisfactOry, and how lax logic is designed to cope with the 
problem. 
The behaviour of the xor-gate and the level-triggered latch will be described 
by predicates over input and output signals both at the concrete level of asyn-
chronous circuits as well as on the abstract level of finite state machines. At 
the abstract level the xor-gate is the delay-free exclusive-or boolean function and 
the latch a one-unit delay. It is shown that the concrete level components only 
approximately satisfy these abstract specifications and that the offset is given by 
canonical timing constraints. 
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Figure 2-1: Xor-Gate and Level-Triggered Latch 
For simplicity we take signals to be functions from integers to booleans, i.e. 
signal 	mt 	boo!- 
where = is the constructor for function types. Assuming that both gates have 
constant propagation de1ays 6x > 0 and LL> 0, their behaviour may be defined 





latch(d,c,q) = Vt.(ct=lJq(t+6L )=dt) A 
(Ct = 0 j q(t+LL) =q(t+LL— 1)) 
Note, that we are using the operator + both for addition over mt as well as 
for modulo-2 sum over bool. According to the axioms the xor-gate performs the 
modulo-2 sum of its inputs x, y at every time step and outputs them with a delay 
bX on output z. The latch is enabled to pass data from input d to output q with 
a delay 8L  by positive levels of the clock input c, and it is locked when ct = 0. 
For the purpose of this discussion these simple axioms are assumed to be the 
low-level, most detailed, description available for the components xor and latch. 
Clearly, they are already an abstraction of the real device8' behaviours. A more 
realistic description would have to account for variable gate delays as well as setup 
and hold times for the latch; it would perhaps assume continuous rather than 
discrete time and signal values, require maximal signal rise and fall times, and so 
on. Since for our logic it is of no importance how detailed a model of behaviour 
one actually starts from, we have taken the simplest axioms possible. The reader 
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is referred to [BJ83,HD86] for a discussion of more sophisticated axiomatizations 
of elementary digital circuits. 
The important thing to note is that zor and latch contain both timing (delays) 
and functional aspects (operations on booleans) intertwined. In a synchronous 
design context, however, where one takes advantage of the design rules, one 
expects not having to care about delays. More precisely, the xor-gate should 
behave like a delay-free boolean function and the latch like an one-unit delay, 
depicted in Figure 2-2. 
d 	 q 
Figure 2-2: Exclusive-Or and One-Unit Delay 
In place of xor and latch one would rather work with axioms like 
df 
xor_syn(x,y,z) 	Vt.zt=xt+yt 	 (2.1) 
latch_syn (d,q) 	Vt 1 ,t2 . next (t 1 , t 2) D q(t2) = d(t 1 ) 	(2.2) 
where next (t 1 , t2 ) is a predicate expressing that t 1 and t2 are two consecutive 
points in time. It is defined abstractly 2 by 
next (t 1 , t2 ) 	t1 < t2 A Vt. Li < t J t2 < t. 
In this abstract view the clock no longer appears as an input to the latch. For 
in a synchronous circuit the latch's clock input is always connected to the global 
clock signal and consequently no longer available as an input. Thus, assume a 
clock signal 
cik: signal 
20ne might want to turn the predicate next into a function which for time t yields the 
successive abstract time step nexi(i) if it exists and is undefined otherwise. In a logic with 
partial terms this could be done using the so-called i-operator which we do not have available 
here. 
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which is globally defined throughout the system. As a result clk may be used 
within formulae without it being mentioned explicitly as a parameter. 
Obviously, zor_syn and latch_syn cannot be proven from zor and latch right 
away since the delays cannot be wiped out. What can be proven, however, by 
introducing constraints are certain approximations thereof. Before we can state 
them we need some predicates for formulating constraints. We first assume that 
clock ticks are marked by rising edges of cik and define a corresponding predicate 
tickt = clk(t — 1) = 0 A clkt = 1 
which obtains true if there is a clock tick at time t. Given this predicate one may 
define what it means that a signal x is stable in all intervals of length 5 prior to 
clock events: - 
stablex5 = Vt1 ,t2 . (tickt i A t1 — S 5 t2 :5 t) J x(t i ) = z(t 2 ). 
Finally, for constraining the clock we have two other predicates, the first express-
ing that the 1-phase of the clock lasts exactly one time step, and the second 
imposing a minimal distance 5 on two consecutive clock ticks: 
one_shot 	Vt. cl/ct = 1 j (clk(t — 1) = 0 A clk(t + 1) = 0) 
min_sepS 	Vt,t 2 . (t 1 < t2 A tickt 1 A tickt 2 ) D t2  ~! t 1 +5. 
With these predicates put into place the promised approximations of xorsyn and 
latch_syn can be formulated: 
xor_abs(x,y,z) 	(stablexSx A stable y 6x) 
J Vt.tickt J zt=xt+yt 
latch_abs (d, q) 	(one_shot A mm_sep 6L) 
Vt 1 , t2 .(tick t 1 A tick t 9 
D (next_abs (t 1 , t 2) J q(t2) = d(t 1 ))) 
where next_ abs is the following approximation of next: 
df 
next_abs(t j ,t2) = t1 <t2 A Vt.tickt D (t j <t D t2:5t) 
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The bold-faced parts indicate the offset of the approximations from the ideal 
versions zor_syn and latch_syn. This offset explicitly reflects the design rules 
C3—C4: timing constraints on inputs, on the clock signal, and the sampling at 
clock events. In contrast to xor_syn, latch_syn these approximations now can be 
derived from axioms zor and latch, i.e. we have 
zor(x,y,z) F- xor_abs(x,y,z) 
latch (d, clk, q) F latch_abs(d,q). 
This follows by straightforward first-order logic. Note, that due to the simplifica-
tion of the latch's behaviour (i.e. no set-up and hold conditions) latch_abs does 
not require stability of data input d relative to the clock. 
The observation that stability constraints essentially work to squeeze out 
delays of the behavioural description and thereby separate timing behaviour from 
functional behaviour is already employed in [Her88b,Me188]. As seen this idea can 
be pushed further so as to encompass also constraints on time points, i.e. tick t 
in this case. Being restrictions which also reflect the design rules, constraints on 
time points should be subjected to the same treatment as are stability constraints 
on signals. In fact, our logic will also deal with this type of constraints. 
Now suppose as a simple design task, we wanted to build a stoppable modulo-
2 counter from xor and latch. It is to have one input and one output, and to 
produce a stream of alternating Os and is as long as the input is at 1 and stop 
at the current output value when the input switches to 0. More formally, its 
behaviour is specified by the following formula: 
cnt_spec (x,y) 	Vt 1 ,t2 . next_abs (t 1 ,t2) D y(t,) = x(t 2) + y(t i ). 
From this input-output specification one derives easily a Moore automaton or 
equivalently an implementation consisting of an exclusive-or function and a one- 
unit delay as depicted in Figure 2-3. Given, that zor_syn (2.1) describes the 
behaviour of the exclusive-or and latch_syn (2.2) that of the one-unit delay, the 













Figure 2-3: Implementation of the Modulo-2 Counter 
behaviour of the implementation is given by 
cnt_syn (x,y,z) 	xor_syn(x,z,y) A latch_syn (y,z) 	(2.3) 
which employs logical conjunction A of predicates to express composition or su-
perposition of two behaviours. Verifying that the implementation is correct now 
would amount to proving that the implementation (2.3) entails the specification, 
z. e. 
cnt_syn(x,y,z) I- cnt_spec(x,y) 
	
(2.4) 
This is an easy exercise invoking the rules of ordinary first-order logic. Unfor-
tunately, applying synchronous abstraction to xor and latch does not provide an 
ideal exclusive-or or an ideal one-unit delay satisfying zor_syn and latch_syn but 
merely approximations xorabs and latch_abs. Therefore the implementation we 
are actually able to get is 
cnt_abs(x,y,z) 	xor_abs(x,z,y) A latch_abs(y,z). 
Of course there is no reason to expect that cnt_abs (x, y, z) entails cnt_spec (x, y). 
Rather, in place of the original cnt_spec, we will again only achieve an approxi-
mation, perhaps something of the form - 
cnt_appr(x,y) =1 (C, A C1 (z,y)) D (Vt 1 ,t2 C2(t 1 ,t 2) 
(next_abs (t 1 ,t2 ) D y(t 2) = x(t 2) + y(ti))) 
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where Co , C1, and C3 are constraints that have to be imposed on the composite 
circuit to allow the envisaged derivation 
cnt_abs(x,y,z) F cnt_appr(x,y). . 	 (2.5) 
Here we are facing the question of how to go about finding the constraints 
CO , C1, C2 and thus the modified specification cnLappr. The straightforward ap-
proach, as employed for instance in [HD86], is attempting a derivation of cnLspec 
(from cnLabs), finding out where it fails, and at each such dead end identifying 
assumptions that would make it work if they were a'railable in the first place. 
This information can then be used for determining the constraints Co , C1 , C2 
and the place where they have to go to weaken the specification appropriately. 
Now, this procedure is not quite satisfactory since it means going through the: 
verification proof twice, once for finding the constraints and a second time after 
pasting them into the specification for completing the proof. Furthermore, and 
more importantly, the proof has to intermingle timing constraints with abstracted 
properties; it aims to verify the abstract specification cnt_spec while at the same 
time it has to deal with the constraints inside the propositions zor_abs, latch_abs, 
next_abs, and cnt_appr. 
As argued before, this is not what one really would like to do. Rather, one 
would like first to perform the abstract verification of (2.4) without considering 
constraints. This establishes the feasibility of the design at the abstract level. 
The constraints, which are dependent on a particular implementation mechanism, 
here the implementation as a synchronous circuit, are not determined before the 
implementations of the abstract components are chosen. In the example, this 
leads to the approximations zor_abs, latch_abs. Finally, a constraint analysis 
should be able to use the abstract proof of (2.4) together with the knowledge of 
the constraints contained in zor_abs and latch_abs for extracting the constraints 
in cntappr. 
In this thesis it will be shown how this goal can be achieved by reformulating 
the notions of proof and proposition so as to 'hide' constraints within them and 
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set up a calculus of derivations to deal with this lax logic. 
Chapter 3 
Lax Logic 
• 	Lax logic is a first-order extension of a version of higher-order predicate logic, 
called the base logic. The heart of the extension is a modal operator 0 that 
relaxes the meaning of a proposition so as to account for potential constraints 
and constraint analysis. 
Lax Logic = 
First-Order Predicate Logic + Modality 
ase Logic = 
Higher-Order Predicate Logic 
The base logic is arbitrary to some extent, so that lax logic need not be seen as 
a particular fixed calculus but rather as a method of "laxifying" ones favourite 
predicate logic. In contrast to the base logic, lax logic cannot be arbitrary since 
there we wish to extract constraint information. As a consequence, lax logic is 
an intuitionistic extension, while the base logic may well have an axiom of choice 
or the axiom of the excluded middle. Another consequence is that we will have 
to record proof objects in lax logic while the semantics of the base logic is chosen 
to be proof irrelevant. So, from an implementation viewpoint it is desirable to 
single out reasoning within the base logic. This is the main reason why we are 
23 
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going to distinguish clearly between the base logic and lax logic. The idea is that 
the base logic is the intended realm of discourse in which formal verification takes 
place whenever possible and that its first-order extension of lax logic is entered 
only when there is need to consider approximate specifications and to handle 
constraints. 
Before we start off with formal definitions we briefly explain the central issues 
of lax logic. Let 0 and 0 stand for arbitrary propositions of the base logic in 
what follows. Given specification 0, the abstract proof-theoretic intuition behind 
'Oq is "for some constraint c, 0 is provable under c". In other words, a proof of 
Zq is a pair (c, p) where c is a constraint and p is a proof of q under constraint c. 
At this level of generality, nothing is said about what kind of object a constraint 
actually is and what it means that a specification is provable "under" a constraint. 
Different notions of constraint will have different properties, and thus will give 
rise to different derivation rules for 0. The particular interpretation that we are 
going to focus on in this thesis is discussed below in Section 3.2 and further in 
Chapter 5. More concrete intuitions may apply to specific interpretations of lax 
logic, as we have seen in the context of hardware verification. 
There are three general rules for 0, which we consider - without interpreta-
tive bias - as being characteristic for any notion of constraint, pronouncing 04 
"somehow 4". The three rules, or rather rule schemes, are 
I- 	 F, oo I- oo
01 
The reader is warned that throughout this thesis rules are written just the other 
way round as usual, i.e. they extend derivations for the sequents below the rule 
bar into a derivation of the sequent above the rule bar. We have chosen to turn 
derivation trees upside down since this presentation is more natural for refinement 
proofs, which will be our main concern in this thesis. 
Formally, 01 introduces a 0 operator, OM collapses two occurrences of 0 
into one, and OF lifts a derivation of conclusion 0 from hypothesis 0 by prefixing 
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both the hypothesis and the conclusion with 0. The following three very natural 
assumptions on the structure of constraints are sufficient to justify these rules: 
. There is a void constraint 1 such that '4) under 1' is equivalent to 4). 
• There is a multiplication of constraints such that '(4) under c) under d' is 
equivalent to '4) under c - d'. 
• Constraining preserves implication, i.e. if 4) implies t, then '4) under c' 
implies '& under c'. 
Recall that a proof of 04)  is to be a pair (c, p) with c a constraint and p a proof 
of '4) under c'. By the first condition we know that whenever 4) is provable, then 
4) is provable under the vacuous constraint 1, whence rule 01. The fact that 
'4) under 1' actually is equivalent to 4) means that by passing from 4) to 04) we 
have not lost any information, provided we record the constraint. Similarly, the 
second condition can be seen to justify rule OM, allowing us to melt together 
two nested occurrences of 0 without loosinginformation. Finally, rule OF basi-
cally says that if from the hypothesis 4) we can prove 0, then from the (weaker) 
hypothesis that 4) is provable under some constraint c we can prove & under c. 
This is guaranteed by the third condition. We might sum up the three conditions 
as follows: 
Postulate: A notion of constraint is a monoidal action (C, 1, , - under -) 
on formulae or truth values (of the base logic) that preserves impli-
cation. 
For the sake of definiteness let us list a few concrete notions of constraint that 
one might consider: 
C 	{T,±} 
1 	T 
j.T = ..L..L= T•J.. = I and TT= T 
- under - 4) under I true 
under T 0 
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Here and in the rest of this thesis the symbol 	is used to denote syntactic, 
or definitional identity. This is perhaps the most simple non-trivial notion of 
constraint; it takes as constraints a two-valued set {±, T} behaving like the 
booleans, it has T as the void constraint that does not change the meaning of a 
proposition while the only other constraint J evaporates a proposition to become 
trivially provable. 
Taking as a constraint the set-up time of a synchronous circuit results in a 




- under— 	undern8etupn J 4' 
where N denotes the natural numbers, and 'setup n' is a predicate expressing 
that all inputs to a given circuit are stable immediately before each clock tick 
during an interval the length of which is at least n time units. 
In this thesis we are going to focus on the following very general notion of 
constraint, which will be discussed and used at length later on: 
C 	lists [7i,. . . , 'y,], where 'yj are from some subclass of propositions 
1 	 fl (empty list) 
• 	 © (concatenation) 
—under - 4' under 	. . ,] 	... J yi D 4' 
A notion of constraint (C, 1, . , - under -) defines what it means that a 
proposition 4' of the base logic holds under a constraint c E C, i.e. the meaning of 
under c'. In lax logic we will be concerned with lifting this notion of constrain-
ing to arbitrary propositions, rather than just propositions of the base logic. An 
example, which we have seen before, is the specification of the decrementor: 
Vn.(succ(decn) = n). 
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From a proof of this proposition, call it p, we wish to obtain a function f that 
associates with each input n a constraint f n E C such that 
Vn. (succ(decn) = n) under fri. 
For the first notion of constraint mentioned above, viz, the one that has C = 
{T, J..}, f might be the characteristic function of the subset In I n > 1) of 
inputs that are decremented correctly. The function term f will be called the 
constraint term, written f = Ipi, and the predicate 
(Vn. 0 (succ(decn) = n))#[z ] 	Wi. (sua(decn) = n) under zn 
will be called the constraint predicate. It can be thought of as the lifting of 
- under - to proposition Wi. 0(succ(decn) = n). 
To give another example let us assume that we have built the factorial function 
using the decrementor as a subcomponent, i.e. that we have a proof of 
Vn. 0(succ(decri) = n) D Wi. 0(fac(n + 1) = (n + 1) .fac(n)) 
where, for simplicity, we have dropped the base case in the specification of the 
factorial. From this proof we expect to extract a higher-order functional F that 
translates every input constraint f, i.e. the characteristic function of a subset of 
inputs, of the decrementor into an input constraint of the factorial, F f, which 
is again the characteristic function of a subset of inputs. This can be expressed 
by requiring that the proposition 
Vf. Vn. (succ(decn) = n) under fn 
Vn.(fac(n + 1) = (n + 1) 'fac(n)) under F f n 
hold in the base logic. Thus, for more complex propositions the extracted con-
straint term and the constraint predicate can be quite complex objects. For 
arbitrary propositions 0 , the constraint predicate 0# [z] will be defined by induc-
tion on the structure of 0, and the constraint term IpI is given by induction on 
the structure of proof p. 
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So much for an informal introduction to the rationale behind lax logic. The 
rest of this chapter deals with the formal systems of base logic and lax logic 
which are set up formally in Section 3.1. The syntactic calculus of lax logic is 
presented both in sequent and, for use in later examples, in natural deduction 
style (cf. Section 3.3). In Section 3.2 the general notion of constraint, which was 
briefly mentioned above, is discussed. Also, the associated constraint extraction 
and analysis process for lax logic is defined, based on the constructive nature of 
derivations. 
3.1 Definition of Lax Logic 
- Ourmain coi cern lies in lax logic as an extension on top of a base logic, which sat-
isfies certain minimal requirements but is otherwise arbitrary. In order to stress 
this aspect it would be natural to define the calculus of lax logic first, treating 
the base logic as a parameter. Nevertheless, we start off with the base logic as 
this has the advantage of requiring less notational overhead and of introducing 
the syntax in its logical ordering. 
The base logic will be introduced in two steps, viz, first a rudimentary part 
in Section 3.1.1 amounting to a fragment of second-order logic, and then an 
enrichment by a full-fledged lambda-calculus giving higher-order expressibility in 
Section 3.1.2. The extension of lax logic, finally, will be treated in Section 3.1.3. 
3.1.1 Base Logic 
SIGNATURE. The language of the base logic is specified by a signature E, which 
is a collection of sorts A, B, etc. and a collection of operators f, g, etc. together 
with a map assigning to each operator f a finite non-empty sequence A 1 . . . A of 
sorts, called its arity. If n = 1, then f also is called a constant. It is assumed that 
among the sorts there is a distinguished sort 11, the sort of propositions. What 
other sorts and operators there are in the signature depends on the particular 
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base logic chosen. 
TYPES. Every sort A is a well-formed (primitive) type. For now the sorts will be 
the only types. Later the base logic will be extended by type-forming operations 
for building non-primitive types. Meta-variables o•, r, etc. will be used to range 
over types. 
TERMS. Given a signature E we define the set of terms over E, ranged over 
by meta-variables s, t,. . . , , , etc. First, fix for each type r a countably infinite 
number of variables, denoted by x, y,  etc. Assuming that a variable uniquely 
determines the typeto which it belongs, the superscript r may be omitted. Terms 
now are built from variables, operators, and the two special term forming symbols 
universal quantifier V and implication J in the usual way. More precisely, one 
defines the class of well-formed terms t of type r along with the free variables of 
a term as follows: 
• Any variable x is a well-formed term of type r; its only free variable is x. 
• If f is an operator with arity r1 	r,r and t 1 ,. . . , t, well-formed terms of 
type r1,.
.. 
, r,, respectively, then f(t 1 ,.. . , t,) is a well-formed term of type 
r; its free variables are those of t 1 , i = 1,... ,n. 
• If q  is a well-formed term of type fl and x a variable, then Vx. 0 is a well-
formed term of type ci; its free variables are the free variables of 4 except 
X. 
• If 0 and 0 are well-formed terms of type ci, then 0 D 0 is well-formed of 
type ci; its free variables are those of 4' and 0. 
• If s and t are well-formed terms of the same type, then s = t is well-formed 
of type ci; its free variables are those of s and t. 
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The type r of a well-formed term t and its set of free variables, denoted by FV(t), 
are thus uniquely determined'. We note that if x is a free variable of t, then x 
actually occurs as a sub-term of t. A term without free variables is called closed. 
As usual every occurrence of a variable x within term Yx. 4 is called bound. Two 
terms are called a-convertible if they are syntactically identical modulo renaming 
of bound variables. 
For now the terms defined will be the only terms of the base logic. Later the 
base logic will be extended by other term-forming operations. 
We may turn the definition of well-formedness into a formal calculus given 
by Figure 3-1. The formal judgement L I- t : r is called a typing, where L = 
x 1 ,. . . , x, is a finite, possibly empty, non-duplicating list of variables called a 
context. Such a typing is-to stand for the statement that t is well-formed of type 
r with free variables in A. We will say that a term is well-formed of type r in 
context L if A I- t : r can be derived. 
As mentioned before, all rules in this thesis are to be read bottom up, i.e. a 
rule instance of Figure 3-1 may be applied to turn derivations of the typings 
below the rule bar into a derivation of the typing above it. For all forms of rules 
to be introduced in this thesis we shall call the judgements below the rule bar 
the premisses and the judgement above conclusion of the rule. 
Observation 3.1.1 A term t is well-formed of type r with all its free variables 
in the context L if A I- t : r can be derived by the rules of Table S—i. 
Proof: The simple proof proceeds by induction on the structure of t and the 
derivation A F t : r. The only tricky case is to show that A I- Vx. 0 : fl 
is derivable if Vx. q is well-formed with free variables in A. Two case must be 
distinguished: Ifs A, then use the induction hypothesis on 0 with free variables 
in A, x. If x € i, then use induction hypothesis on 0 with free variables in A \ x. 
U 
'The definition of well-formed terms defines abstract syntax. We will use auxiliary bracket-
ing '(', ')' to indicate the structure of a term. 
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F f(t 1 ,. . . , t) : r 	





xTFx:r 	 iFs=t:f 	
a type x r variable 	 r 
iFs:r iFt:r 
x F t : 
r variable, not in 	
iX, y, x, iY F t : r 
iFt:r 	 L,x,y,zYFt:r 
Figure 3-1: Well-Formed Terms of the Base Logic, I 
We list a few immediate consequences of this observation. For each well-formed 
term t there is a unique r and a unique minimal such that A F t : r. Thi 
minimal A is given by the set of free variables FV(t) of L. The closed terms of 
type r are those t for which F t : r is derivable. If A, x F t : r and x not free in 
t, then A F t : r. Finally, the substitution rule 
A F s{t/x} : a 
F s : a E F t : r 
is valid, where as usual s{t/x} denotes the result of substituting in s all free 
occurrences of variable x by t. As usual it must be assumed that substitution 
renames bounds variable occurrences in s to avoid name capture of free variables 
in t. 
PRoPosITIoNs. Every well-formed term of type 1 is a proposition of the base 
logic. Propositions will be ranged over by Greek meta-variables 4, 0, etc. 
SEQUENTS. The logical calculus of the base logic rests on the formal judgement 
of logical entailment 
F F 
where A is a context and F = 	. , On a possibly empty list of propositions, 
i.e. well-formed terms of type Q, with free variables in A, i.e. we have i F 
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ci, i = 1,... ,n. The judgement will be called sequent, the propositions 
in IF its hypotheses and 0 its assertion. The calculus is to be closed under the 
usual structural rules of identity, weakening, cut, permutation of hypotheses and 
substitution, plus the logical rules for implication and universal quantification. 
The rules are shown in Figure 3-2. In rule sub the notation I'{t/x} means 
substitution is performed on all hypotheses in F. Note, we require the base logic 
merely to be closed under these rules, so it may have more rules. In particular 
we do not assume that the base logic is intuitionistic. 
4 F 
- M cb : fl 2d i : Il weak 	F F 	











F- A Vx.= Vx.t' 
F i- ,& olslx} 
/, xrF : ci FF- s=t 
 
F F- Vx. 0 	 Vx. F_{t/x} 
VI (x not free in ") 	F i : r L, Zr F : ci VE F E- 
Figure 3-2: Sequent Rules of the Base Logic 
Observation 3.1.2 Every sequent ,. . . ,on F, 1' derived by means of the 
rules of Figure 3-2 is well-formed. More precisely, A is a context (non-duplicating 
list of variables), and the assertion '& as well as all hypotheses qS,.. . , are well-
formed propositions in context A. 
The observation is due to our including of typings as additional premisses in 
some of the rules. In usual presentations of typed predicate logic the typing 
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judgement is left as an implicit side condition rather than being formalized as 
part of the calculus. For instance, the global side condition may be imposed that 
a rule can only be applied in case all premisses and the conclusion of the rule are 
well-formed. In our system we can safely add 
r i-a, 4) 
to the rules in Figure 3-2 without changing the set of derivably well-formed 
propositions. Henceforth, it will be assumed tacitly that this rule is available. 
The fact that the type of all propositions fl is a type of the language means 
we can quantify over propositions. Thus, the other logical connectives false, true, 
-', A, V,. 3, of (intuitionistic) predicate logic can be defined in the standard 









0 D false 
df 
1,. 4) VA (Vx. (4) 3 z)) 3 z 
(4)Dt&)A(AD4)) 
where it is understood that variable z does not occur free or bound in 4), 0. The 
abbreviations are well-formed: false and true are closed well-formed terms of type 
; if 4) is well-formed of type fl, then so is -' 4), its free variables are those of 4); 
if 4) and 0 are well-formed terms of type [1, then so are 4) A 0 and 4) V ifi, their 
free variables are those of 4) and '; if 4) is well-formed of type fl and x a variable, 
then so is Jx. 4), its free variables are those of 4) except x. 
Observation 3.1.3 For the logical connectives as defined above the usual elim-
ination and introduction rules, shown in Figure 3-8, can be derived from rules of 
Figure 3-2. 





LF- :1 EFtb:fZ AE 
	
LFq5: A 
t& FA /' 
& FA 01 
Fq1: 	i2:t1VI1 




01F0 02 F 	' 	r Fa o r'1 
31 (x not free in t/') 
ç5{t/x} FA 3x. 
L 7 x7 F-0:1l A Ft:r 
Figure 3-3: Derived Rules for the Base Logic 
To sum up, the base logic, henceforth referred to by the symbol B, is speci-
fied by a signature E of sorts and operators. Its syntactic categories are types, 
terms a special kind of which are propositions, and sequents. The terms are con-
structed from variables and operators by syntactic substitution. In particular, 
propositions are built up from terms of type 1 using logical symbols J and V. 
It is pointed out again that the definitions of these syntactic categories are to be 
understood as minimal requirements on B. 
Let us briefly comment on the status of B as specified so far. Since we 
allow ourselves to quantify over propositions, B has some kind of second-order 
expressibility, which was exploited to encode the connectives A, V, etc. On the 
other hand 8 is not full second-order logic. For instance, it is not possible to 
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define Leibnitz equality internally by 
df 
x =L y 	VP. P(x) D P(y) 
with the understanding that P stands for any propositional context with a dis-
tinguished hole. The reason is that there are no predicate variables in B, whence 
we cannot quantify over propositional contexts. In Prawitz's simple second-order 
logic [Pra65] P is called a i-piace predicate variable and in Andrews' second order 
logic 72  [And86], a variable of type '(t)'. 
In some, albeit less fundamental, sense B has mor' structure than Prawitz's 
and Andrews' systems of second-order logic. Namely, 13 can have second-order 
operators of sort ci, ci or ci, ci, ci etc. which, according to Andrews' classification, 
are paEt of third-order logic but not of second-order. So, for instance, the two-
place logical connective J could be introduced in B as a distinguished operator 
of sort ci, ci, ci rather than a syntactical operation for forming terms. 
3.1.2 Extending the Base Logic 
The object language of the base logic introduced so fax does not comprise any 
specific data types and associated operators. Here, an enrichment is necessary 
for two reasons: First, we will need a minimum structure for expressing specific 
'real world' verification examples in Chapter 4. Second, as will become clear 
later, in order to feed back into the base logic the constraint information that we 
are going to extract from proofs in lax logic, and to reason about it, the object 
language of the base logic must be rich enough to express the structure of proofs. 
In this section 13 will be extended by a simply typed lambda calculus with 
finite products, finite sums, exponentials, natural numbers, and for every type r 
the type r of finite lists of elements of type T. For these data types the usual 
/3 and is-equalities, and additionally for lists and natural numbers the standard 
induction schemes will be assumed. In the following we will spell out these 
assumptions in detail. Let 5, 0 be the class of sorts and operators, respectively, 
that constitute the signature E of 8. 
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TYPES. The well-formed types of B are generated by S as the primitive types 
and the type forming operations 
I 0 1 r+r 	1 I TXT I rr 	I N. 
Here A stands for any sort in S. N is the type of natural numbers and r the 
type of lists with elements of type r. 
TERMS. The terms of B are built from variables (an infinite number of variables 
of each type is assumed), the operators in 0, the Iogkal symbols 3, V, =, and 
the standard constructors and destructors for the composite types, i.e. they are 
of. the, shapes 




f I Vx.t  I t=t 
qt I tt I case,(t,t,t) 
7r1t I 7r2t I (t,t) 
I Ax.t  I 
t ::t I fold,(t,t) 
succ 	iter, (t, t) 







where x, y, z are variables and f is an operator in 0. The definition in Section 
3.1.1 of well-formed terms of type r is extended by the following clauses: 
. If t is well-formed of type 0 then Otis well-formed of any type r; its free 
variables are those of t. 
• If t is well-formed of type u and r a type, then t1t and t2t are well-formed 
of type o + r and r + c, respectively; their free variables are those of t. 
• Ifs and t are well-formed of type r, x variable of type c 1 , y variable of type 
c2 , and u well-formed of type 0j +02 such that x, y are not free in u, x not 
free in t and y not free in s, then case,(u, s, t) is well-formed of type r; its 
free variables are those of s, t, and u except x and y. 
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. * is a well-formed closed term of type 1. 
. If t is well-formed of type a x r then 7r1 t and 7r2t is well-formed of type 0 
and r, respectively; their free variables are those of t. 
. If a is well-formed of type a, t well-formed of type r, then (a, t) is well-
formed of type a x r; its free variables are those of a and t 
. If a is well-formed of type a = r and t well-formed of type r, then at is 
well-formed of type r; the free variables of at are, the free variables of a and 
t. 
•.:Jf tis well-forniedof type r, andxa variable of:type  a, then Xx. t is well-: 
formed of type a r; its free variables are those of t except x. 
• []is a well-formed closed term of type r for any type r. 
• If s is well-formed of type r and t well-formed of type r*,  then a :: t is 
well-formed of type r*;  its free variables are those of a and t. 
. If a and t are well-formed terms of type a, x variable of type o- and z variable 
of type r, both not free in a, then the. term fold (a, t) is well-formed of 
type r = a; its free variables are those of a and t except x and z. 
• 0, succ are well-formed closed terms of type N, N = N, respectively. If a 
and f are well-formed terms of type r, x variable of type r, not free in a, 
then iter (a, f) is well-formed of type N 'r; its free variables are those 
of a and f except x. 
As before, terms of type fl are called propositions. A well-formed term may have 
more than one type according to the above definition. Types could be made 
unique, as it is usually done, by annotating terms with types. For instance, one 
would distinguish type-many instances [],. of the empty list and define [],. to have 
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type a if a = r. For terms t1 :: 	:: t, :: [] of type r we shall use the more 
standard 2 notation [ta ,. . . , i 1 }. 
Note, the forms case, A, fold, and iter have variable binding effect, and the 
notion of a bound variable has to be extended to terms case,(u, a, t), )x. t, 
fold, (a, t), and iter (a, f) in the apparent way. 
The above definition of well-formedness may be cast into a system of formal 
rules as shown in Figure 3-4 which we add to the typing rules of Figure 3-1. 
LI - Dt:T 	iI- tit:a+r 	LI- t2t:r+u 
	
e 	 rtype 
iI- t:O 
r type 	 T typ 
LIcasery(u,s,t) T 
zI-u:a1 +a2 L,9'F-s:r /.,yu2Ft:r 
1 	A Fir1t:a 	zF-,r2t:r  
Ft:crxr A Ft:axr A F- s:o 	F- t:r 
LFst:r  
LF-t:a M-s:ar 	i,x°F-t:r 
EI-aucc:N=*N 
F- [] : 	
r type 	
LF-s ::t: r* 
F-s:r LFt:r* 
A F- iter(s,t) : N =o. r 
i F-a: r 	F- t: r 
A I-fold,(s,t) : 
t I-a: a 	I- t : a 
Figure 3-4: Well-Formed Terms of B, II 
Observation 3.1.4 A term t is well-formed of type r with all its free variables 
in the context t if A I- t : r can be derived by the rules of Figures 3-1 and 3-4. 
SEQUENTS. Finally, the base logic B is extended by the usual equality axioms 
for the data types as summed up in Figure 3-5, the standard induction principle 
2The reversing of the order in which the elements appear is inessential but technically 
convenient. 
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for finite lists 
r F-A Vz.4) 
Listlnd r i- a, 4){[]/z} 	,4) 	4){x :: z/z} 
where x, z are variables of type r, r, respectively, x not free in I', 4), z not free 
in I', and induction for natural numbers 
F }-, Vz.4) 
Natlnd 
	
i-a, 4){O/z} F, 4) 	4){succz/z} 
where z is variable of type N not free in 1'. 
We have separated the equality rules in Figure 3-5into three classes, viz. fi, , 
equalities. This classification is taken over from lambda calculus, where one 
mainly is dealing with: function types. As in lambda calculus the /3.-equations 
capture the computational meaning of terms, the ti-equations amount to exten 
sionality of the data types, and the -ruIes are structural rules that enable us to 
substitute equals for equals within the variable-binding operators .\, ca8e, iter, 
and fold. For the other operators such c-rules already are covered by the ordinary 
substitution rule Subst. For instance, the rule 
F- (s,t) = (s',t') 
I-,s=s' F1tt 
is a derived rule in B. Extensionality of natural numbers, i.e. the uniqueness of 
iteration, expressed by the scheme 
fO = s A Vy.f(succy) = t{fy/x} J f= iter(s,t) 
is derivable from extensionality of functions and induction. A similar remark 
applies to extensionality of lists. 
Observation 3.1.5 Every sequent F F-a, 4) derived by the rules of Figures 3-2 
and 3-5 is well-formed, i.e. L is a context (non-duplicating list of variables), 
and the assertion 4) as well as all hypotheses in F are well-formed propositions in 
context A. 
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3 Equalities 
t = Ox 	I- 	(Ax. t)x = t 
x0 I- t: r ,ZC F t : r 
1 2,47,yT 7r 1 (x,y) = x 	 7r2(x,y) = ii 
FA case,(Liu,s,t) = .s{u/x} 
Fu:a1  L, x T1F s:r &jf 2 Ft:r 
F-a, case,(t2u,s,t) = t{u/y} 
Fu:o2 &x a1 Fs:r &ya2 Ft:r 
iter(s,t)(succz) = t{iter(s,t)z/x} N 
iFsr 	xFt:r 	Z notsnt 
I- ,a iter(s,t)0=s 
I-s : r 	Ft : r 
(fold, (3, t))(u :: v) = t{(f 
Fs:o L,z',x 
77 Equalities 
F, (fold(s,t))[] = s 
F s : u i,z',x Ft : 
,(s,t)v)/x}{u/z} v1, u T not i n  
t: or 
x = * Faxi (iri x, ir2x) = x I- Ax. (tx) 	t
xU not in Ft:or 
FA,Zø,+a2 case,(z,h{t ix1z},h{t 2y1z}) = h X01 	 not in i 
L,ZQ12  F h : r 
Equalities 
FAx.s = 
	 I-A case,(u, s,t) = case,(u, a', t') 
s = t Fu:u1+a2 FA,c1s=s' FA,"2tt' 
I-A iter (a, t) = iter (a, t') 	I-A fold (a, t)= fold (a, t') 
iFs:r IA, xrt=t' iFs: 01 FA, Z T,X Tt=t' 
Figure 3-5: Equality Axioms of 8 for Standard Data Types 
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Remark: Strictly speaking, the observation assumes that equality is system-
atically decorated with types. In Figures 3-2 and 3-5 this additional typing 
information is suppressed for better legibility. 
Now the base logic is in place. It is noted that the extensions laid down in this 
section are meant only as minimal requirements on 5 for which the construction 
of lax logic will be possible. Thus, further data types, logical connectives, and 
rules may be added to the base logic whenever a specific hardware verification 
problem requires us to do so. Of course, this is sensible only to the extent that 
B remain consistent. - - 
Theorem 3.1.6 The base logic B, as introduced so far, is consistent. 
Proof: (Idea) The simplest proof is the one by ' models: Consider a classical 
set-theoretic model for 13 that interprets the ordinary data types in the standard 
way, in particular such that fr = r is the set of all functions from a]  to fr], [NI 
are the standard natural numbers, and finally such that the type fl is interpreted 
by the set IfIl = {tr'ae,false}. To every closed term s : r is assigned an element 
E fri in the usual way, such that Is = = true if I[sfl equals. [i in the 
model, i.e. are identical elements in In.  Further, it is shown that B is correct 
for this interpretation, viz, that if I- 4' is derivable, then = true. Consistency 
of B then follows from the fact that 0 and succ(0) are different natural numbers 
in the standard model, i.e. F- 0 = succ(0) cannot be derivable. 
It is well known that higher-order logic is incomplete wrt. the standard set-
theoretic notion of model, i.e. models which interpret a type a = r as the set 
of all functions from a to T. One has to consider non-standard models in order 
to capture the expressibility of a particular higher-order logic in terms of models 
[HenSO]. Consequently, in contrast to the first-order case there is no canoni-
cal system of higher-order logic. Rather, there are quite a number of different 
formulations3 in the literature, such as Church's Simple Theory of Types (STT) 
3The names STT, ITT, and LPE are not introduced in the literature. They are used in 
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[Chu40], Andrews' systems .F' and Qo  [And86], Coquand's Calculus of Con-
structions (CC) [CH88], Lambek and Scott's Intuitionistic Type Theory (ITT) 
[LS86], Fourman and Scott's Logic of Partial Elements (LPE) [Fou89], and many 
more. In general, one would expect as many different versions of higher-order 
logics as there are intended notions of models. 
Our formulation of B provides yet another version, which does not compare 
easily to the systems mentioned above. It basically should be understood as 
extending many-sorted first-order logic by equality, inductive data types like 
natural numbers and lists, and a sort ci of propositions. It is important to point 
out that ci has not been added with the aim to make the logic higher-order but 
to have a particular notion of constraint (viz, constraint = list of propositions) 
available as at type within the logic. For a simpler notion of constraint (such 
as: constraint = boolean) first-order logic would be enough, although, then the 
logical connectives false, A, V, 3 have to be introduced explicitly. Consequently, 
the models of B which we will consider in Section 5 essentially are first-order 
models with additional structure. 
Of the higher-order systems mentioned above the one that is closest to B 
is ITT of Lambek and Scott, in the sense that it is many-sorted, explicitly 
axiomatizing data types, proof irrelevant, and based on the intuitionistic logical 
primitives j,V. What are some differences between B and ITT, then? Firstly, 
the type system of ITT is based on the notion of sets rather than functions, 
i.e. the central feature is a power type operator Pr while B has the function type 
operator r = o. To compare both systems one may take the type Pr of ITT as 
an abbreviation for the type r = ci, and the formation of sets {x E A I 
and elementship x E S stand for lambda abstraction )x. 0 and application S x, 
respectively. Other systems based on functional types are STT, Qo,  CC. A 
second difference is that in ITT, as well as in most other systems of higher-order 
logic, equality is defined as Leibnitz equality while in B it is a primitive relation. 
the following paragraphs only for the purpose of reference. 
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Thus, the meaning of equality in B can be chosen freely within certain limits 
while it is fixed in ITT. Note, though, that in B we can prove 
I- s=t 	VP.PsJPt. 
Also, in ITT, as well as in most other systems of higher-order logic, equality of 
propositions is identified with logical equivalence, i.e. 
ri-o=o o if  
while in B the two ways of comparing propositions are independent concepts. 
This has the advantage that in B, equality may be given a computationally 
meaningful interpretation, e.g. a decidable relation on types like 1 and W. How 
this can be' used• will' be seen from the examples, in Chapter 4. .A third, less, 
important, difference between B and ITT is that B not only axiomatizes the 
data types products and natural numbers but also sums and lists which are not 
incorporated in ITT. 
To sum up this discussion we claim that if the extensionality axioms 
Vf,g.(Vx.(fxJgx)A(gxJfx)) D f=g 
are added to B, where f, g have type r = 	r arbitrary type, as well as the Peano 
axioms, then, modulo the canonical translation hinted at before, all theorems of 
ITT can be derived in B. 
The remainder of this section discusses a few basic constructions in 8 that 
will be used later on. First, we state without proof that from iteration iter and 
products a primitive recursion operator natrec : (r x (N =' r =. r)) = N r 
can be obtained that satisfies the equations 
natrec(a,f)O = a 
nat rec(a, f) (succ (n)) = fn (natrec(a, f) n). 
For instance, natrec can be defined as follows: 
natrec 	Az..Ax.7r2(iter((O,zi),(succ(yi),z2yjy2))x) 
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where z, x, y are variables of types r x (N = r 	r), N, N x r, and z1 , y, 
i = 1,2, abbreviate the terms 7rz, lrjy, respectively. The key to verifying that 
natrec obeys the equations above is to use the induction rule Natlnd to prove 
that iri(iter, ( ....... )) is the successor function. Similarly, one can construct 
from the operator fold for lists a. recursion combinator 
listrec: ( x (r=. r* r*c=, o )) = r=ti 
for every choice of types o, r for which the equations 
listrec(a,f)[] = a 
listrec(a, 1) (x :: z) = fx z(listrec(a,f) z) 
canbéproveninB.  
As has been hinted at in the beginning of this section one of the main reasons 
for extending the base logic as described is that now the notion of constraint in 
the sense in which we are going to use it is internal to the logic. We can formulate 
as a proposition of B the meta-logical statement that some proposition is provable 
under a. constraint. Specifically, we can implement the general approach which 
is to take as constraints the lists c = . . , 'y] of propositions, and to say that 
a proposition 4 is 'provable under' c if the sequent 'yr,. . . , -y, F- 0 is derivable 
in B. Under this interpretation constraints are in one-one correspondence with 
terms c of type V and 0 is provable under c if the proposition qSc  is provable, 
where q5C  is defined for all c by the clauses 
011 = 	
= D (C)  
Moreover, we can define the map c, 0 - 	as the following well-formed term of 
type V = (l . 
weak 	)c. )4. (fold (4, z j x)) c 
where c is a variable of type V and 0, z, x distinct variables of type ft. The 
properties of weak are summed up in 
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Lemma 3.1.7 Let 0, ', -y be variables of type S1 and c variable of type W. 
• The term 'weak' as defined above is a closed well-formed term of type V = 
(l = 1) for which the equations 
F- ,o 	weak[]ç1 = 
F_y ,c ,46 weak (-y :: c) q5  = y D (weak cçb) 
can be derived in B. 
• Proposition Yc. weak c 0 is provably equivalent to 0, and for all c : 
proposition weak c (4 D 0) is provably equiva!nt to (weak c ) 3 (weak c 
i.e. the sequents 
Fo, 	Vc.weakc4 
F Vc.weakc(,6 D 	(weakcçb) 3 (weakc) 
can be derived in B. 
Proof: The first part follows from the definition of weak, and from /3-equality 
for )-application and fold. The second part is obtained by induction on c and by 
using the first part of the lemma. 
In the following we will take the notation Oc to stand for weakcç/. Another 
operation that we will need is concatenation © : T* = (r* 	r*) of lists: 
© 	) l.Am.(fold,(l,z::x))m 
where 1, m, x are distinct variables of type r, z variable of type T. For convenience 
we will use the infix notation 1 © m rather than © 1 m. 
Lemma 3.1.8 
• The term © as defined above is a closed well-formed term of type r - 
(r* = r*) for every 4 type r for which the equations 
I-, 
Fz,i,m l© (z :: m) = z :: (l© m) 
It is assumed that the variables z, x, 1, m in the definition of © are chosen in some canonical 
way for each type r. 
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can be derived in 13, where 1, m are variables of type r and z variable of 
type 'r. 
. The following equations 
I-, 	[]©m=m 
Fk,1,m (k©l)©m=k©(l©rn) 
F0,1,m (4l)Tn = l©m 
can be derived in B where 0 , k, 1, m are variables of the appropriate type8. 
Proof: The first part follows from the definition of ©, and from /9 equality for 
\ and fold. The second part is obtained by induction on m, using the first part 
ftheLenimaaidofLeththa31.7. 
The second part of Lemma 3.1.7 and 3.1.8 can be paraphrased more compactly 
by stating that the triple (LV, [], ©) together with the mapping c, 0 ..+ q5C is a 
(monoidal) action on fl that preserves implication. As explained at the beginning 
of this chapter these data are taken to define a notion of constraint. 
Definition 3.1.9 A notion of constraint for 8 is a triple (C, 1, .), where C is a 
type and 1: C, : C x C = C closed terms, together with a map c, that 
assigns to each term C: C and proposition 4 : Q a proposition 0c : t, subject to 
the following conditions: 
e (C, 1, .) is an internal monoid, i.e. the monoid equations 1 c = c = c 1 
and (cd).e= c(de) can be derived in B. 
. (C, 1, .) is an action on formulae, i.e. q = 4' and (4'c)i = 
• The action preserves entailment, i.e. a sequent r, çb,.. . , On F& 4' is deriv-
able in B if for all i I- c : C the sequents r, 4'c ,• . , F-A, 4'C are 
derivable. 
• The action respects substitution, i.e. if x is a variable and t a term of type 
T, then ( çbc){t/ x } = (4'{t1x})'". 
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Remark: The third condition covers the special case n = 0, viz. I' I-,, o 1ff 
FF-qfora11tI-c:IZ. ForF=thismeans4+tfora1liFc:1L Note, 
the definition does not require that the mapping c, 0 C  is actually expressible 
within the logic as a term of type C x 11 = 1, as is the case with the notion 
of constraint (1*, [1' ©) considered later. It may also be a syntactic translation. 
The fourth condition is there to make sure that this syntactic translation is 
well-behaved wrt. substitution. We remark that for an action on truth-values 
rather than formulae one would replace in the second condition the equality by 
equivalence. This, too, would suffice for our purposes. 
Lemma 3.1.10 (LV, [], ©) together with ,C  weakcçb is a notion of constraint. 
Proof: The first two properties of Definition 3.1.9 follow immediately from 
Lemmata 3.1.7, 3.1.8. The if direction of the second condition is trivial anyway 
since 4 = q. The only-if part is proven by induction on the number n of 
hypotheses and the second part of Lemma 3.1.7. The fourth property is satisfied 
trivially by (V, [], c) since Oc = weak c 0 , where weak is a closed term. 
In connection with using a list c: V of propositions as a constraint a function 
fl : 1 will be useful that conjoins all the propositions in c into a single 
proposition flc. This map can be defined by 
fl = fold(true,zAx). 
Lemma 3.1.11 The propositions Oc and (flc) D 0 are provably equivalent, i.e. the 
sequent 
4,C 	(flc) DO 
is derivable in 13, where 0 and c are variables of type fl and V, respectively. 
Proof: easy, by list induction on c. 
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3.1.3 Lax Logic 
We are now going to extend 13 by a modal operator 0 with the intended meaning 
that 04 should be true if there is a constraint c such that 0 holds under c. Given 
a notion of constraint (C, 1, .), this appears to suggest 
	
JcC.q 	 (3.1) 
so that lax logic simply becomes a definitional extension of B. Let us see why 
this is not a good idea. Note first, however, that the rules 
F-0q501 	r,o5F-AoOF 
- - - indeed are derived rules  under this definition of. ; 01 follows from the equiv-
alence , and OF is a cànsequence of the fact that 4 '— preserves 
entailment. The problem with the above naive definition (3.1) comes with the 
rule scheme 
00E- 00M 
which translates to the sequent 3c. (Rd. 
q)C  F-,, Rd. çb' which is interderivable 
with the axiom scheme 
Vc. ((3d. d)C : 3d. d) 
Now, suppose this were derivable, then we could conclude that for all A I- C: C 
the proposition (3d. ç&')' is provable if 3d. 0( is provable. But this says that no 
constraint has any influence on the provability of a proposition of form Rd. ç6d 
which appears to be a strong condition to impose on a notion of constraint. 
A second problem with the definition (3.1) arises for the particular notion of 
constraint (tV, []' ©). Here, is equivalent to flc D 4. We can take c = [] as 
the constraint to get 
(n[]) 	J 	true. 
So, for every 0 there is a proof of 3c. qC.  Hence under definition (3.1) any proposi- 
tion of form 00 would be provable, which trivializes 0 in a very undesirable way. 
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So, we better not hard-wire this property of the particular notion of constraint 
(ç [], ©) into the logic. 
The third and most important reason for not adopting definition (3.1) is that 
there is no guarantee, that from a proof of Oqf = 3c. Oc we can actually extract 
a constraint c and a proof of . Since B can be an arbitrarily strong classical 
logic this may actually be impossible, in general. 
Instead of using a definition like (3.1) we are going to embed B properly within 
an intuitionistic first-order logic containing 0 as a primitive modal operator 
together witiassociated rules KI, OM, and OF. Apart from containing B as a 
sub-logic it will be equipped with its own first-order connectives. This 'top-up' 




The collëctión of types and terms of C, as well as the typings, are siniply 
inherited wholesale from the base logic. The embedding B -+ £ will be witnessed 
syntactically by an operator t that promotes a proposition q from B into a formula 
tq5 of C. This mapping t will be shown to preserve and reflect provability, i.e. 5 
is provable in B if to is provable in £ (Theorem 3.1.16). 
FORMULAE. The formulae of C, ranged over by the meta-variables M, N, K, 
etc. are given according to the grammar 
M ::= true I MAM I false  I MVM  I MJM  I 
Vx.M I 3x.M I OM I to 
where 0 ranges over propositions of B and x over variables. These are the only 
formulae of C. These connectives are to be distinguished from the primitive 
connectives j, V, and the abbreviations true,false, V, 3 defined for B. However, 
as it is clear from the context within a formula in which a symbol occurs whether 
it belongs to B or C, namely inside or outside the scope of t, we may use the 
same symbol in both cases. For instance, in 
3x.(M A t(o A sb)) 
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the 3 and the left A are primitive connectors in C while the right A is the ab-
breviation of conjunction in terms of D and V in B. The well-formed formulae 
M of £ together with the set FV(M) of free variables are defined as follows: A 
formula M is well-formed if 
• M is true or false; FV(M) = 0, 
• M is one of M1 A M2, M1 V M2 , or M1 j M2 and both M1 and M2 are 
well-formed formulae; FV(M) = FV(M1 ) U FV(M2 ), 
• N is a 'lI-formed formula and M is N; FV(M) = FV(N), 
• M is one of Vx. N or Bx. N where x is a variable and N a well-formed 
formula, FV(M) = FV(N) \ {x}, 	 - 
• M is to with 4 a well-formed proposition of B; FV(M) = FV(q). 
F true wif 	F false wif 	A I- to wif 	A I- QM wff 
I-Mwff 
iFMANwff 	AFVX.Mwff zF3x.Mwff 
iFMwff EFNwff 	t,xFMwff 	E,xFMwff 
	
tH-MjNwff 	 AFMvNwff 





, not in 	
t,x,y,L' I- M wif 
Figure 3-6: Well-Formed Formulae of Lax Logic 
The reader will notice that the only possibility for a formula not to be well-formed 
is that it contains a sub-formula to where 0 is not a well-formed proposition of 
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B. A well-formed formula M is closed if FV(M) = 0. Again we remark that free 
variables must occur as sub-terms. The notion of a bound variable is analogous to 
B. As in the case of terms we can formalize the notion of a well-formed formula 
using a new judgement 
iI- Mwff 
where = x1.. .. x, is a context. The rules are shown in Figure 3-6. 
Observation 3.1.12 
. A formula M is well-formed with all its free variables in context , if 
A F M wif is derivable by the rules of Figure 3-6. 
• If 1,xr  0- M wif and I- t r, then I- M{t/x} wif.  
Equivalence of formulae is defined as before, viz. M N 	M J NAN 3 M. 
C-INFERENCES. The calculus of entailment between formulae of £ is presented 
via the judgement 
rF-,M 
called an C-sequent to distinguish it from sequents of 8, which consequently 
will be referred to as 8-sequents. We will simply talk about sequents when the 
logical system is clear from the context. r = M1 ,. . . , Mn is a list of hypotheses 
and M the assertion of the sequent. All M, and M must be well-formed formulae 
with free variables in E. The inference rules for deriving £-sequents are listed in 
Figure 3-7 (structural rules), Figure 3-9 (logical rules), and Figure 3-8 (induction 
rules). They are as in standard first-order logic plus the embedding rule t, and 
the three special rules 01, OM, and OF describing the properties of 0. As 
remarked at the beginning of this chapter these rules reflect the basic intended 
properties of proving a formula'under a constraint', ie. the properties of a notion 
of constraint. The next section (3.2) will show how the intuitive interpretation 
of these rules can be made precise4y& 
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F,Ml-,N 	 FI-A ,M 
weak 	 weak (x not in FF-AN iI - Mwff 	 FFAM 
MI-AM. 
LF Mwfft 
F l-A, y ,x,y M perm 
F 	M 
F{t/x} I-A M{t/x} 
sub FI A ,xr M M-t:r 
F NM F' I-A K penn 
F,M,N,F' I-A K 
Fl-AN 
Fl-AM F,MI A NCUt 
Figure 3-7: Structural Rules of Lax Logic 
FVAVZ M 
F I-A M{[]/z} F,M 	
M{x :: z/z} Listlnd (x,z of typ r,r*) 
Fl A Vz.M 
F 1A  M{O/z} F,M 1A,z  M{succz/z} Natlnd (z 
of type N) 
Figure 3-8: Induction Rules of Lax Logic 
Remark: It may appear that rules 3E, yE, in Figure 3-9 should be stated in 
a more general form by adding an arbitrary list of hypotheses F on both sides 
of the rule bar, plus the condition that x not be free in F. However, this is not 
necessary as any hypotheses can be moved out of the way to the assertion side 
using rules jI and jE. 
Observation 3.1.13 Every inference F F. M derived by means of rules of 
Figures 3-7, 3-9, 3-8 is well-formed, i.e. A is a context (non-duplicating list of 
variables), and the assertion M as well as all hypotheses in F are well-formed 
formulae in context A. 
Remark: This observation means that we do not need to add the usual side- 
conditions on variables x, z in the induction rules of Figure 3-8 to make sure that 
F does not depend on x and also in rule Listlnd that M does not depend on x. 
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If the premisses of rule Listlnd have been derived, then we know from the right 
sub-derivation that L, x, z is a context, whence x, z do not occur in A. From 
the left sub-derivation we obtain that 1', M{O/z} are well-formed in context A, 
whence x, z cannot be free in I' and x cannot be free in M. A similar remark 
applies to rule Natlnd. 
The reader will notice that there is no equality in lax logic, i.e. there are no 
atomic formulae like a = t. This is so for good reasons: Equality can be lifted 
from the base logic, the formulae t(s = t) can be shown to behave like an equality 
in lax logic. 
Lemma 3.1.14 The.following equality, substitution schema 
F 'A  M{s/x} Subst 
L,x1 I-Mwff FF(= r t) FI-M{t/x} 
is a derived rule of lax logic. 
Proof: By induction on the structure of formula M. The crucial base case is 
when M = to for which the schema follows from substitution in the base logic and 
the embedding rulet. All the other cases are obtained by first deconstructing the 
top-level connective in M, applying the inductional hypothesis to its components, 
and then reconstructing M with the appropriate rules. 
Let us point out two central properties of 0: 
Theorem 3.1.15 
• In the context of the other rules, OM and OF are equivalent to the inference 
rule: 
I, om Fa ONOL 
T,M I- ON 
i.e. from OM and OF one can derive OL and vice versa. 
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Proof: In Figure 3-13 of the next section (Section 3.2) a derivation of OL from 
rules OF and OM is given. The derivation of both OF and OM from OL, as 
well as the derivation of Oext is easy and left tu the reader. 
The base logic B is contained within the t fragment - the class of formulae 
of shape t 	of £ yia the embedding rule .t. Thus, £ can be viewed as an 
extension of B. It is very desirable that this extension do not change the deductive 
properties of L3 so that new theorems about B would be provable in L. The 
following theorem says that all to which are provable in the extension C are 
provable in B already, or that B corresponds exactly to the t fragment of C. 
Theorem 3.1.16 (Conservativity) £ is conservative over 13, i.e. if some to 
is derivable in £, then 4' must already be a theorem of B. 
This perhaps is not surprising if we bring to mind the rules of £ for 0. 01, 
OF, and OM all are one-way rules for 0: once 0 is introduced there is no way 
to eliminate it again. So, proofs of a proposition t4' in £ cannot be achieved by 
detouring over modal formulae. Theorem 3.1.16 holds in a more general form as 
follows: 
Theorem 3.1.17 (Strong Conservativity) Let M be a well-formed formula 
in context A such that I- n, M is derivable in L. Then, we must have a derivation 
of F-a, M' in 13, where proposition M' is obtained from M by removing all occur-
rences of 0 and t and replacing the other logical connectives by their respective 
counterparts in B. 
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This theorem is a necessary condition for 0 to act as a place-holder: it must 
not be possible to turn a non-theorem of 8 into a theorem of C merely by intro-
ducing Os in certain places. 
Proof: By induction on the structure of derivations one proves that every 
derivation of a 'C-sequent M1 ,. . . , M, U-a, M can be translated into a derivation 
of the 13-sequent M,. . . ,M M'. The crucial cases are the rules t, 01, 
OM, and OF, which are all trivialized by the translation. For instance, sequent 
OOM l-,. OM translates into M' M'. 
As a corollary to Theorem 3.1.16 we conclude that £ is consistent. 
Theorem 3.1.18 £.isconsistent. 
Proof: The theorem follows from consistency of 8: If I- false were derivable in 
C, then also I- tfalse would be derivable because of rule falseE. But by Theorem 
3.1.16 this implies that F- false is derivable in B. Contradiction. 	 u 
We have seen that we can turn a theorem of £ into a theorem of 13 by removing 
all Os and ts. What about the other direction? Surely, we do not want to have 
that a theorem of 8 becomes a theorem of £ by arbitrarily introducing Os and 
ts for this would mean that £ is a trivial extension. In fact, this is not the case. 
It will be shown below (cf. Lemma 3.1.19) that if OtO j t4 is a theorem of C, 
then also to must be a theorem of C, whence 4' must be a theorem of 8. So, for 
a non-theorem 4' in 8, which must exist by consistency, we have that 014' 3 tq5 
is not provable in C, while, of course 4' 3 4' is provable in B. Thus, the other 
direction of Theorem 3.1.17 is not true in general and C is a. non-trivial extension 
of B. 
Lemma 3.1.19 Let M be a well-formed formula in context A such that '2,  M 
is derivable in C. Then, there is a derivation of 14, M0 in C, where formula M0 
is obtained from M by replacing all those sub-formulae by 'true' that are prefixed 
with 0. 
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Proof: One shows by induction on the structure of a derivation that whenever 
a sequent I' F, M is derivable, then there is a derivation of F 0 'A M0 . The 
translation M i-4 M0 is formally given by the scheme 
true0 = 	true 
(MAN) 0 = M0 AN 0 
(MN) 0 = M0jN0 
(Vx.M)o = Vx.M 0 
(M) 0 = 	true. 
false0 = false 
(MvN)0 = M0 vN0 
(t4)o = 	iç/ 
(x.M) o = 
I 
As a corollary to this lemma we note: 
Theàrem 3.1.20 £ + Vz0 . 0 t z is consistent. 
Proof: If Vz. Otz were inconsistent, i.e. we could derive I- (Vz. Otz) j fal.e, 
then by Lemma 3.1.19 we could also derive I- (Vz. true) D false. But this means 
£ is inconsistent, since F-, true and hence I- Vz. true is derivable. Contradiction. 
U 
So much for a definition of lax logic in sequent style. In Section 3.3 also a 
natural deduction presentation is given which will make later example derivations 
much more economic. Let us finish off this section with highlighting the central 
features of lax logic. 
• In £ we have induction for natural numbers and lists. Being able to con-
struct inductive proofs of formulae which are arbitrarily complex in terms of 
0-modalities is what fleshes out the bare bones of constraint manipulation, as 
will be seen from the examples in Chapter 4. 
• £ is a first-order logic. We cannot quantify over formulae as there is no 
type of all formulae. This is an important restriction which drastically reduces 
the complexity of constraint information extracted from proofs in L. In the next 
section we will see how to extract from every proof of a formula M a constraint 
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term the type of which, denoted by IMI, is determined by the structure of M. 
Now, if £ were higher-order, then M might have a free variable z that stands 
for an arbitrary formula. In that case the type IMI will depend on the actual 
formula substituted in for z, whence IMI would be a dependent type. Adding 
dependent types to the type system of £ and B is a major complication that we 
want to avoid in this thesis. 
A consequence of the restriction to first-order quantifiers is that the logical 
connectives false, true, V, A, 3 cannot be defined in terms J and V. They must 
be introduced explicitly as primitive symbols one by one. Note, however, that 
since the base logic is part of £ we may still quantify over the type rl of propo-
sitions, though. For instance, the formula Vzo. 0tz is well-formed and will play 
promiñeñtrôlélter: 	
* 
• Finally, £ is intuitionistic, i.e. £-sequents allow a single formula on the right 
side of I- and there is no axiom of the excluded middle or an equivalent classical 
principle. This allows us to extract from derivations in £ constraint information 
in the form of ordinary lambda terms. Therefore, £ has to be a closed system with 
no formulae and inference rules other than those defined above. For every new 
feature that is to be added to £ constraint extraction must be defined and proven 
correct separately. In contrast, B, which is proof irrelevant, can be arbitrarily 
strong without any change to the theory of lax logic. This explains also why we 
distinguish two kinds of sequent I-, I- with the consequence that some inference 
rules are duplicated. We want to keep track of which parts of a proof are relevant 
for later extracting constraint information and which parts are not. 
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3.2 Constraint Extraction 
By exploiting the constructive nature of £ as a first-order extension of B we 
are going to extract constraint information from derivations in L. We will show 
how, by eliminating the operator 0 in favour of constraints, this information 
may be analyzed and used to translate back derivations in £ into derivations 
in B so that formulae become propositions and £-sequents become B-sequents. 
Although the extraction will work for any notion of constraint (ci. Del. 3.1.9) we 
will, for the sake of definiteness, focus on the notion of constraint given by the 
triple (1,[}, ©) for which 
' 	
:';: 
For this model a translation process will be defined that allows one to compute 
for each derivation of an £-sequent F- M the derivation of a B-sequent F M° , 
where M° is a proposition obtained from M by replacing all occurrences of 0 
by certain constraints. So, if 0(.) is an occurrence of 0 in M, then it will be 
replaced by (.)C,  where c is a term of type V. In particular, the translation will 
be such that a derivation of I- to is translated into a derivation of I- q. 
For simplicity let us restrict attention for a moment to proofs of formulae 
in the empty context, i.e. on derivations of £-sequents I- M with M a closed 
formula. As usual a derivation of a sequent F 0 or I- M is called a proof of 4 or 
M, respectively. Our plan is to associate with every closed M a constraint type 
IMI and a constraint predicate M# : IMI fI, such that from every proof .  of 
M in £ a closed constraint term t of type IMI can be extracted together with a 
proof of M#t  in B. Thus, we want 




: IMI 	1 well-formed predicate 	(3.3) 
proof of M i— t: JMJ well-formed term 	 (3.4) 
proof of M#t. 	 (3.5) 
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Intuitively, IMI is the type of constraint information for M and M#  a predicate 
telling how M is parameterized or modified by constraint information. In general, 
M# x  will be a weakening of M depending on constraint term x. The extraction 
yields for each proof of M in £ some specific constraint term t and a proof of 
M# j 
As an example consider the specification of the decrementor: 
SPEC 	Vn. 0 t(succ(decn) = n). 
i SPEC# z 	Vn. (succ(decn) = n) t1 (z n)  
Vn. fl (iri (zn)) D succ(decn) = n. 
Further, from a proof of SPEC in £ we obtain a constraint term t of type N 4. 
(11* x 1) and a proof of SPEC#t  in B. Thus, the proposition fl(ir i (tn)) then is 
the concrete constraint by which the decrementor's ideal specification has to be 
weakened to turn the lax proof of SPEC into a proper, 'rigid' proof in B. 
For the ordinary first-order connectives of £ the translation process that we 
will define is known from standard proof extraction techniques for intuitionis-
tic logics, cf. [TvD88] for instance. Christine P.-Mohring [PM891 introduces a 
similar extraction process for the higher-order type theory of the Calculus of 
Constructions. There, IMI in general is a dependent type while in our first-order 
setting it is a simple non-dependent type. 
We begin with the first part of the translation, i.e. with 3.2 and 3.3. The 
crucial connectives to be covered are 0 and t. Let us consider t first. Suppose 4' 
is some proposition of the base logic. Since proofs of t4' in £ are to correspond 
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one-one to proofs of 0 in 8, and since in 8 no notion of proof information is 
assumed, the translation for to is taken to be simply 
df 1101  
	
= 1 	(tq)# 
where z is a fresh variable of type 1 not occurring in q. The definition of the 
constraint predicate (t4)* of type 1 = could equally well be written in a 
point-wise manner, viz, as ( t )# z  = 0. Both equations are equivalent since we 
are assuming 8 and n-equalities and the e-rule for function spaces. This latter 
form of definition will be adopted in the sequel. 
What is the translation of ? Well, from proofs of 0t4 we seek to extract 
a term C: 11* and a proof of . Given the translation defined above for t this 
can be expressed also by saying that the constraint information obtained fronf 
a proof of Oto is a pair (c, d) with c a term of type V and d tOl constraint 
information for to with the property that I- ((Lqd)C  is derivable in 8. This 
leads us to define 
IOMI 	x IMI 	( iM)# z 	(M#(7r2z))1z 
where z is a fresh variable of type V x IMI, not occurring in M already. Again, 
the 'proper' global definition of the constraint predicate (M)' is obtained from 
the equation shown by A-abstraction over z.. For the other connectives constraint 
type and constrained predicates are declared as follows: 
Itruel 	1 	 true# z  
IMANI 	IMI x INI (MAN)# z  
df  
Ifalsel 	= 0 	 false
# z dl= 
IM V NI 	IMI + INI (M V N)#z 
IM j NI 	IMI = INI (M D N)"z If 
IVx.MI r = IMI 	(Vx.M)#z If 
I3xr.MI 	r X IMI 	(3x.M)' t z 
trte 
M#( iriz ) A  N#( ir2z ) 
false 
(3x IMI. z = tl x A M# x ) 
V (y1".  Z = t2y A N'y) 
Vx IMI. M#x j  N#(zx) 
W 1'. M#(zx) 
(M{7r1z/x})#(7r2z) 
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where the logical constants true, false, and the connective A in the definiens 
stand for their second-order encoding via V and D in B given in Section 3.1.1. 
Just as before the variable z in each case is assumed not to occur among the free 
variables in M or N. Additionally, in the clauses for j and V the variables x, y 
must be of the appropriate types and not be free in M or N. 
Remark: In the definitions above M#  is a predicate of type IMI 	. Al- 
ternatively, the clauses can be understood as defining a syntactic translation 
M i- M#[ z ] that turns M into a proposition with an extra free variable z. We 
will sometimes adopt this latter view in order to save$ /3-transformations. 
Theorem 3.2.1 (Correctness of Extraction I) 
• For every well-formed formula M of C, wzth free varzables sn context A , 
IMI as defined above is a well-formed type and M#  a well-formed term of 
type IMI = ti, with the same free variables as M. 
• Let M be a well-formed formula with a free variable x of type r and t a well-
formed term oftyper. Then, IM{t/x}I = IMI andM#{t/x} = (M{t/x}). 
Proof: The proof proceeds by induction on the structure of M. The interesting 
case is to verify (0M)#{t/ x } = (OM{t/ x })#. In this case we have to use that 
the action translation 0, c I) 4C respects substitution: 
(M)# {t/x} = 	z. (M# (ir2z))'){t/x} 
r / = \z. (M#(lr2z)) 1rjz ttixJ 
= )z. (M#(72z){t/x})1I'} 
= Az. (M#{t/ x }( ir2z)) 1 
= Az. ((M{t/x}) (1r2z))
ir1z 
 
= (OM{t/ x })# 
The third equation is due to the action preserving substitution, the fifth equation 
is the induction hypothesis. 
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So much for the first part of the extraction process. The second part covering 
3.4 and 3.5 proceeds by induction on the structure of derivations. To deal with 
the general case we wish to extract from every derivation of an £-sequent 
Ml,...,MkF - M 
and sequence z1 ,.. . , zj of arbitrary but fixed variables of types IMI, i = 1,... , k v 
respectively, a well-formed constraint term 
&zl,...,zkF - t:IMI 	 (3.6) 
and a derivation of the 13-sequent 
Mi # zi ,. .. , Mz Fc,zl,... ,zk M#t. 	 (3.7) 
In the case where both k = 0 and Lt = 0 this specializes to 3.4 and 3.5. We 
remark that in order to avoid renaming of variables we impose on the variables 
zi the restriction that they be fresh, i.e. they must be different from all free 
variables that occur in the whole derivation tree of M1 ,. . . , M, I- M, which, 
because of rules VI, 2E, sub may even be variables not contained in L. We will 
sometimes abbreviate the list z1 ,.. . , zk of variables by 2, the list M1 ,. . . , Mk of 
hypotheses by r, and M1 z1 ,. . . , M zk by I . 
There are several ways to define the envisaged translation. For instance we 
may use the fact that a derivation in C, being nothing but a tree of rule applica-
tions, can be represented in linear notation by traversing the derivation tree in 
some fixed order (e.g. preorder) and noting down the names and other relevant 
information of the rules as they are visited. The translation could then be defined 
by induction along the structure of this 'term' of enriched rule names. What bits 
of data are actually required of each rule may be inferred by the following guide-
line: For each rule, given complete knowledge of its conclusion, the data must 
be sufficient to determine uniquely all premisses. To treat rule YE, for example, 
we need to recordin addition to the rule name the term t that is substituted in 
order to work out the premisses A I- t: r and A, x U- M wif from the conclusion 
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Vx. M F& M{t/x}. So we might write VE t to record an application of rule VE. 
The most expensive rules in this respect, of course, are the 'cut' rules cut and 
sub. Anyway, if the guideline is obeyed for all rules, then we obtain a unique 
representation of the derivation of M1 ,. . . , M, I-a, M in linear notation. We will 
use this approach in the next section to translate natural deduction proof trees 
for C. They are much more economical than inference trees and also cut and 
sub-free. 
At this point, however, we wish to define the extraction process without any 
intermediate steps and directly translate each application of an inference rule, 
and thus the tree as a whole. We are not reducing the amount of information 
necessary to represent derivations first andwritrng it down in linear, fashion The 
translation concerning (3.6) is shown in Figure 3-10 for the structural rules and 
in Figures 3-11, 3-12 for the logical rules. The other part of the translation 
concerning (17) we will not spell out explicitly since we are not interested in 
proofs within the base logic; it is contained in the proof of Lemma 3.2.2 stated 
below. 
The first column in Figures 3-10, 3-11, 3-12 lists the name of each rule, the 
second shows the rule (scheme), and in the third the constraint terms along with 
their typings are given, by which the corresponding rule has to be replaced in 
the translation. How are these tables to be understood? 
First, some technical remarks are in order. For simplicity we have left out all 
premisses that are judgements of well-formedness for formulae in the rules. These 
premisses do not contribute towards the construction of the constraint term. In 
contrast, premisses that are typings A I- t: r of some term t as in rules sub (see 
Fig. 3-10), or YE and BE (see Fig. 3-12) are necessary for typing the constraint 
term since here the term t enters the constraint term. In these cases, therefore, 
the complete derivation subtree that ends in premiss A I- t : r is taken over into 
the typing tree for the constraint term. Also, to understand the typing of the 
constraint term in these cases one has to bear in mind that 1MY141 = IMI. 
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variables of types IMI, i = 1,... , k, respectively. Then, the translation of 
this derivation yields a well-formed term t of type IMI with free variables 
among 
. For this term there is a valid derivation of the sequent 
J(ffi#zi,. . . , !1/IjZ 	 M#i. 
Proof: The first part of the theorem has been covered by the remarks above. 
As to the second part we give a direct argument only for OF. The other rules can 
be treated in a similar way. The proofs are all straightforward and make use of 
j:t.u1e ropeies oiámnotion  of 6nstra.intnd the equation M# {t/z} = (M{t/ x })#. 
For the rules Natlnd and Listlnd one needs induction in B. It is remarked that 
for the closed propositional fragment the second part follows from the category 
theoretic interpretation of Section 5.2 (cf. Corollary 5.2.24). 
We have to find a derivation for 
r#, (OM)# z 	(ON)#( iriz , t{7 2z/w}) 
under the inductional assumption that we are given a derivation 
F#,M# w 	N#t. 
Now, by definition (OM)#z  is the proposition (M#(7r2z))?lz  and the assertion 
(ON)# (iri z, t{ir 2z/w}) is the proposition (N#  (ir2 (iri z, 
The rules of 13 allow us to prove 
(N#(7r2 (ir1 z, 	 = (N#(t{ ir2z1w }))n1z, 
so that the goal can be reduced to the equivalent 
r#, (M#( 7r2z ))nlz 	(N#(t{7 2z/w})). 
But this can be obtained from the inductional assumption by invoking rule sub 










rule derived typing of extracted term 
VI FF- 	Vx.M 4 7 2I-Ax.t:rIMI 
7 x T 1 2Ft:IMJ 
VE Vx.M 	M{t/x} 
i.Ft:r 
. &zTMI F zi: IMI 
L.Ft:r 
31 M{t/x} 1A  3x.M :;zIMI F (t,z) : rx IMI 
iFt:r 
3E 2x.M I- a, N 
M 	N 
&zIMI F t{7r j z/x}{ir 2z/y} : INI 	
' 	h ,r,y IMI I- t: INI 	y 
01 M FA '.'M ,iz IMI F ([],z) : ct x IMI 
XM l-, OM A, z ( lMl) F (7ri 7r2z©lriz,7 272z) : V x IMI 
OF F,M I-a, ON 
F,M I-a, N 
A, 2,zQxIMIF(1r i z,t{1r 2z/w}) : W X INI 
;7,wIMI F t: INI 	
wires 
L .,t4k FA tO I z i l ..., z  
Natlnd F F Vy.M Inatrec(a,Ay. )tw.t) : N = 	IMI 
1 2 I 	a: IMI 	y,2,wIMt F t: IMI F F, M{O/y} 	F,M 	M{succy/y} 
Listlnd F F, Vy. M A , 2 F list rec(a, Ax. Ay. )w. t) : 	IMI 
, 2 F a,: IMI 	, x, y, 2, wIMI  F t: IMI F F 	M{[]/y} 	F, M 	M{x :: y/y} 
n. 
00 
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The extraction process has been hard-wired for the particular notion of con-
straint (11*, []' ©). For an arbitrary notion of constraint (C, 1, .) one simply 




and the translation of the rules 01, OM, OF in Figure 3-12 as follows 
M Fa OM &zIMI F (1,z) : C x IMI 
OOM F-a, OM A, zcIMI) F (7172z.71z,7272z) : C x IMI 
1',OM 	ON i, z IMI F (7riz,t{7r2z/w}) : C x INI 	fresh 
,M F. N A, , wIMIF t: INI 
The córrectnesè thdiem 3.2.1,3.2.2 then arry over to the gene;a câe 
r,OM FA ON 	
cut 
 F OM FA OON 	F, OM OON FA ON perm... permOF 
OON,F,OM ON 
weak ... weak 
r,M ON 
OONFAONOM 
z F (1r 1 1r2 (7ri z,t{7r 2z/w})©1r 1 (7ri z,t{7r2z/w}) , 1r 2 7r2 (7r1 z,t{7r 2z/w 
z F (iriz, t{ir 2z/w}) /., , z, y I- (iriir2y © 7r,y, 7r27r2y) 
z,y,,zF(r i ir2y©iriy,ir2ir2y) 
i,y F (7172y©71y, 7 2 7r2y) 
Figure 3-13: Derivation of OL from OF, OM and Extracted Constraint Term 
Now let us look at a simple example. In Figure 3-13 the upper part depicts 
a derivation of rule OL from rules OF and OM, rule cut, and a number of ap-
plications of the structural rules perm, weak. In the lower part the corresponding 
constraint term is constructed. The types of the terms and variables have been 
omitted to reduce the size of the tree. Given that 
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w has type IMI 
z has type I<C>MI = 	x fM 
y has type I<X)NI = çs x (1*  x INI) 
one may convince oneself that the types can be filled in so that every step in the 
construction is a valid (derived) typing, and that the resulting constraint term 
(lrl7r2(7rlz,t{7r2z/w})©7rI(7rlz,t{7r2z/W} , 7r2 7r2 (7ri z,t{7r2z/w})) 
is well-formed of type IONI = 	x INI with free variables in i, 2 , z whenever t 
is well-formed of type IONI with free variables in A, , w. We can now bring into 
play the equality axioms for projections and pairing to simplify the constraint 
tém somewht, VIZ; wecaprove- . -. 	 . 	 . .. . 
FA,,Z (iri 7r2 (7ri z, t{ir 2z/w}) © iri (iri z, t{ir2z/w} , 7r2 7r2 (7riz, t{7r2z/w})) 
= (7r1t{7r2z/w}Oir1i, 7r2t{ir2z/w}). 
We may sum up all this by saying that the translation of rule 
r,OMF 
,M Fa ON 
for extracting the constraint term is given by 
,2, z 1MI 1 (ri t{ir2z/w}©ir i z , 7r2t{7 2z/w}) : V x INI 
1,,wIMI - t : V x INI 	
wfresh. 
We may add this translation for QL to Figure 3-12 and preserve the second half 
of Theorem 3.2.2 since it holds that from every derivation of 
r# 2 , M"w 	KN"t 
can be obtained a derivation of 
i'#, (OM)'z 	(ON)#( 7rjt{ 7r2z /w } © iri z, lr2t{7r2z/w}) 
where the type information is now suppressed. This follows from the proof of 
Theorem 3.2.2 and the construction of the constraint term. 
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Another important derived rule for which we need constraint extraction is the 
equality substitution rule 
F I-a, M{s/x} 
Subsi I' F. t(s =. t) F I- a, M{t/x} 
The algorithm for deriving this rule for all instances of formula M is implicit in the 
proof of lemma 3.1.14. If this construction was made explicit and the constraint 
terms evaluated as above for O L, then one would find that modulo provable 
equality of constraint terms all the cases can be subsumed by the following typing 
rule: 
I- b: IMI 
a:1 &E-b:,.IMI 
Thus,sübstitution of equals for ecju.lsin a formula doesTnOtchange the constraint: 
term. This typing rule henceforth shall be regarded as the translation of Subst 
into constraint terms. 
3.2.1 Application of Constraint Extraction 
Let us now discuss some examples for the kind of use that we are going to make 
of constraint extraction, based on the particular notion of constraint (LV, 
This section is a summary of the technical issues involved in the application 
examples of Chapter 4. 
For the purpose of this section we will focus on universal quantification V as 
the major connector to formulate specifications. A behavioural specification in 
the base logic of a piece of hardware, so let us assume, is a proposition of the 
form Vy'3 . 0 . The variable y might range over the possible values of an input 
signal, 9 being the type of signal values, and & might express some property of 
the output produced by the piece of hardware in response to the input signal. 
For simplicity assume we are dealing with single input circuits. 
Suppose, as in Chapter 2, we wanted to organize formal verification in a top- 
down fashion, i.e. to break down the initial specification into sub-specifications 
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and verify that provided we can find correct implementations for all the sub-
specifications composing the implementations in some suitable way results in a 
circuit that satisfies the initial specification. The point is that this step can 
already be verified before the sub-specifications are implemented. Formally, this 
verification step, or refinement as it is sometimes called, amounts to proving a 
proposition of the form 
(Vx i . 01 A 	A Vx. ) D Vy. 0 	 (3.8) 
where n counts the number of subcomponents. For example, if the factorial 
function is to be built from an incrementor subcomponent, the refinement would 
read 
•VxiflC(X)SuCC(X) j 	y.fàc(y-1) 	(y-i-1)fac(y) 
Given (3.8) is proven the remaining task is to find implementations satisfying 
the sub-specifications Vx. Oi. But because these sub-specifications have been 
formulated before it is decided how they should be implemented, in particular, 
they cannot be expected to allow for all possible input constraints. In fact, it 
appears more realistic to assume, as we will do here, that specifications do not 
take into account input constraints at all. In other words, it will happen that the 
implementations do not exactly satisfy the sub-specifications, but instead 
Vx1 .1i 
where the yj, i = 1,. . . , n are certain sufficiently strong input constraints. If 
this is the case we are in bad shape with our top-down verification since then 
all the previous refinement steps must be verified again: the fact that (3.8) is 
true has become worthless. For instance, if the incrementor is implemented over 
bit-vectors, it will come with an overflow constraint y x 1  <2k  to satisfy 
Vx 1 .'11 J inc(xi ) = succ(x i ). 
The problem can be avoided by formulating the refinement statement in lax 
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logic, more specifically replacing (3.8) by 
(Vx 1 .Otq 1 A•••AVx.10) JVy.Qt' 
where the modal 0 is put in to anticipate the input constraints y. To simplify 
the situation even more consider a refinement goal 
M E (Vx". 4) D Vy'. OtO 
for a single subcomponent, where 0 and 1' are well-formed propositions such that 
XI is the only free variable of 0 and yfl is the only free variable of &. Modifying 
the example above, for instance, yields such a formula, viz. 
From now on, let us look at the general case. We will see that from a proof of 
M, i.e. a derivation of 
F (Vxa. tq) J Vy. 	 (3.9) 
we can extract a constraint transforming function F such that if Vx. 0 holds under 
some input constraint 'y  then Vy. 0 holds under input constraint F'y, i.e. 
I- (Vx. 'y D 4) J Vy. (F'y) j 0 	 (3.10) 
is derivable. Then no matter what input constraint y  has to be introduced even-
tually in sub-specification Vx. 0 in order to make it implementable the refinement 
verification does not need to be redone. The refinement (3.10) as the translated 
version of (3.9) works for all 'y;  it guarantees that there is always a constraint Fy 
for the specification Vy. 0 of the composite circuit. 
Here is how (3.10) can be obtained through constraint extraction: The con-
straint type of M can readily be computed from the definitiOn given in the pre-
vious Section 3.2: 
IMI 	I(Vx. c) J Vy 13. Otl'I 
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ivxa. oi 	tv. Ot&I 
(aIOtI)=I'c&I) 
(a 	fr x 1) 	(13 	x 1) 
As to the constraint predicate M#  one computes 
F- M't 	((Vxa.  O) D Vy. ct&)#t 
E Vz'2 . (Vs". 010)# z D (Vy. Ottp)#(t z ) 
(Vx'. (Ktq5)'(zx)) D Vy. (.p)#(t zy ) 
Vz X1 . (Vx a. ((,, )#.( ZX ))7r1 (zz )) 	çf 3 ((t,)#(.(tZY))) 1r1(tz Y ) 
- 	Vz X 1  (y,cX y/3 7,7ri(tzy) 
This means by Lemma 3.2.2 that every derivation of (3.9) induces a constraint 
term 
t : (a=.STl* x 1) = .(fl = 1* xl) 
and a proof of F- M#t,  i.e. a derivation of 
F- VZ0 flX1 (Vx".  r1(zz)) 3 y• &1rl(tzV) 
This is a universally quantified proposition and we may specialize z to any well-
formed term of type a = t1 x 1. For instance, we can let z be the term 
Axe. (['y], *), where y is any proposition with x as free variable. With a little 
equality reasoning we obtain a derivation of 
	
F- (Vx 0 .7 D 0) 3 y3,iri(t(Ax°.(Hs))v) 	 (3.11) 
This proposition has almost the required form (3.10) except that the constraint 
iri(t(Ax. (['yj, *))y) in general is a list of more than one proposition. But this can 
be repaired using the natural map fl : fr Il with the property t/. (flc) j t,b. 
This map was defined in Section 3.1.2. If we put F7 to be 
df 
F7 	fl(7ri(t(Axa.([7},*))y)) 
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then it is not difficult to prove (3.10) from (3.11).. This completes the discussion 
of this rather abstract example of constraint extraction. More concrete examples 
will be discussed later in Chapter 4 (e.g. in Section 4.1.4). 
Another way of using constraint extraction that will be important for our 
purposes can be explained by considering (3.10). Since -y  in (3.10) is completely 
arbitrary, we may choose 'y = 4) in particular, so that (3.10) becomes 
I (Vx'. 4) 3 4)) j (Vy. (Fçb) 
where F4) = fl(1ri(t(Axc. ([4)], *))y)). But now the antecedent of the outermost 
has become trivially provable, whence this is equivalent to 
(3 12) 
Compare this with the original goal (3.9): formally, we have turned a derivation 
of 
I- e JVy.Otb where e 	Vxc. t4) 	(3.13) 
into a derivation of 
I- Vy'. 9 3 t where 9 = F4). 	 (3.14) 
Besides translating a proof in £ into a proof in B, we have managed to get rid of 
the antecedent 0 in exchange for replacing the modal 0 in the succedent Vy. Oto 
by the constraint 9. If we ignore the modal 0 and the embedding operator tfor 
a moment, then what happens is that 0 D Vy. 0 is replaced by Vy. 0 D &. Of 
course, 0 3 Vy. 1' is always equivalent to Vy.8 3 t/' by the property of predicate 
logic5 . However, the important observation here is that 0 has y as a free variable 
and may thus depend on variable y while 0, coming from outside of the scope 
of the quantification, cannot depend on y. In other words we have transformed 
the global assumption 0 into a (local) assumption 0 that depends on the local 
variable y. 
5 up to renaming of the bound variable y 
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What is the intuition behind this? e Vx. O&qf is a generalization of Oto over 
all x of which, in a proof of the implication 8 j Vy 1& Oto, only a certain number 
of special instances Otq{a/x} will actually be referred to in general. All other 
cases are not strictly necessary in the proof. In the extreme case the proof might 
not depend on any instance, whence the assumption 0 would not be necessary 
at all. This information basically is recorded in the extracted constraint term t 
which is the main constituent of 9. Different derivations of (3.13) will produce 
different constraint terms t, and hence different local assumptions 0. 
Let us demonstrate for a simple case that in the passage from (3.13) to (3.14), 
9 in fact reproduces the special instances of Ot& that are used in the derivation 




where f,. and  f' are two well-formed terms of type a with being their only free 
variable. For the following abbreviate O ffilx} by {fj }, and similarly 4{f/x} 
by q{f}. For this particular choice of çb we can give two different proofs of 
(3.13). If we ignore the 'Z and t operators, then the goal is to prove 
(Vx. ) D Vy. 4{fi} V  4'{f} 
The succedent (of ) claims that qf holds of at least one of two particular instances 
while the antecedent postulates that it is true of all instances. Depending on 
which of the cases in the succedent is picked we get two different proofs of the 
goal. These proofs, with Os and ts put back in, are depicted as a single derivation 
tree in the upper part of Figure 3-14. 
Both derivations are identical except for the subtrees starting with rule cut. 
The subtrees are parameterized in the index i € {l, r} of f. For i = 1 the 
derivation in the right subtree proves the disjunction 4{f} V q5{f T } from its 
left disjunct O ff} and for i = r from its right disjunct cb{f}.  In both cases 
the disjunct is inferred from the global assumption Vx. Qtq by specializing it 
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I- (Vxa. Otq) D Vy. Qt(q{f,} V 44fr}) 
Vx. oto F Vy. t(q5{fi} V q{f,.}) vI Yxa. 010 I- Ot({f:} V q{f,.}) cut Vxa. oto F 1, <O>t{ft} 
VE1, V
xa. <>t4', <>L){f} F1, <){f} V 4{fr}) 
yI- f:c 	 {fj}F Y Ot(b{fl}VlS{f? }) <> 
assum. 
tq{f,} I- i, £(q5{fi} V q{f,.}) 
I- )z.Ay.(ir 1 (zf1 ),*) 
z I- )ty. (iri ( z f')' 	z fresh 
y,zI-fri(zf1),*) 
vlresii : y;z'Fzf -. -yz,vI 
 
-   
y I- fi 	y,v'x I- (iriv,*) fresh 
y,w I -* 
Figure 3-14: A Simple Application of Constraint Extraction 
appropriately. This is done in the left subtree. Thus, this example exhibits a 
very simple case of two proofs of (3.13) which differ in the instances of the global 
assumption E) Yx. Oto they make use of. 
The lower part of Figure 3-14 shows the translation for extracting the cor-
responding constraint terms. Again it is parameterized in i E {l, r} and also all 
typing information is omitted. We find that we get the constraint terms 
t 	.Xz. Ay. (ir i (z fj, *) 	i E {l, r) 
both well-formed of type (a 	fl x 1) . (9 =. V x 1) where z is a fresh 
variable of type a = V x 1. For these terms the local assumption 0 of (3.14) 
specializes to 
= F14 = fl(iri ( 7z. A y . (lri(z fi), *))\Xa.  ([J, *))y)) 
which in turn can be simplified as follows 
I- i, 0 = fl(iri ((Az. Ay. (lri(z f1), *))\x'.  ([], *))l,)) 
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= fl(iri Xy. (7ri((Axa. ([}, *)) ft), *) )) 
= fl(7r 1 (7ri (( Ax.([],*))f1 ),*)) 
= fl(ir1 (irj ([q5{f1 }], 
= n[q{f}] 
= q{f1} A true 
{fi} 
using equality axioms for product, function, and list types, and the properties of 
fl. To sum up we find that the two C-derivations of 
= 	 JVy.OL({fi}.V4{fr}) 
are transformed into a 8-derivation of 
I- Vy.{f1 } J (çb{f,} V q{f,.}) 	i E {l,r}. 
It can be seen that the local constraints 0, are in fact different for the two deriva-
tions and that they reproduce that particular instance of the global assumption 
that is used in the proof. This confirms that the local assumptions 0,, as promised, 
precisely capture to what extent the proof depends on the global assumption 
Vxa. Q 
What might this be good for? It provides a mechanism for discharging any 
global hypothesis of form Vx. Oto by translating a proof from £ into B. It recovers 
from the hypothesis only those bits that were actually used in the proof and puts 
them back into the local context. This mechanism is in its most general form 
when applied to the particular hypothesis 6 
4! let s-not-bother = Vz . Otz 
In the course of a proof that is done in the context of this hypothesis we obvi- 
ously can solve any subgoal 017 no matter what is. The result may be viewed 
6The name of this formula was suggested by Rod Burstall 
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as an incomplete proof in which at certain points 'holes' have been left by re-
ferring to let's-not-bother. Whenever we decide to do so the global hypothesis 
let 's-not-bother can be discharged by constraint extraction as explained, replac-
ing all 0s within the formula proven by certain local assumptions. It can be 
expected from the discussion above that this roughly results in all the individual 
subgoals, which have been left 'unsolved' using let's-not-bother, popping up in 
their appropriate contexts. The crucial property of let 's-not-bother making this 
work is that is has a distinguished constraint term 
? 
• 	- 	of typeIlct's-not-botherl 	tl* (V.xi) that 'solves' it in the sense that 
let's_not_bother#? 	true 
becomes trivially provable. 
There are several situations when it is convenient to consider such incomplete 
proofs (or rather: complete proof under hypothesis let 's-not-bother) adequate 
first approximations of a proper proof of some theorem, and which therefore 
should be available for use in other derivations. Firstly, at the one extreme the 
unsolved subgoal may be inconsistent. This does not preclude, however, that the 
incomplete proof constructed has done some useful job. Often parts of the proof 
do not depend on this inconsistent subgoal at all or merely on a specialization 
of it which may well be consistent. Secondly, the subgoal is consistent but is 
not provable (or at least no proof is known) in the present context. This leaves 
the possibility that it may later become provable when this incomplete proof is 
used in a different context. Finally, at the other extreme the assumption may 
be provable but simply is considered less important at the present stage and 
consequently its proof, distracting from the main objective, better is delayed 
until later. In Chapter 4 it will be demonstrated that each of these cases does 
indeed arise in practical examples of hardware verification (e.g. in Sections 4.1.1, 
4.1.3). 
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A concluding note: Although the distinguished formula let 's-not-bother has 
the potential to prove, within C, any proposition of B, it does not produce a con-
tradiction. We recall that the hypothesis Vz. 0tz is consistent in £ (ci. Theorem 
3.1.20), while of course (Vz'. z) = false in B is inconsistent. 
3.3 Natural Deduction Proofs and Constraint 
Extraction 
We have chosen to present lax logic in sequent style since we feel that this is the 
most adequate and concise way for formally defining predicate logics. However, 
- for the presentation of concrete application examples it will be more convenient 
to construct the relevant proofs in natural deduction rather than sequent style. 
On the one hand this yields much more compact proofs which is important if they 
are to fit on a single page or less. On the other hand the process of constraint 
extraction can be explained as a simple mapping from natural deduction proof 
trees into .X-terms, in fact, the proof tree itself is the extracted constraint term, 
except that some information is thrown away. 
It will be assumed that the reader is familiar with natural deduction proofs in 
ordinary predicate logic (e.g. [Pra65]) and with the relationship between natural 
deduction and sequent style presentations. The non-standard aspect of lax logic is 
the idea of distinguishing between a base logic and a first-order extension thereof 
with embedding operator t, and, of course, the modal one-place connective 0. 
So, we will pay special attention to these aspects only. 
In Figure 3-15 the logical rules of lax logic are depicted as natural deduction 
rules. Note, the notion of a context of hypothesis and variables is implicit in 
natural deduction, so that the structural rules have no counterparts. They are 
automatically built in by the fact that hypotheses and variables are ubiquitous. 
The usual side conditions apply to rules VI, 3E, Natlnd, and Listind. These 
are not mentioned in Figure 3-15. The only other rule with a side condition is t, 
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the two instances of which that we are going to use in the examples are 
t& L  
to 
These rules correspond to the two instances of the inference rule 
• 	, t.6 E 	LI' 
with number of hypotheses k = 0 and k = 1. In applying these rules it is under-
stood that 4' and 1' are propositions in the base logic and that 4's,. . , 4',, I - & b 
is actually derivable in the base logic, and that this derivation is given construc-
tively. 
Since derivations in the base logic, or prQofsof formulae of the shape i4 in 
lax logic, do not contribute to constraint information - the extracted relevant 
constraint terms always evaluate to the trivial element * of type 1 - in all of 
the examples no derivation in the base logic will ever be formally written out in 
detail. Instead we will appeal to the imagination of the reader and simply treat 
such proofs as implicit side conditions in every application of rule t. Notice, in 
particular, that all equality reasoning is among these proofs. 
Another aspect, which would be part of a fully formal proof but will be left 
out in the examples, are the typing judgements. For instance, a second premiss 
of rules VEt that is not shown in Figure 3-15 is the well-formedness of term t, 
viz, that t is well-formed of the same type as variable x in the context of (free) 
variables that is effective at the point where the rule is applied. 
As has been said one of the reasons for introducing a natural deduction presen-
tation of lax logic is that the process of extracting constraint terms can be nicely 
explained: If we forget the formulae and only note down the rule names then .a 
natural deduction tree is nothing but a term of nested rule applications. This 
term can be written down in linear notation and then directly transformed into 
the constraint term as shown in Figure 3-16. The way to apply this translation 
should be obvious. 
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Not having formalized the exact relationship between the sequent style pre-
sentation of lax logic of Section 3.1.3 and the natural deduction trees presented 
here we cannot, of course, state and prove the equivalence of translating a natural 
deduction tree as defined through Figure 3-16 and the extraction of constraint 
terms defined in Section 3.2. The natural deduction approach introduced in this 
section, therefore, should be regarded merely as a convenient shorthand for pre-
senting the examples in the following Chapter 4. So, rather than proving formal 
correctness we contend ourselves with suggesting, via two examples, that reading 
a natural deduction tree as a .A-term in the way defined here results in exactly the 
same well-formed constraint term that one would get if the extraction of Section 
• 	3.2 had been applied starting from the corresponding sequent style derivation. 
OF ñdMi chosei. 
The sequent style proof was given in Figure 3-13. In natural deduction form this 
proof reads as follows: 
ON 
OM ON OF 
:t 
w : M.j 
The ellipsis ... stands for an arbitrary derivation, named t, of ON from M, 
i.e. for the sequent F, M F a ON. This derivation, or natural deduction really is 
a parameter to the above tree. The variable w in the tree serves two purposes: 
In the natural deduction tree it uniquely identifies the assumption w: M that 
is discharged by the application of rule OF, discharging being indicated by V. 
For the constraint term underlying the tree w is a variable of type IMI of which 
M# w may be assumed. It will appear free in the term represented by derivation 
t and it is bound (rather: eliminated) by the term forming operation underlying 
rule OF. 
If the proof tree is written out in linear notation we get 
OM OF(z, t). 
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The rule OF,, has a left and a right sub-derivation, represented in the term by 
the pair (z, t). The left subtree is already a leaf, i.e. an assumption, so we put in 
a variable z in its place. Variable z is free in the term ('M (>F(z, t) and because 
it is representing the assumption ?M it must be of type x IMI. As explained 
the right subtree is represented by t with w as a free variable. Now we apply the 
translations of Figure 3-16 to this term and obtain 
	
MGF(z,t) 	K'M(7ri z,t{ir 2z/w}) 
(ri 7r2 (7ri z, t{7 2z/w}) © irjfriz, i{ir 2z/w}) 
7r 2 7r2 (7ri z, t{7r 2z/w})) 
• 	..which is e tlythe. 	e. rrn as the one extra ed from th. sequent style 
drivation 	 .iirñes f 	riáblès 	as 
derivation. t were deliberately chosen so as to match Figure 3-13. 
The second example takes up the derivation of Figure 3-14. In natural de-
duction style the derivation becomes 
F (Vxa. 	) J fyP. O(4{f,} V cb{f,.}) ' 




(çb{fi} V  ç{f}) 
v:tçb{f1}' 	
t 
Note, the proof of sequent q{f,} Fy  4{.f,} V  q{f} contained in the sequent 
derivation of Figure 3-14 is not part of the natural deduction tree. As mentioned 
before, the structure of derivations in the base logic is not of interest as far as 
the constraint terms are concerned and thus will never be written out in the 
examples. Also, it can be seen that the typing y I- f : a is not carried over to 
the natural deduction tree. The above tree reads in linear notation: 
tv). 
Now we translate it step-by-step into a proper A-term according to Figure 3-16. 
We remark that the translations are understood as syntactic identities, so the 
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order in which they are applied does not matter. 
jIVI 11 F(VE1 Z, Lv) 
JIVIOF(VEj 1 z, *) 
IVIO'F(zf1, *) 
jIVI(ir i (zf), *) 
)z.VI(ir 1 (zf1), *) 
\z.)y.(ir i (zf), *). 
Comparing this with the lower part of Figure 3-14 one finds again that one 
ends up with exactly the same term as the constraint extraction process for the 
sequent derivation Of course the exact syntactic identity depends in this case 
on the choice of the bound variables z, y. 
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Figure 3-15: Natural Deduction Rules of Lax Logic 
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Nat Jnd,(a, b) 
ListIndh,,,(a, 6) 
ab 
(7r1 (b{7r 2a/x}) © ira, 2  (bfr2a/x})) 
([J,a) 
((iri ir2a) © (iri a), ir2 ir2a) 
(r i a, b{ir 2a/x}) 
b 
natrec (a, An. Ax. b) 
li8trec (a, Ah. Al. Ax. 6) 
Figure 3-16: Translation of Natural Deduction Trees into Constraint Terms 
Chapter 4 
Application Examples 
Witha. logic ,-ip1e '*: 	now going odonstrate its : 	o,numer' 
'of verificátkii eapleie*hibitirg' different standar'd btraction with differ-' 
ent characteristic constraints. We will put to work the techniques introduced 
abstractly in Section 3.2.1 for the particular notion of constraint  
The examples of Section 4.1 are, non-trivial in the sense that they involve 
induction proofs at least once in each case. Section 4.1 is placed at a higher level 
of behavioural abstraction focusing on data abstraction for simple functional 
programs. Section 4.2 expands in more detail on an example of synchronous 
circuit design with the main abstraction mechanism being timing abstraction. 
4.1 Decrementor, Incrementor, and Factorial 
The examples presented in this section are the decrementor, incrementor, and 
factorial function. Some attention is paid to methodological aspects of designing 
these functions using lax logic. The design is structured into the phases mod-' 
ularizatiori, realization, and composition and in each of these phases constraint 
extraction and constraint analysis may be performed separately. The decremen-
tor essentially is a decomposition exercise, the incrementor focuses on realization 
and finally all of the three phases will be relevant for the factorial example. 
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Incrementor, decrementor and factorial are designed at the abstract level over 
the domain of natural numbers. They are modularized into subcomponents via 
primitive recursion. For the incrementor, of course, this is trivial. For the decre-
mentor this decomposition proof systematically introduces a lower bound as a 
constraint on inputs. In the case of the factorial it will be seen how compos-
ing proofs propagates input constraints of subcomponents to a constraint for the 
composite design. 
Another step in the design of the factorial consists of realizing the incrementor 
(a subcomponent for the factorial) at the concrete level of finite bit-vectors which 
brings up an upper bound as the input constraint. 
- 	Further, increment6;.and.4ecrernentor implementations will be : composed  
btaifhéTdéntitjrfünction ' à'impleixariiplé of ónitatjthislñ'the 
lambda calculus of constraints can serve to simplify constraints. We will observe 
that the lower bound "automatically" vanishes through constraint computation. 
The associated proofs exhibit three different ways of manipulating constraints. 
They are induction proofs over natural numbers and the length of bit-vectors 
and differ in the way constraints enter and evolve in the course of induction. For 
the incrementor (at the concrete level) and decrementor (at the abstract level) 
constraints are introduced only in the base case of the induction. In contrast, 
the modularization proof for the factorial introduces a fresh constraint at each 
induction stage, but does not require a constraint to prove the base case. As 
to the way constraints evolve, both the incrementor and factorial pass on the 
constraint from one stage to the next after having modified it appropriately, 
while in the decrementor example no constraint has to be propagated at all. 
A word on presentation: We will allow ourselves to be fairly loose with 'proofs 
and constructions that pertain to the base logic. One one side this is mandatory 
to cut down our discussion to a sensible size and to avoid being unreasonably 
formalistic. On the other side this is justified by the fact that proofs and proposi- 
tions of the base logic are irrelevant as far as the construction and manipulation 
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of constraints is concerned. The base logic, as it were, is blanked by the process of 
constraint extraction. Thus, it is only that part of a formal argument that takes 
places in (the extension of) lax logic that we need to be rigorous about. Techni-
cally speaking, proofs in the base logic are treated as implicit side conditions on 
the embedding rule t. 
A word on notation: Any small caps Roman letter can serve as a variable, 
e.g. i,m, f, x, y, etc. are going to be used as object variables. In contrast com-
posite names like fac and cnt are always meta-variables or abbreviations for (com-
posite) terms. Finally, three different notions of equality are going to occur side-
by-side that should be carefully distinguished: is meta-logical, i.e. syntactical 
identity, = denotes provable equality (an.. atomic proposition of the base logic - 
that may represent computational normalization on the primitive type Il); is 
the logical equivalence of propositions, i.e. bi-implication. 
4.1.1 Designing the Decrementor 
Let us begin by taking up our running example introduced in Section 2.2, which 
is a very simple decomposition exercise at the abstract level of natural numbers. 
The task is to implement and verify a decrementing function dec: N = N for 
natural numbers obeying the lax specification 
Vn.'t(succ(decn) = n). 	 (4.1) 
In the following we will pick an approximate implementation for the decrementor 
and prove it correct wrt. specification (4.1). It is shown how an input constraint 
equivalent to n > 1 can be extracted from the proof by the method of Section 
3.2. We point out that it is not exactly the predicate n > 1 that is extractedbut 
a characteristic function Xn>i : N = f which is better than )tn. n > 1 in the 
sense that it exhibits more computational behaviour. This will be demonstrated 
in Section 4.1.2 below. 
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Preliminaries 
The central data structure are the natural numbers 
(N, 0 : N, succ: N N) 
with recursion operator natrec, i.e. for each type r, element a of type r and 
function f: N * r the term natrec (a, f) : N = r can be formed, for, which 
the equations 
natrec(a,f)0 = a 
nat rec(a, f) (succn) = f n (natrec(a, f) n) 





with the side condition that variable n may not be free in any assumption on 
which M{succn/n} depends other than x : M. Recall that x is a label which 
uniquely specifies the assumption M discharged by applying rule NatInd,,, while 
discharging is indicated by the symbol j. When translating this rule into a 
constraint term, x : M is read as saying that variable x is of type IMI such that 
M# x , or equivalently that x is a constraint term for M. It is important to note 
that the induction rule is a rule of lax logic for which constraint extraction is 
well-declared, so M may be an arbitrary well-formed formula containing 0 and 
operators. 
At the level of the base logic we will assume the standard natural number 
arithmetic, i.e. Peano's axioms as a global theory in which the discussions take 
place. The usual convention of writing the natural numbers 
1= succ(0) 	2 = succ (succ (0)) 	3 = 8ucc(succ(succ(0))) 
applies. 
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In this and in the examples to follow we will make use of the fact that the 
object language of the base logic is a sufficiently rich lambda calculus, so that 
arithmetical operations like addition, multiplication, mod, div, etc. can be de-
fined in the usual way. In order to keep the examples reasonably simple we will 
make free use of such operations and their algebraic properties without explic-
itly justifying the assumptions by deriving everything from scratch. In principle, 
however, everything can be nailed down rigorously in the base logic. 
Verifying the Decrementor 
The decrementor that we are going to verify maps zero back to itself, i.e. it solves 
the recursive definition 
decO = 0 	dec(succn) = n 
It is obtained via primitive recursion as the term 
dec 	natrec(O,An..\x.n) 
with n, x variables of type N. A simple proof of specification (4.1) from the 
hypothesis let 's-not-bother Vz. Otz, i.e. a derivation of the sequent 
let's-not-bother I- Vri. Ot(succ(decn) = n) (4.2) 
is given in Figure 4-1. The purpose of hypothesis let's-not-bother will become 
clear below. 
b/n. t(succ(decn) = n) 
NatInd, 
t(succ( decO) = 0) E 	 Gt(succ(dec(succn)) = 8uccn) 
8UCC(deC o)=o  Yz.Gtz 	 t(8ucc( dec(succ n)) = succ n) 
t. 
Figure 4-1: Derivation which Verifies the Decrementor Function 
We are interested in that part of the proof where constraint manipulation takes 
place. Consequently, Figure 4-1 only shows the derivation in lax logic. The 
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proof exercises natural induction (rule NatInd,) with the base case (left subtree) 
being derived directly from the hypothesis let 's-not-bother. This is the only choice 
possible as the base case amounts to the correctness of the decrementor for input 
0 which cannot be obtained in the usual strict sense. In the right subtree, which 
amounts to the induction step, rule t depends (side condition) on a subproof in 
the base logic of the sequent 
}fl succ(dec(succn)) = 8UCCfl 
Such a proof can easily be found by induction over n and some equational rca- 
soning using the definition of dec. The actual structure of this proof in the base 
logic is irrelevant and not given here, although of course a great deal of the yen- 
- ficationidone théreT Notice that the induction step does not use the induction 
hypothesis (>t(succ(decn) = n) and also does not refer to let's-not-bother. The 
variable y which appears in rule NatIn4, of Figure 4-1 refers to the induction 
hypothesis which itself is not written down as an assumption. 
Constraint Analysis for the Decrementor 
Let us analyze the constraint information contained in the derivation of Figure 4-
1 of sequent (4.2) along the lines set out in Section 3.2.1 of Chapter 3. We 
compute constraint types as 
IVz.tzI 
Ifl Ot(succ(decn) = n) I 	N = ( ci* x 1). 
Let w in the following be a variable of type ci (ci*  x 1). We expect to extract 
a well-formed constraint term D of type N = (11* x 1) with w as its free variable 
such that 
(Vz . z )# w 	(Vn/.t(succ(decn) = n))#D 	(4.3) 
is derivable in the base logic. Working out the constraint predicates 
(Vz. tz)'w = Vz. Z1I 
(Vn. 't(succ(decn) = n))#D 	Vn. (succ(decn) = n) iri(Dn) 
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we find that (4.3) means 
Vz. 	I- Vn. (succ(decn) = ) lrl(Dn) 	 (44) 
Applying the idea of Section 3.2.1 we specialize w to the (closed) term ? 
)z. ([z], *) so that the hypothesis of (4.4) becomes provably equal to Vz. z J 
which is trivially provable, and hence (4.4) can be simplified to 
I- Vn. (succ(decn) = 
or, to bring into play function fl : 	1 (cf. Sec. 3.1.2), to the sequent 
F-Vn.(flC) J succ(decn)=n 
where C of type l abbreviates the terth iri (D{?/w}n) Thus, proposition list 	- 
C (or proposition fl C), which has n as free variable, is the constraint on the 
input n under which dec satisfies its specification succ(decn) = n. Note that C 
is specific to the particular proof of Figure 4-1. A different proof might result 
in a different proposition list C. Our plan now is to work out what C looks like 
and to verify that it is equivalent to n > 1 which is the constraint we intuitively 
expect. 
In order to extract the constraint term D from the derivation of Figure 4-1 we 
work from the natural deduction proof as explained in Section 3.3 and consider 
the derivation as a tree and, in linear notation, a term of rule applications: 
NatIn4, 
VE sticc (d ec 0)0 'I 	NGtIfldn ,y (VE aucc (d ec o)0 U) , 'I t) 
U) 	 t 
where variable w refers to the hypothesis let's-not-bother. Constraint term D is 
obtained from this as follows (cf. Table 3-16 in Sec. 3.3): 
D 	 U), I t) 
natrec (VE atcc(d ec O)O W Àfl. Ày.I t) 
natrec(w(succ(decO)= 0) , Àn.Ày.([],t)) 
natrec (w(succ(dec0) = 0) , .Xn. Ày. 
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Now we can evaluate the proposition list C iri (D{?/w}n). For n 0 we get 
C{O/n} 	iri (D{?/w}O) 
ir i (natrec(?(succ(decO) = 0), An.Ay.([], *))0) 
= r i (natrec(([succ(dec0) =0],*) , )n.Ay.([], *))0) 
= iri ([succ(dec0) = 
= [succ(dec0) = 0] 
where = means provable equality in the base logic. Thus, the constraint C for 
the base case n 0 consists of the base case itself. This is not surprising since 
the base case was discharged by resorting to let's-not-bother, and so no work was 
at all. Removing the, hypothesislet's-not-bothet in the way,  described via 
case pop up again as the cOnstraiñt: 
For n succ k one computes 
C{succk/n} 	iri(D{?/w.}(succk)) 
7ri ( natrec(?(succ(dec0) = 0), An.Ay.([], *))(succk)) 
= ir j (natrec (([succ( decO) = 0], *) , An. Ay. 
([], 
*)) (succk)) 
= iri ((An. Ay. 
([], 





Thus, the constraint list C for all the other (induction) cases is empty which 
reflects the fact that the induction step does not refer to let 's-not-bother for 
solving subgoals. 
The following proposition validates both the extraction process and the proof 
as it shows that the extracted constraint predicate flC is essentially what we 
would hope for, viz, the weakest input constraint for the chosen implementation 
dec: 
Proposition 4.1.1 flC 	n > 1. 
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Proof: The proof proceeds by induction on n. For n 0 one has fl(C{0/n}) = 
fl[succ(dec0) = 0] = n[i = 0] = true A 1 = 0 which is equivalent to 0 > 1 as both 
conditions are false (Peano's axiom succ n 0 0 tacitly assumed). For n succ k 
one computes fl(C{succk/n}) = fl[] = true which is equivalent to succk > 1 as 
both propositions are true (again Peano's axioms assumed). 
If one wishes to do so, Proposition 4.1.1 now justifies replacing the extracted 
constraint term D: N * V x 1 by the simpler term 
is still derivable. However, D has the advantage that by simple /3-normalization 
the constraint [J : ft results, when it is used for n = succ k, which is more useful 
than the constraint [succ k > 1] obtained from D'. In other words, the extracted 
lambda-term D has potential computational behaviour while the processed D' 
does not. An example of how this can be used will be discussed in Section 4.1.2. 
** * 
To sum up the constraint encapsulated in the proof of the decrementor defines 
a non-trivial condition only for n 0. What is going on, basically, is that the 
induction skips the base case n 0 trading it for a constraint, while the induction 
step does the main job of verifying from n 1 onwards. It has been shown that 
the constraint extracted by the methods defined in Section 3.2 is equivalent to 
the condition n > 1. 
Notice, the evaluation of the constraint predicate flC carried through above, 
for particular closed terms n, is algorithmical, viz. reasoning basically is Un-
folding definitions and = reasoning is applying /3-reductions only. The non-
algorithmical part is the creative step of coming up with the predicate n > 1, 
and the induction argument in the proof of Proposition 4.1.1. 
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4.1.2 Composing Incrementor and Decrementor 
In this section we briefly illustrate the point made above that the constraint 
predicate flC extracted for the decrementor, or D{?/w} for that matter, has 
computational behaviour, and that this makes it more useful than• the 'canonical' 
predicate n > 1 which is nice to look at but also rather rigid. We show that if 
we precompose the decrementor with an ideal incrementor, i.e. the successor 
function, to obtain the identity 
-'1 succ 	 dec 	 = 
then resulting input constraint computes away simply by applying /3-equalities 
- on the constraint term This substantiates the laim that an operational inter-
pretation of constraint terms can be used to automatically manipulate and even 
simplify constraints. 
The statement that feeding the output of the successor function into the 
decrementor yields - up to possible constraints - the identity, is expressed by 
the sequent 
Vn.t(succ(decn) = n) I- Vn.Ot(dec(succn) = n). 
The simple derivation of this sequent is presented in Figure 4-2, where the ap-
plication of rule t is justified by assuming the Peano axioms in B. 
s/n. 0 t(dec(succn) = ii) 
it(dec(succn)=n) VIn 
Ot(succ(dec(succn)) = succn) 
VE a ccn 	
t(dec(succn) = n) 
Vn.Ot(succ(decn) = ii) 	 y: £(8ucc(dec(succn)) = 8UCCfl) i 
Figure 4-2: Derivation for Composition of Incrementor and Decrementor 
From this derivation we extract a well-formed constraint term ct of type 
t (dec(iuccn) = 	N = 	x 1 with a free variable z of type 
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IVn. 0 £(succ(decn) = 	N 	V x 1 such that the sequent 
	
(Vn.(succ(decn) = n))z I-, (Vn. 	(dec(succn) = n)) ct 
is derivable in 13, which after expanding the definition of () gives the equivalent 
Vn. (succ(decn) = n)' ( m)  I-, Vn. (dec(succn) = ) I1 (an) 	(45) 
Thus, the expression ct translates a constraint term z for the decrementor into 
a constraint term iri(ct n) for the resulting identity. We want to show that 
if we instantiate z by the particular constraint term D{?/w} computed for the 
decrementor in the previous section, then the resulting constraint becomes trivial, 
i.e. 
• 	 :(;{P/}J}.. 
and further that this equation is provable just by applying fl-equalities. 
The term ct is computed from the derivation tree as follows (cf. Fig. 3-16 in 
Sec. 3.3): 
ct 	VI, OFT, 	z, t y) 
VIF(z(succn), *) 
VI(ir i (z(succn)) , 
n. (iri (z (succn)) , 
Hence, substituting D{?/w} for z (D is defined in the previous section) gives 
In (ct{D{?/w}/z} n) 	 • 
in (An. (ir j ((D{?/w}) (succn)) , *)n) 
iri ((An.(ir i ((natrec(?(succ(decO) = 0), An.Ay.([J, *)))(succn)) , 
= ir ((An. (iri ((An. Ay. ([] , *)) n (natrec (. . . ,. . .))), *)) n) 
= ini ((An.(in i ([], *)*))n) 
= iri ((An.([] , *))n) 	 • 
= ini([J, *) 
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The fourth line is by /3-equality of natrec. The fifth and seventh line by /3-equality 
for A, and finally sixth and eights line by /3-equality for pairing. Notice that all 
applications of beta-equality actually are /3-reductions, so that the above chain 
of equations would completely be automated by an operational implementation 
of the object language of B as an ordinary lambda-calculus. 
That the computed term [] in fact is the constraint for the resulting iden-
tity function, viz, a proof in B of Vn. (dec(succn) = n) 11 , can be derived from 
(4.5) and the result that C 7r1 (D{?/w} n) is a constraint for the decrernentor, 
4.1.3 Designing the Incrementor 
Let us consider another simple verification example which, as far as the business 
of constraints is concerned, is different in character from the previous one and 
slightly more complex. We set ourselves the task of realizing the abstract succes-
sor function at the concrete level of finite bit-vectors. The resulting combinatory 
circuit is an incrementor. In this example the constraint crops in as an overflow 
constraint compensating for the imprecision associated with representing natural 
numbers by bit-vectors. 
Preliminaries 
We start by introducing the general setting and the abstraction and realization 
mappings connecting up the two levels of data abstraction. Some simplifying 
assumptions need to be explained, in particular concerning the formalization of 
finite bit-vectors and related operations on bit-vectors. 
The type of individual bits will be denoted by B, and, for simplicity, is treated 
as the subset {O, 1} C N of natural numbers. In practice this means that at 
the informal level we may use natural number arithmetic for manipulating bits, 
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provided we stay within the specified range. It would be more accurate, of course, 
to model bits by the type 1 + 1 and to define the usual bit operations such as 
exclusive-or () or conjunction (A) via constructors and destructor of the sum 
type. Anyway, these operations, as we will assume here, are defined equally well 
on the subset {O, 1} in the obvious way. One can put a ED b = (a + b)mod2 and 
a A b = (a b) mod 2, for instance. 
For modelling bit-vectors, then, we assume for each natural number w : N, a 
type B", elements of which behave like bit lists of length w. Specifically, there is 
a unique element [], the empty bit-vector, of type B°, and an operator :: taking 
a single bit b: B and a bit vector v : BL into the vector b :: v of length w + 1. 
Just as for ordinary lists we will write [b_1 ,..., b 1 , bo] as an abbreviation for 
• 	 - 
The formalization of bits and bit-vectors in the base logic deserves some ex-
planation: The base logic as it stands does not have subset types or depen-
dent types, so strictly speaking, there is no subset type B = {O, 1} C N or 
B" = {v : B I length of v = w} C B* ,  and there is no type BC  depending on 
the value of an expression expr. Consequently, there are no wellformed formulae 
like 
VCBM , VW N . V Z BW . M. 
Such formulae, however, can be used in the naive way if understood as abbrevi-
ations for 
Vc1 . t(is-bit (c)) D M , Vw1. yN*.  £(is-bit-vec (w, z)) J M. 
where is-bit (c) and is-b it-vec (w, z) are propositions characterizing the subsets 
B = {O, 1} ç N and B" C N" C N*.  In other words, B and B" are mimicked 
by the nearest available super-types and the information thereby lost is shifted 
into the formulae. Also, for instance, a typing like 
wN , zB 	F- f : B'" 
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must be read as an abbreviation for the composite judgement 
	
wN, zN I 	f : N* 
is-bit-vec (w + 1, z) 	zs-bit-vec (w, f). 
If this reading is applied systematically, then the elimination rule for universal 
quantification in a situation like 
Vz'. M 	M{f/z} 
YE 
wN,x'i ' I- f: B'° ,xB N 	"+1 ,z Bw  I- M wif w  
really is an abbreviation for the derived rule 
• 	Vz.L(is-bitvec(w,z)) D M.Fw,z {f/} 
ii-bi1-e(ti4- 1x) 	is-bit-iec(w,f) 
wN, xN I-f: N* 
We skip here the question of if and under what conditions this simulating of B 
and B'° is semantically equivalent. 
For translating between both levels of the design, abstraction and realization 
mappings 
a:Bt0 =N 	p:NB'" 
are employed. We follow the convention of representing natural numbers in the 
dyadic number system and put 
b0] 	F, 2' b, 	 (4.6) 
Pw n [(n div 2L_l) mod2 , •.., (r& div2 ° ) mod2]. (4.7) 
Note that Pw  is a total function truncating naturals in case they are too big to 
fit within the space of w bits. We will not be more formal so as to define both 
mappings explicitly by definite terms of the object language of lax logic, viz, via 
the recursion operators for lists and natural numbers. For the sake of simplicity 
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we will assume that we are provided with terms for c, Pw  for which the equations 
ao [] = 0 
2•cr[b,...,bi]+bo 
po n = [1 
Pw+172 = nmod2::p(ndiv2) 
are provable in the base logic. Although this may not be an entirely trivial 
requirement it does not pose any fundamental problem. 
Verifying the Incrementor 
The incrementor, as & bit-slice structure, is defined inductively along bit4ength 
w. To indicate which bit-length we are dialing with w is used as a parameter, 
i.e. the w-bit incrementor is going to be a term 
Inc,1, : B'" * B". 
We remind the reader of our explanations of how this typing is to be read in the 
absence of dependent types and subset types in the base logic. Inc will be built 
from w half-adders Add: B x B = B x B where 




A cascade of such one-bit half-adders as shown in Figure 4-3 yields a function 
Add : B'" x B = B' characterized by the equations 
Add 1 ([b,. . .,bo],co) = [b,,.. .,14] 
Yj = Sum(b1,cj) 
Cj1 = Car7-y(b 2 ,ci) 
or, more compactly by 
Add +1 (b0 :: b, c0) = Sum(bo,co) :: Add(b, Carrj(bo,co)). 
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Carry414.b 	 JAdd 	AddH. 
Sum
............ ................... 1 .............. ...... .:Add 
Figure 4-3: w-Bit Realization of Successor 
It will be useful also to define a trivial 0-bit Adder Add0 : B° x B = B°, viz. 
Addo([],co) = []. 
The incrementor is now obtained by specializing the carry input of AddW to 
value 1, i.e. 
Incb 	Ad4(b,1) 
for w > 0. Again, in order not to complicate things unnecessarily we do not 
want to be more formal and define the incrementor as some definite term in the 
object language of lax logic, e.g. via some explicit cascading combinator. We 
simply assume that Add is some specific term for which the equations above are 
provable in the base logic. 
The verification goal expressing that Incw correctly realizes the successor op-
eration is 
VwN. VnN . OL((a,,, 0 Inc,.,, oPw ) n = succn), 	 (4.8) 
where c, Pw  being the abstraction and realization mappings, and o is the (as-
sociative) composition combinator f o g = Ax. f(g x). Exploiting the fact that 
these mappings are defined by recursion on bit-length w the proof will proceed 
by natural induction on w. 
Derivation 1 The abstraction of the w-bit incrementor Inc, satisfies the specifi- 
cation of the abstract incrementor under the hypothesis let 's-not-bother Vz. Otz 
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for all w in N, i.e. there is a derivation of the sequent 
let's-not-bother I- Vw 1 . VnN. Ot((a o Inc,, °Pw)  n = succn) 
The global structure of the derivation, at the heart of which lies induction over 
w, is depicted in Figure 4-4. 
Vw.Vn. Gt((coIncop)n = succn) 
(F1 ) 
Vw.Vn.Vc.G(a(Add(p n, c)) = n + c). 	NatInd,,.: 
n,c)) = n + c) 
see below 	 (P2) 
x: Vn.Vc.'t(a(Add(p n, c)) = n + c) v 
Vn.Ve.G(cro(Ad*j(po n, c)) = n + c) VIn 
Vc.(ao(Addo(po n, c)) = n + c)
Vic 
Ot(ao(Addo(po n, c)) = n + c) YE 
Vz.tz 
dl 7 = ao(Addo(pon,c))=n+c 
Figure 4-4: Global Structure of Derivation 1 
The sub-derivation called (P1 ) is reducing the goal to the slightly more general 
property 
Vw.Vn.Vc. t(a .. (A d4(pu, n, c)) = n + c). 
It says that Add, is a 'stoppable' incrementor, viz, that it is incrementing if 
control input c has value 1, and otherwise (c = 0) is passing on the input value 
to the output. Sub-derivation (Pi ),written out in Figure 4-5, essentially applies 
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the substitution rule Subst twice, the equations exploited being 
succn = n + 1 
(ooIncop)n = a(Add(pn,1)). 
The proofs of both equations in the base logic are not difficult to establish. The 
rest of sub-derivation (F1 ) is fairly simple and does not need to be explained. 
Yw.Vn. t((aoInc u op)n = succn) 	
Subst  




t((c w oIncw opw )n=cw (Addu,(pw n,1))) 
- 	 - 	
- 	 seebelow 
OL(aw (Add,A,(pw n, 1)) = n + 1) 
YE1. 
Yc/.t(a(Add(p n, c)) = n + c) YE 
Vn.Yc.Ot(a(Add,,(p n, c)) = n + c) 	
VE 
z: Yw.Yn.Yc.Gt(a(Ad4(p n, c)) = n + c) 
Figure 4-5: Sub-Derivation (F1 ) 
The more interesting part of Figure 4-4 is the induction consisting of rule 
NatIn4,. The left subtree of rule NatInd,.,, is the base case of the induction, 
the right subtree is the induction step, which is abbreviated in Figure 4-4 by 
(P2 ). 
Just like in the case of the decrementor the base case is dealt with by using 
the global hypothesis let 's-not-bother. It is here where a constraint is introduced 
into the proof. The subgoal that is solved using let 's-not-bother instantiated with 
df 
the equation 'y 	ao (Addo (po n, c)) = n + c, which by definition, of a, Add and 
p is equivalent to 0 = n + c. Although the condition 0 = n + c is 8atisfiable, if 
it is universally quantified over n and c, it is inconsistent with Peano arithmetic. 
In this sense the situation is the same as with the decrementor: The base case 
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without 0 and t is inconsistent (so it is not provable) but in lax logic it can be 
proven from the consistent hypothesis let 's-not-bother. 
The induction step, viz, sub-derivation (P2 ), is shown in Figure 4-6. The 
fact that induction works, of course, owes to the regular bit-slice structure of the 
incrementor; it reduces the verification problem of the w-bit incrementor to the 
verification of a single 2-bit half-adder. Not surprisingly, as will be seen below, the 
correctness constraint for the w-bit incrementor constructed with the lax proof of 
Figure 4-4 essentially originates with a constraint for the 2-bit half-adder. The 
invariant, or property, of the half-adder driving tho proof (side condition, or 'side 
proof' implicit in rule t of Figure 4-6) is the law 1 
(4.9) 
From this it is easy to see that a + b = a ED b if a A b = 0. Hence, the condition 
a A b = 0 characterizes precisely how far the half-adder fails to implement addition, 
and consequently embodies the germ for the overflow constraint generated by the 
induction proof. We will be a little bit more precise about this below. 
Vn.Vc.'t(a+i(Ad4+i(p+i n, c)) = n + c) 
VIn Vc.t(a +i(Add +i(p +i  n,c)) = n + c) VI 
Oi(a+i(Add+i(p+i n,c)) = n + c) 
n, c)) = n + c) 
1. 
see below y: t(cx(Add,,(p(n div 2), n mod 2 A c)) = n div 2+ (n mod 2 A c)), 
'it(a(Add,,.,(p(n div 2), n mod 2 A c)) = n div 2+ (n mod 2 A c)) 
YE n  mod 2 A c Vc.Qt(a(Add(p(n div 2), c)) = n div 2 + c) VE
n div2  Vn.Vc.t(cr(Ad4(p n, c)) = n + c) 
Figure 4-6: Step Case of Induction, Sub-Derivation (F2 ) 
'Another fundamental law exploited is 2 . (n div 2) + (n mod 2) = n. 
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Constraint Analysis for the Incrementor 
Let us now, in all detail, work out the overflow constraint for the incrementor 
from Derivation 1, 
VZ.LZ F Vw.Vn.Oi((croIncop)n = succn) 
presented in Figures 4-4 - 4-6. The constraint types of both sides are 
IVz.tzI 
succn) 	N N 	x 1). 
Thus, given a variable v of type fl = (V x 1) we expect to extract a constraint 
term, say P, of type N - N = (1* x 1) with free variable v such that 
(Vz. Qtz)#  v I-,, (Vw.Vn. Ot((ao Inc..,op)n = succn))# J 
which by definition of constraint predicates is the sequent 
	
Vz. z' 	Im  Vw. Vn. ((a o Inc 	°Pw)  n = succ n) 
1r1 (Pwn) 
Again, we specialize v to the closed term? 	)z. ([z], *) with the effect of trivi- 
alizing the hypothesis and get 
I- Vw. Vn. ((c o  Inc. opw) 72 = 
	 (4.10) 
Proposition list C(w,n) If 7r1 (P{?/v}wn) of type V, then, is the overflow 
constraint we are after. The whole proof consisting of Figures 4-4 - 4-6 reduced 
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to its underlying tree of rule applications is: 
p . 
	






P3 : NatInd, 
VI, 	P2 :VI 
VI VI 
VE1,  
V 	VEn  mod 2Ac I 
VEd12 	1/ 
-, 	 z 
where -y  is an abbreviation for the term ao(Addo (po n, c)) = n + c. We can now 
apply the equations of Table 3-16 to read off from this natural deduction tree 
the constraint term P. We do this in three steps corresponding to the three 
sub-terms marked F, P3 , P2 in the above tree. 
Evaluation of P2 : 
P2 	YIn Y'c  OF~,(VEn ,nod 2Ac VEn div 2 Z  9  L y) 
An. Ac. F(VE mod 2Ac YEn  dlv 2 Z, t Y) 
An. Ac. (7r1(YEn  mod 2Ac VE n dlv 2 	7r2(VEn mod 2Ac VEn dlv 2 z)) 
An. Ac. (ir i(z(n div 2)(n ,nod2 A c)), *) 
The last equation holds because ta = * irrespective of the shape of a. Note, P2 
is a term with free variable z. 
Evaluation of P3 : 
P3 	NatInd,(YIYI c VE..,v, F2 ) 
NatIn4,(An.Ac.v7, P 2 ) 
natrec(An. Ac. v'y, Aw. Az. F2) 
natrec(An.Ac.v7, Aw.Az.An.Ac.(ir 1 (z(ndiv2) (nmod2Ac)) , 
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where -y 	cxo (Addo(po n,c)) = 	n + c. Note, P3 is a term with free variable v. 
Variable z free in sub-term P2 is bound by natrec. The recursion operator natrec 
which appears in the term P3 reflects the induction used in the proof. It has type 
Evaluation of P: 
P 	Subst(t, YI,, VI n Subst(t , YE1 VE n  YE P3 )) 
YI,, Yi, VE1 VE n  YE P3 
Aw.An.VE i VEVE w P3 
Aw.An.P 3 wn1 
Aw. An. (natrec7n. Ac. v7, 
Aw.Az.An.Ac.fr 1(z(ndiv2)(nmod2Acfl*)))Wn1 
Note, P is a term of type N = N * (1* x 1) with v as its only free variable. 
We are interested in the proposition list C(w, n) iri (P{?/v} w n) which is 
thus completely determined by the structure of the correctness proof and the 
constraint y introduced within this proof. But what does it say? It is far from 
obvious that this should be the expected overflow constraint. In fact, the lambda 
term obtained for C(w, n) is not very illuminating. The term encodes an inductive 
process which can be rephrased as a recursive definition in the following way: 
Co(0,n,c) =
df 
Co (succw,n,c) 	Co(w,ndiv2,n mod2 Ac) 
C(w,n) 	7r1 Co(w,n,1) 
Using this recursive definition we may try to give more familiar characterizations 
of C(w, n) and Co(w, n, c). Two of such reformulations will be given below. 
The first is presenting Co (w, n, c) as an inequation at the abstract level and the 
second as an equation one part of which can be interpreted at the level of the 
bit-vector realization. Note, Co(w, n, c) is of type V x 1, so it always satisfies 
72Co(w,n,c) = 
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Proposition 4.1.2 The proposition list 7rj Co(w, n, c) of type V has the form 
iri Co (w,n,c) = [] such that q 	n + c < 2'. 
Proof: The proof is done in an informal way as opposed to a formal derivation 
in lax logic. There is, of course, no reason why it could not be formalized in 
the base logic, provided proofs of all arithmetical laws used are supplied as well. 
In particular the proof will bring into play the following two facts of Peano 
arithmetic: 
(x+y)div2 = xdiv2+ydiv2+(xmod2Aymod2) 
x<2y 	xdiv2<y 
One proceeds by induction on w. For the base case w = 0 one finds that 
ir1C0(0, n, c) is equal to [ao(Add0(po n, c)) = n + cJ by definition of? and 'y, so it 
has the required form [4)]. The left side of the equation 4) cro(Addo (po n, c)) = 
n + c can be simplified to 0 by the definition of a 0 , Add0 , and po,  so that 4) is 
equivalent to 0 = n + c, which in turn is in fact equivalent to condition n + c < 20 . 
For the induction step one notes that Co(succw, n, c) Co (w, n div 2, n mod 2Ac) 
and thus by induction hypothesis 7r1 Co (succw, n, c) must have the form [4)] with 
q5ndiv2+(nmod2Ac) <2L. 
But with the two laws above we obtain 
n div 2 + (n mod 2 A c) <2u 
n div 2 + cdiv 2 + (n mod 2 A c mod 2) <2W 
(n+c)div2<2' 
225 n+c<2'° . 
The second equivalence is justified as c is an element of B, or rather 10, 1}, hence 
cdiv2=0andcmod2c. 	 i 
Proposition 4.1.2 implies that the extracted constraint list C(w, n) = iri Co(w, n, 1) 
modulo equivalence of propositions is in fact the expected overflow constraint 
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n + 1 <2w,  i.e. the condition on the abstract input n for which the dyadic rep-
resentation of succn fits within w bits. Now, since n[] = 4 sequent 4.10 that 
we know to hold for C(w, ri), viz. 
C( I- Vw.Vn.((coInc w opw )n = succr&) w,n) 	 (4.11) 
can now be reformulated as 
F- Vw. Vn. n + 1 <2's' 	a,o Inc,,, opw ) 12 = SUCC12 
which is precisely the approximation of the incrernentor's specification that one 
would have had to guess if everything had to take place in the base logic alone. 
The important point here is that the constraint was constructed systematically 
inthé course of a derivatiönin lax logic. 
To finish off the incrementor, a second characterization of the constructed 
constraint will be given. A closer look suggests that the overflow constraint in 
general consist of two parts. Not only the result of the increment operation but 
also the input n has to be representable by w bits. It is a particular property 
of the incrementing operation that the latter follows from the former, so that 
only one condition remains. These two sources for the overflow constraint are 
made more explicit by the second characterization which is given next. As a more 
important difference it makes use of the possibility of indicating the incrementing 
overflow by the carry output of the low-level realization's most significant half-
adder stage. Now, assuming such a carry-out signal for the w-bit incrementor is 
handed out as an extra signal Carry(b, c), i.e. 
dl Carry0([],c) = c 
df 
Carry+1(bo :: b,c) = Carry(b,Carry(bo,c)) 
the second characterization can be formulated: 
Proposition 4.1.3 The proposition list ir iCo (w, n, c) of type V has the form 
iriCo(w, n, c) = [4] such that 0 n div 2- + Carry(pn, c) = 0. 
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Proof: As before the proof is by induction on w and only given informally. The 
base case is straightforward since 7r iCo (O, n, c) is provably equal to 0 = n + C 
(cf. the proof of the previous proposition) and n + c = n div 20 + Carryo(pon, c). 
The induction step is obtained as follows: We have 
Co (succw, n, c) = Co(w, n div 2, n mod 2 A c) 
and thus by induction hypothesis iriCo (succw, n, c) is of form [J with 
4' 	n div2 div2' + Carry(p(n div2),nmod2 Ac) = 0. 
From this we compute 
(n div 2) div 2'° + Carry(p(ndiv 2), n mod 2 A c) 	
: 
= n div 2tL41 + Carr!,(p(n div 2), Carry(n mod 2, c)) 
= n div 2L+1 + Carry i ((n mod 2):: Pw(fl  div 2), c) 
= n div 2t0+1 + Carry+i(pw+i n, c). 
I 
Since for natural numbers the condition x + y = 0 is equivalent to x = 0 and 
y = 0 this second characterization directly leads to the constraint 
ndiv2"=O A Carry(pn,1)=O 
The left part ensures that the input n fits within w bits and the right that there 
is no carry indication if the input is incremented as a bit-vector of length w. 
Note that if we put w 1, i.e. we are looking at a one-stage incrementor, this 
second condition becomes Carry(pi n, 1) = 0, or equivalently, Pi  n A 1 = 0. This 
is precisely the condition for which the half-adder correctly adds input bits 'Pi  n' 
and '1', i.e. for which Add(p i n,1) =pin+1. 
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The reader will notice (cf. Figure 4-4) that induction really is based at w M 0 
and not at w 1. In other words, verification is anchored in the 'zero'-bit in-
crementor rather than in the one-bit incrementor. Also, this is the only place 
where a constraint is explicitly introduced into the proof, i.e. where the hypoth-
esis let's-not-bother is used. All the rest of the proof is merely manipulating and 
updating this constraint in order to get a constraint for arbitrary bit-length w 
and input n. Thus, the constraint really is induced by a constraint for the zero-
bit case and the overflow constraint for the w-bit incrementor is nothing but the 
zero-bit case systematically pushed up through the induction. This is exactly the 
same situation as with the decrementor example. It is an open question if this 
is merely a peculiarity of these specific examples or a more generally occurring 
pattern; sa.yfora certain class of abstractions. = 
4.1.4 Designing the Factorial 
As the final example of this section consider the following design task involving 
both levels of data abstraction: At the abstract level the factorial is to be de-
signed as a recursive function over natural numbers. The design is composed in 
the ideal world of natural number arithmetic using successor and multiplication 
as primitive operations 2 . These primitive operations will be assumed to be re- 
 
- 
alized at a lower level as combinatory algorithms over finite bit-vectors. Since 
successor and multiplication (of natural numbers) can only be approximated on 
finite bit-vectors, the resulting realization of the factorial will only approximately 
be correct with respect to the initial abstract specification. The following will 
demonstrate how lax logic may be applied to keep track of and accumulate over-
flow constraints arising from the two subcomponents. 
2The term 'primitive' means that we are not going to break down these operations themselves 
in terms of zero, successor, and primitive recursion. 




We begin by spelling out the design goal. We seek a function term fac: N N 
that satisfies the specification 
t(facO = 1) A V nN t(fac(succn) = succn facn) 	(4.12) 
where the a-operator indicates that the universal quantification may be rela-
tivized to some subset of natural numbers. A proof of this lax specification will 
eventually construct a constraint 3 'y : N 1, such that 
facO = 1 A VnN.1n  D fac(succn) = succn .facn 
holds. For the design to be described it will be seen that -y characterizes the 
range of naturals for which no overflow occurs in the subcomponents. It will be 
useful to single out those parts of a specification that pertain to the base logic, 
so we write 
t(Fo(fac)) A ynNt(F(fac)) 
for the fa'ctorial's specification, where F0(f) = fO = 1 and F1 (f) = f(succn) = 
succn . fn. 
The design will go through three phases, called Modularization, Realization, 
and Composition, which we briefly outline below. 
MODULARIZATION. The factorial fac = a-comp(inc, mul) is decomposed into 
an incrementor inc : N N and a multiplier mul : N x N N with sub-
specifications 
N 	. 	 . 	df Vn . tI(znc) I(znc) men = succn 
Vn. Vn. OtM(mu() M(mul) 	mul(n i , n2 ) = nj . n2 . 
31t will actually be a function of type 1 x (N 	(V x 1)). 
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It will be verified that given implementations for each of the two sub-specifications, 
then their composition satisfies the specification of the factorial, i.e. 
Vn. tI(i), Vn 1 . Viz 2 . (>tM(m) Ij, m L(Fo(a-comp(i, m))) 
A 	t(Fi (a-comp(i, m))). 
The composition operator a-comp essentially will be the iteration operator for 
natural numbers. Consequently, the central proof technique will be natural in-
duction. Note, specifications for incrementor and multiplier, too, are lax propo-
sitions, i.e. they contain 0 in order to account for overflow constraints. 
REALIZATION.. The subcomponents inc and mul need to be realized as opera- 
tions Inc: E'-' 	B' and Mul : BW XBW => B'' over w bits, such that theii 
abstractions satisfy the postulated abstract specifications. The verification goals 
are4 
Vw. Yn. Otl(a w ° Inc,,, ° pw) 	Vw. Vn1 . Vn2 . OLM(aw o Mu4 0 (Pw X  Pw)) 
where x stands for the product combinator f x g = Ax. (f(lr i x),g(7r2x)). The 
realization of the w-bit incrementor Inc has been given and proven correct in 
Section 4.1.3 already. Using this Inc and its correctness proof will introduce 
a specific overflow constraint into the design of the factorial. As to the other 
subcomponent there are many different ways of implementing a w-bit multiplier, 
sequential as well as combinational. A detailed verification would be more corn-
plicated than for the case of the incrementor while it is essentially of the same 
flavour. As it would probably not give new insight into the ways constraints 
emerge and accumulate in a proof of lax logic we will not work through a specific 
realization, Mul,41 , of the multiplier. Instead some reasonable assumptions will be 
made about the correctness proof as well as the constraint that it carries, and 
the design of the factorial will be completed from there. 
4Since Mts1, is a function of two arguments we need to use the realization mapping twice, 
i.e. we have to precompose it with Pw X  Pw. 
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As the result of the first two phases one obtains two low-level subcompo-
nents Inc, Mul and a proof that if their behaviour is first abstracted and then 
composed (at the abstract level) one obtains a behaviour which, under certain 
constraints, satisfies the specification of the factorial. More formally, one con-
cludes 




 a-comp(crw o IflCw  °Pw, ao Mul..o (pw X  Pw)). 
Although the design may be considered completed now, for a function (in fact, 
a family of functions) has been constructed that satisfies : the factorial's specifi-
cation, this particular function may not be what one is ultimately looking for. 
One might prefer first to compose the subcomponents as low-level bit-operations 
and then abstract the resulting composite behaviour to yield a realization of the 
factorial. This gets us to yet another, third design phase: 
COMPOSITION. The task is to decide for a suitable low-level composition oper-
ator r-comp and to prove 
B- Vw. t(F o(cxoFacop)) A Vn N .Ot(Fi (aw oFacw opw )) 
where 
Fac 	r-c0mp(I4c,Mu4v). 
Fac, then, is a correct low-level realization of the factorial. The operator 
r-comp might be a direct realization at the lower level of a-comp from the 
abstract level, such that 
Vf,g. a-comp(aofopw, aw ogo(pw X Pw)) = cr orcomp(f,g)op. 
Although important, this third phase will be discussed only very briefly. 
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Decomposing the Factorial 
The goal in the modularization phase is to implement the factorial from sub-
components at the abstract level. If the 0 and L operators are ignored (4.12) is 
turned into an ordinary equational specification which may be read as a recursive 
definition for fac: 
fun facO 	= 1 
I fac(succn) = succn.facn. 
From this one directly obtains a solution for fac in terms of iteration iter and 
implementations for successor and multiplication. To this end we anticipate that 
a solution for a recursive definition of form 5 
funfO 	—a 	 - 
I f(succn) = h(succn,fn) 
is obtained from iteration by 
f 	r(iter, ((1, a), (succ(iri x), h x))). 
	
Now suppose there are functions inc : N 	N and mu! : (N x N) - N 
available which are approximations of the successor and multiplication operation 
in that they satisfy 
Yn. OtI(inc) 	Vn 1 . Vn 2. OilvI(mul). 
Trivial solutions, of course, are inc = )n. succn and mu! = Ax. (7r 1 x) . ( 7r2x). In 
view of what was said above we are lead to put 
a-comp(inc, mut) = 7r2 (iter,, ((1, 1), (inc (ri  x), muix))). 	(4.13) 
as the composition operator. The goal for verifying that this is in fact a correct 
decomposition of the factorial becomes 
Vn. OtI(i), Vn 1 . Yn 2 . OtM(m) h,m  t(Fo (a-comp(i, m))) 	(4.14) 
A VflN. Ot(Fi (a-comp(i, m))) 
5This scheme is not general primitive recursion. It is a special version that admits a spe- 
cialized solution. 
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where i, m are variables of proper types. Note that it is only for the fact that 
inc and mul are going to be approximations of successor and multiplication that 
lax logic is needed at all. Otherwise the result would immediately follow from 
the general solution of the recursive definitions mentioned above. In fact, this 
standard proof basically will be reconstructed in lax logic. 
We are now going to prove (4.14) in lax logic. First we introduce two.useful 
abbreviations: 
df 
fac = a-comp(z,m) 
df 
cnt = iri(iter ((1,1), (i(7r1 x), rn x))) 
• Derivation:2 If incrementor inc :N 	N satisfies the specification Vn. tI(inc), 
then so does cnt{inc/i}{mul/m} : N = N, where mul: N x N = N arbitrary, 
i.e. Vn. OtI(i) Fi,m  Vn. OtI(cnt). 
The proof tree is shown in Figure 4-7. It refers implicitly (rules t) to two 
sub-derivations in the base logic, viz, of the equations 
cntO = succO and cnt(succn) = i(cntn) 
which are easily obtained exploiting standard laws for products and recursion 
equations for iter. Just like before these computations do not contribute to 
the constraint term and therefore can be omitted. The proof employs standard 
induction over natural numbers. No special care needs to be taken to account 
for the 0-operator. The presence of 0 only influences the proof in a very trivial 
way: Removing all instances of 0, t and the application of related rules 01, 
OL, t results in a well-formed proof in the base logic, and we claim there is a 
canonical process turning that ordinary proof back into the one in Figure 4-7. 
In particular, there is no non-canonical introduction of constraints. Recall that 
rule 01 introduces the vacuous constraint H. 
With Derivation 2 at hand we can demonstrate the modularization proof for 
(4.14) as in Figure 4-8. It does not involve induction and refers to two equational 
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Vn.c?t(cntn = sticcn) 
Kz(cntO = succO) 	 t(crzksuccn) = succ(suCCn)) NatInd,, Sub8t 
t(cntO = succO) L(cnt(succn) = i(cntn)) 	Ot(i(cntn) = succ(succn)) 
1. 
see below 
Ot(i(cntn) = 8UCC(8UCCfl)) 	 OL 
'h(i(cntn) = sucC(suCcn)) 	
t 
x: Qt(cntn = succn) ,j 
Subs 
y: t(cntn = succn) i see below 
- 	 c(i(succn) = succ(succn)) 
Vn.Ot(z n = succn) 	VESuCcn 
Figure 4-7: Proof of Derivation 2 
sub-derivations in the base logic which again are not difficult to obtain. Thus, 
we can set down 
Derivation 3 Given an incrementor inc : N = N and a multiplier mul 
N x N = N which satisfy their abstract specifications, then their composition 
a-comp(inc, mu!) satisfies the specification of the factorial, i.e. 
Vn. tI(i), Vn j . Vn 2. W(m) 
Fi,m Fo(a-comp(i, m)) A VN. 'tF1(a-comp(i, m)). 
Constraint Analysis for Decomposition 
We may now be interested in the constraint handling potential of Derivation 3: 
Vn.OtI(i), Vn 1 .Vn 2 .'tM(m) 	 (4.15) 
Fi,m tFo(a-comp(i, m)) A 
yN• 'tFj (a-comp(i, m)) 
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(facO = succO) A Vn.OL(fac(succn) = (succn) (facn)) Al 
L(faco = succO) 	Vn.L(fac(succn) = (succn) (facn)) 
VIn 
<)t(fac(succn) = (succn) (facn)) 
Subst 
t(fac(succn) = m(cntn, facn)) 	see below
I. 
t(m(cntn, facn) = ( succn) . (facn)) 
<h(cntn = succn) VEn Gt(m(cntn, facn) = (succn) . (facn)) Subst 
 
Vn/)t(cntn = succn) 	x: t(cntn = sticcn) .j see below 
Derivation 2 
Vn.'n(in = succn) 
Ot(rn(üccn,facn)=(succn) . (facn))VE 
Vn 2 .0(m(succn, n 2 ) = ( succn) n2) 	facn
VESUCCn 
Yn j .Yn2.0t(m(ni,n2) = y1 .n2) 
Figure 4-8: Proof of Derivation 3 
Remember that every 0 in a lax formula stands for a constraint, or rather a 
constraint list of type V by which the formula is to be weakened at this point. 
The constraint itself is determined by a proof of the formula. In this spirit, the 
derivation of (4.15) determines a function that transforms a constraint of the 
incrementor (represented by 'Z in the first hypothesis) and a constraint of the 
multiplier (represented by ' in the second hypothesis) into a constraint for the 
factorial (represented by 0 in the assertion). Constraint extraction allows us to 
analyze this constraint transforming function. The constraint types of hypotheses 
and assertion are 
Vn.OtI(i) I = N=Vx1) 
IVn i . Vn 2 . tM(m) I = N = .N = .(1*x1) 
I tFo(a-comp(i, m)) A Vn. OLF1 (a-comp(i, m)) I = 1 x (N 	(V x 1)) 
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Given a variable u of type N = (l x 1) and a variable v of type N N = (l* x 
1) we will extract by the translation process defined in Section 3.2 a constraint 
term R of type 1 x (N (11*  x 1)) with free variables i,m, u, v, such that 
(Vn. QtJ(i))#  u, (Vn i . Vn 2 . OtM(m))#  v 
Hi,m,u,v (LFO (a-comp(i, m)) A 
yflN• 'tF1(a-comp(i,  m)))#  R 
or, after expanding the definition of constraint predicates 
Vn. J()1n1(Ufl) 'v'n1.Vn2. M(rn)1T1 fl2) 	 (4.16) 
Fi,m ,u ,v F0 ( a-comp(i, m)) A Vn. F1 ( a-comp(i, m) )' 	
n) 
• 	- 	In the sequel the term 7rj ((7r2R) n) will be computed and interpreted. 
The computation of R works from the natural deduction proof trees of Figures 
4-7 and 4-8 of sequent (4.15). Both trees plugged together and reduced to rule 
applications are shown below 
R : Al 
L 	 In 
Subst 
OL 
VE n 	 Subst 
NatInd x VEj acn 
Subst  




The point where we break up this tree into two digestible pieces is indicated with 
R1 . 
Evaluation of R 1 : 
R i 	NatInd,,(I t, Subst(t, L(Subst(y, 	u), x))) 
NatInd,1,(GIL, OL Y (VE BCC u, x)) 
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NatInd,(I*, OL(VE,u, x)) 
E NatInd,,(([],*), iL(u(succn) , x)) 
NatInd,,(([], *), (iri (u (succn)) © ir ix, 72 (u (succn)))) 
natrec(([], *), An. Ax. (iri(u (succn)) @ ir1 x, ir2 (u (succn)))) 
This is what we get for R 1  by directly translating the proof tree. Note, R 1 has 
u as its only free variable. Before we continue to compute R, i.e. the constraint 
term for the whole tree, R1  will be simplified a bit. Since variable u is of type 
N = (f* x 1), the sub-term 7r2 (u (succn)) is of type 1 and hence we can prove 
7r2 (u (succn)) = *. This, for a start, gives 
natrec(([],*), .Xn.Ax.(iri(u(succn))©irix, *)). 
Further, the recursion combinator natrec has type (a x (N = a = a)) =t N = a 
with, in this case, a = V x 1. The component of type 1 is redundant so that 
the recursioü can further be simplified by removing the construction of * which 
is merely carried through the recursion as a dummy. Exploiting the canonical 
isomorphism 
it can be proven by induction that 
iri (Ri n) = natrec([], An. Ax. 7r 1 (u (succn)) © x) n 
where now a = 	and x has type V (in contrast to V x 1 before). Note, 
7r2(Ri n) has type 1 whence ir2(Rj n) = *. One immediately obtains an intuitive 
picture of what is going on when iri (Ri n) is evaluated for the first few n: 
irj(RiO) = [
] 
irj(Ri (succO)) = ri (u(succO))©[J 
7r1(Ri (succ(succ 0)) = ir i (u (succ (succO))) © ir i (u (succO)) © [] 
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Thus, for any given natural number n, the constraint list 7r 1 (Rj n) is obtained by 
accumulating the constraint lists u k with k = 1,. . . , n into a single list. 
So much for the analysis of R1 . We will be able to simplify ir i (Ri n) further 
when the concrete input constraint of the incrementor will be plugged in for 
variable u. (Remember that u stands for a proof of the formula Vn. OI(i), the 
specification of the incrementor.) 
Evaluation of R: 
R = AI(t, VI, Subst(t, OL X (VE R 1 , Subst(x, VEj ac 	v)))) 
AI(t, VIOL(VER1 , VEj acn VEatj cc nV)) 
AI(* , VI, L(Ri n, v (succn) (facn))) 
(*, An. (ir i (R i n) © 1ri(v(8uCCn) (facn)), 7r2(Ri n))) 
= (*, An.(iri (R i n) @ iri (v(succn) (facn)) , 
R has free variables u, v, i,m, the latter two because of fac a-comp(i, m). 
Here, we can return to the point of departure, viz, the sequent (4.16). It 
says that for any input constraint u : N = (V x 1) for the incrementor and 
input constraint v : N 	N = (11* x 1) for the multiplier, iri ((ir2R) n) : 
defines a (sufficient) input constraint for the factorial at input n. Now, the term 
7ri ((72 R) n) can be seen to satisfy 
71 ((ir2R)n) = iri (Ri n) © iri (v(succn)(facn)) 
so that we get a direct interpretation of the factorial's input constraint in terms 
of those for incrementor and multiplier: 
For a given input n of the factorial, the constraint list for n contains 
all the constraints of the incrementor for inputs k = 1,. . . , n (cf. the 
analysis of iri (Ri n) above) and the input constraint for the multiplier 
at input pair (succn, facn). 
In particular, if both subcomponents are an ideal incrementor and an ideal mul-
tiplier, as it is the case for inc 	An. succn and mul 	Ax. (irix) (7r2x), then 
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since the constraint lists irj (u n) and ir i (v n in) are empty6 the constraint list 
7ri ((7r2 R) n) for the factorial is empty, too. 
Realization 
After decomposing the factorial and its specification the next design step consists 
of realizing the subcomponents at the lower abstraction level as bit-operations. 
For the incrementor this has been done already in Section 4.1.3. There we have 
constructed a constraint term C(w, n) of type ci*  depending on variables w and 
n, where w is the bit-length and n the input to the incrementor, such that by 
(4.11) 
C(w,n) FVw.Vn.4aoJncop) 	. 	 (4.17) 
It was shown that C(w,n) is always a list with one element, C(w,n) = 
and that 0 is equivalent to the condition n + c < 2' (cf. Proposition 4.1.2) and 
n div 2u + Carry(pn, c) = 0 (cf. Proposition 4.1.3). 
To complete the task of realizing the factorial we ought to deal with the 
multiplier. However, because of the similarity to the problem of realizing the 
incrementor this does not appear to provide any new insights while it is likely 
to be an unreasonably excessive exercise in applying the formalism of lax logic. 
Therefore, the multiplier will be left to a future software implementation of lax 
logic. Of course, the interesting question will be if there one also can do away 
with constraints in a similarly canonical way as in the case of the incrementor 
and decrementor. Here, it will be simply assumed that there is some function 
term Mul : BW x B's' = BW and constraint list D(w, n 1 , n2) : V such that 
F- \/w.Vn 1 .Vn 2 . M(croMulo(p x p))D(w.nl n2) . 	 (4.18) 
With the proposition list D(w, n 1 , n2 ) being the overflow constraint of the w-
bit multiplier it can probably be shown analogously to the incrementor that 
D(w,rri,n2) = [] such that 0 n 1 n2 <2''. 
6of course, this ought to be verified. 
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Now that the decomposition of the factorial and the realization of its sub-
components has been completed we turn to analyzing the achievement in terms 
of the constraiiits accumulated within the obtained correctness proofs. Fix a 
particular bit-length w N. With realizations of both subcomponents at hand 
we can now proceed bottom-up and derive the overflow constraint induced if w-
bit incrementor and multiplier are composed to give a w-bit realization of the 
factorial 
df 
fac : N -+ N 	acomp(aw oIncw opw , aoMuo(p x 
Specializing variables u, v, i, rn in sequent (4.16) as follows 
An 1 n2 .(D(wnin)) 
i := coIr&cop 
m := a o  MuL o(pw  X pw) 
and a little equality reasoning involving fl-reduction for products and pairs yields 
the sequent 
Vw.Vfl. 1(a w oIncoP)
C(w,n)  
Yw. Vn1. Vn 2 . M(aw o Mul 0 (Pu, X 	
))D(Wfll1fl2) 
I- u, Fo(facu,) A Vn. Fi (facu,)" 	 (4.19) 
where 
df 
E(w,n) 	7ri ((7r2R)n) 
{An. (C(w, n), *)/u}{)n 1 . An 2 . (D(w, n 1 , n2 ), *)/v} 
{a u,o Incu,opu,/i}{cu,oMu44,o(pu, X p u,)/m}. 
Sequent (4.19) contains the information on how the constraints of incrementor 
and multiplier are composed to yield the constraint for the factorial. Namely, if 
Sequent (4.19) is plugged together with sequents (4.17) and (4.18) one obtains 
E(w,n) 
I- u, Fo (facu,) A Vn.Fi (facu,) 	 (4.20) 
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which proves the correctness of the w-bit factorial under constraint E(w, n) which 
really is a list of propositions. We can use the function fl : = l that conjoins 
(A) a list of propositions into a single proposition to transform sequent (4.20) 
into the equivalent 
Fo (fa 1,) A Vn. flE(w,n) J F i (faç,) 
which says that the proposition flE(w, n) is a sufficient condition on the input 
for which the w-bit implementation fac of the factorial satisfies its abstract 
specification. It is remarked again, that E(w, n) is systematically extracted from 
the realization proofs for incrementor and multiplier and the decomposition proof 
of the factorial. In thefollowing we want to obtain an intuitive characterization 
of the input constraint flE(w;n). = 
With the abbreviation R' 1 = ( iri (Rj n)){An. (C(w,n), *)/u} we compute 
E(w,n) 	R' © D(w,succn,facn). 
Hence, flE(w,n) = (flR' 1 ) A D(w,succn,facn) by definition of fl. So, we are 
left with the job of working out the condition flR' 1 . To this end let us refine the 
comments above about list 7r1 (Ri n) to see what the proposition list R' 1 looks 
like. First, we have 
(irj (R i n)){An. (C(w, n), *)/u} 
natrec([], )n. Ax. iri ((An. (C(w, n), *)) (succn)) @ x) n 
= natrec([], An. Ax. C(w, succn) @ x) n. 
So, evaluating R' 1 for the first few n makes clear what is going on: 
R'i{0/n} = [] 
R' 1 {succ0/n} = C(w,succ0) © [] 
R' 1 {succ(succ0)1n} = C(w,succ(succ0)) © C(w,succ0) © [] 
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For every n > 0 the list R' 1 contains all propositions C(w, k) for 0 < k < n. For 
n 0 the list is empty. Thus, 
flR' 1 	. VO < k < n. C(w, k) 
which is verified formally by an induction argument. This can be simplified even 
further bearing in mind that in our particular case C(w, n) n + 1 <2W which 
exhibits the property that for all n, C(w, succn) implies C(w, n) which means 
VO < k < n.C(w,k) 	n > 1 3 C(w,n). 
Thus we find, modulo equivalence of propositions, that flR' 1 is the same as the 
condition n > 1 D C(w, n), and we arrive at the final result 
Derivation 4 The w-bit realizationof the factorial 	 : 
facw = acomp(aw o Inc °Pw, c° Mul o(pw  X pw)) 
satisfies specification 
fac0 = 0 A Vn. n j fac(succn) = (succn) .facn 
where l'w  n is the condition 
df 
(succn) .(facn) <2W  A n > 1 3 n + 1 <2's'. 
The first half of 'y,, n, the condition (succn) (fac n) <'2'°, stems from the con-
straint D(w, succn,fac n) (cf. the assumptions made above about the multiplier 
constraint). 
Summing up, the essential point of the example is that by using lax logic the 
overflow constraint has been systematically accumulated in the verification of the 
factorial and that this constraint can be analyzed in a completely independent 
step after (lax) correctness is established. Further, no fancy induction principle 
involving the Ky-operator was necessary, ordinary induction over natural numbers 
proved to be adequate. 
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Concrete-Level Composition 
Strictly speaking the goal of designing the abstract factorial from bit-level oper-
ations may be considered achieved at this point. It was shown that the function 
term 
fac = a-comp(cx w o Inc, °Pw, oo Mul,, o(pw X 
satisfies the specification of the factorial. But as mentioned in the beginning fac 
might not be exactly what one is looking for. It may be more appropriate to ask 
for a concrete-level composition operator r-comp sich that the abstraction of 
the concrete-level function 
Fa:BwBwl n-comp,,,(Inc,,,, 
satisfies the specification of the factorial, i.e. one has 
V. Fo(aL, o Fac 0 pw) A Vn. tFj(a 0 Fac 0 pw). 
There will be many ways to define such an operator r-comp each of which is 
encapsulating a different design style. If, for instance, Fac is to be interpreted 
as a piece of hardware and Inc, Mu4 as combinatory circuits, then the options 
range from combinatory to sequential composition and in the latter case further 
from synchronous to asynchronous computation. All this is involved enough a 
story to be worth being discussed all by itself and beyond the scope of this thesis. 
Once r-comp is defined one would proceed by showing that r-comp is a 
correct realization of the abstract composition operator a-comp in the sense that 
Vf, g. a 0  r-comp(f, g) 0  p. 
= acomp(aofop )  aw ogo(pw X Pw)) 
which immediately would allow us to deduce F(a o Fac, oPw) from F(fac)  no 
matter what property F is by simple equality subätitution. This is the ideal world. 
However, just as Inc, and Mul., are approximative realizations of the abstract 
incrementor and multiplier the operator r-compu, may be a realization of a-comp 
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only up to certain constraints. If, for instance Inc,,, and Mul were synchronous 
sequential circuits, then the low-level composition results in a correct synchronous 
system only under a constraint on the length of the clock phase depending on 
delay parameters in both sub-circuits. How these constraints can be accounted 
for by using lax logic and by introducing 'C> in the right places is a question that 
will have to be answered by future research. 
4.2 Example of Synchronous Hardware Design 
In this section we take up again the motivating example from Section 2.3 in 
designing a synchronous modulo-2 counter. This example differs from the pre-
vious ones fundamentally in that it employs a relational rather than functional 
approach for modelling the behaviour of components. Its main purpose, besides 
taking a hardware application, is to demonstrate the use of lax logic on a different 
description paradigm. 
To keep explanations reasonably short we will not mention all details that 
would have to be spelled out in a completely formal presentation. Among those 
are for instance all definitions that have to do with basic data types such as 
integers and booleans. We simply assume that these data types along with their 
usual mathematical properties are available in the base logic. We may thus focus 
on those parts of the verification that are done within £ proper. 
The task, set up in Section 2.3.2, is to find a derivation for 
cnt_abs (x, y, z) F, cnt_appr (x, y) 	 (4.21) 
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where here and in the sequel x, y, z are distinct variables of type signal, and 
cnt_abs(x,y,z) = xor_abs(x,z,y) A latch_abs(y,z) 
cnt_appr(x,y) = (Co A C i (x,y)) D (Vt,t 2 . C2 (t 1 ,t2 ) 
(next_abs (t 1 ,t2 ) D y(t 2 ) = x(t2) + y(ti ))) 
xor_abs(x,y,z) = (stablexSx A stabley8x) 
j Vt. tick t 3 zt = xt + yt 
latch_abs (d, q) = (one_shot A mm_sep SL) 
3 Vt i ,t2 .(tick t j A tick t 2 ) 
(next_abs(t i , t2 ) 3 q(t 2) = d(t 1 )) 
next_abs(t i , t 2) = t1 < t 2 A Vt. tick t 3 (t 1 < t 3 t2 < t) 
where here and in the following t, t 1 , t2 are distinct variables of type mt The 
derivation of (4.21) is to be split into a main part that is free of constraints, 
and a successive constraint analysis to establish constraints Co, C1, C2 for the 
composite device. The first goal is achieved by reformulating xor_abs, latch_cbs, 
cntabs, and cnLappr in £ using 0: 
df 
xor_abs'(x,y,z) 	0Vt.Ot(zt = xt + yt) 
latch_abs'(d,q) 	0Vt 1 ,t2 .0 1 (next_abs (t 1 , t2) 3 q(t 2) = d(t 1 )) 
cnt_abs'(x,y,z) 	xor_abs'(x,z,y) A latch_abs'(y,z) 
cnt_appr'(x,y) 	0Vt 1 ,t2 .0t(next_abs (t 1 , t 2 ) D y(t 2) = x(t 2 ) +y(ti)) 
Syntactically speaking, all constraints are now removed from the formulae and 
replaced by 0. Semantically speaking, and this is the crucial idea, a constraint 
now is no longer part of the proposition but of the proof. For instance, 
OVt.Ot(zt = xt+yt) 
	
(4.22) 
does not give any more information regarding constraints than indicating that 
there may be hidden assumptions, namely one for each instance of the 0-operator. 
It is the proof of (4.22) that actually determines these constraints. In fact, the 
constraints depend on from which low-level axioms about the exclusive-or gate the 
abstracted proposition (4.22) is derived, and by which abstraction process. Here 
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zor (cf. 2.3.2) will be used but one might take a more detailed description of the 
gate, e.g. with variable delays, and then of course some other constraints would 
result. Also, there may be more than one way to verify an abstract behaviour of 
• composite device from properties about its components and each may result in 
• different constraint. 
Synchronous Abstraction of XOR and Latch 
In the sequel we will give derivations 
t(xor(x,z,y)) _x,v,z  xor...abs'(x,z,y) 
t (latch (y, clk, z)) Iy,z  latch_abs'(y, z) 
and thus establish that and to what eltent the exclusive-or and latch are iinple-
mentations of the abstract components. In these derivations, which will use the 
additional hypothesis let 's-not-bother, actual constraints for the 0 place-holders 
inside xorjabs' and latch_abs' will be determined. 
We begin with the derivation of 
let 's-not-bother, t (xor(x, z, y)) 	xor_abs' (x, z, y) 
or, more explicitly, of 
let's-not-bother, t(xor(x,z,y)) 	0Vt.0t(yt = xi + zt) (4.23) 
shown in Figure 4-9. The means for introducing constraints, of course, is the 
hypothesis let 's-not-bother which is used twice, namely for hiding the input con-
straint stable x Sx  A stable z 8x  and the sampling constraint tick I. Instead of 
using let 's-not-bother we could have worked from the separate hypotheses 
Vx,z.Oi(stablex8x A stablez6x) 	Vt.0t (tick I) 
which is more explicit but results in the same constraints. As can be seen in the 
lower part of Figure 4-9, an instance of the i-rule is referring to a derivation of 
xor(x,z,y), stablex5x A stablezSx, tickt 	yt = xi + zi (4.24) 
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Vt.t(yt = xt + zt) 
Vt.Ot(yt = xt + zt) 	't(stablexöx A stablezx) 
= xi + zt) w : let's-not-bother 	
VE s g ablex 6x A sgablez  Sx 
see below 
= xi + zt) 
	
t(yt = xi + zt) 	 Ot(ticki) 
L(xor(x,z,y)) p: L(stablexöX A stablezöx) / q : t(tickt) 	(w) 
Figure 4-9: Derivation for Abstracting xor as a Synchronous Device 
- 	
I 	inl3Thi6 is obtained by straightforward-first-order reasoning, and reallyis :wh 
the main verification takes place. All the other proof steps in £, i.e. all the rules 
shown in Figure 4-9 except t, merely serve to associate the two invocations of 
let 's-not-bother, indicated by variable w, with the two occurrences of 0. In other 
words, they serve to introduce the constraints into the right places. We remark 
that the derivation of (4.24) in B has to assume ö ~: 0, and the following facts 
about integers and associated operations < 1  —: 
Vt,u.t - u+tit 	Vt.I < t 	Vt,u: mt. u > 0 Jt - u < I 
Let us check that the derivation of (4.23) in £ indeed captures a derivation of 
xor(x,z,y) 	(stablex6x A stable ySx)  D 
Vt. tick I J yi = xi + zt 
in 8 in the sense that the constraints are replaced by 0 and delegated to the 
constraint term. To this end we extract from the derivation given above in 
Figure 4-9 the constraint term X of type 
0 Vt. 0 t (yt = xt + zt) 	x(int(1Z x ml)) 
with a free variable w of type Ilet's-not-botherl and v of type It (xor(x, z, 	1. 
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We know that for this term the sequent 
	
let snotbother#  w, (t xor(x, z, y))' v 	(0 Vt. 0 (yt = xi + z i))# X 
can be derived in B, or, if we specialize w to ? to trivialize the hypothesis 
let's-not-bother' w, and specialize v to *, the sequent 
t (xor (x , z , y ))# * 	(OVI.Ot(yi = xi + z t))# (X{?/w}{*/v}). 
Unrolling the definition of # and using the equivalence t (flc) J 0 yie1d 
xor(x,z,y) 'x,y,z fl(ir i X{?/w}{*/v}) J 
Vt. (fl(ir j ((7r 2X{?/w}{*/v}) I)) D yt = xi + zi). 
We leave it as an exercise to the reader to compute constraint term X and to 
verify 
fl(iriX{?/w}{*/v}) 	stablez6x A stable y 6x 	(4.25) 
fl(7r 1 ((7r2X{?/w}{*/v})i)) 	tick 1. 	 (4.26) 
This completes the synchronous abstraction for the zor gate. The other com-
ponent to be abstracted is the latch, for which we can find a derivation of 
let 's-not-bother, t (latch (y, clk, z)) F y , latch_abs' (y, z) 
or, more explicitly, of 
let's-not-bother, t (latch (y, clk, z)) 
0 Vt 1 , t2. Ot (next_abs (t 1 , t2) D q(t2) = q(i1 )) 	(4.27) 
swallowing the constraints in latch_abs. It is slightly more involved than the one 
for zor as, among other things, it requires that there be bounded induction on 
mt in B. We do not present the derivation here and state only that it contains 
the expected constraints. More precisely, the associated constraint term, call it 
L, of type 
0Vi 1 ,i2 .0t(nezt_abs(i i , t2 ) D q(t2 ) = q(ti )) I 
ç* x (mt = mt = (tV x 1)) 
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with free variable w of type Ilet's-not-botherl and v of type 1, is such that the 
(.)# translation of (4.27) obtains 
latch (y, cik, z) I- 	(fl(ir i L{?/w}{*/v})) D Vt 1 , t2. 
(fl((r2L{?/w}{*/v}) t 1 t2)) D next_abs (t 1 , t2) D q(t 2) = q(ti ) 
in B, and further it holds that 
fl(ir 1 L{?/w}{*/v}) 	one_shot A mm_sep 5L 	(4.28) 
fl((7r2L{?/w}{*/v})t i t2 ) 	tickt 1 A tickt 2 . 	 (4.29) 
Abstract Verification of the Modulo-2 Counter 
As the constraint-free version of (4 21) we now set out to derive the sequent 
cnt_abs' (x, y, z) 	crit_appr' (x, y) 
	
(4.30) 
which differs from the ideal verification goal (2.4) only in the presence of Q and 
t. Now let us introduce the following syntactic abbreviations: 
o 	next_abs(t j , t 2 ) 
df 
y(t) = x(t 2 ) + y(t i ) 
yt=xt+zt 
z(t 2 ) = y(t i ) 
With these abbreviations (4.30) translates into the sequent 
'Vt.Otq5 A 0Vt i ,t2 .0t(0 D &) 	OVt 1 ,t2 .0t(O D e) (4.31) 
Figure 4-10 shows the complete natural deduction tree for (4.31), where rule t 
depends on a derivation of {t 2 /t}, 	 e in B, i.e. of 
y(t2) = x(t 2 ) + z(t2 ), z(t 2 ) = y(ti ) 1x,y,z,t1,t2  y(t 2) = x(t2) + y(t i ) 
which is simple enough. The derivation of (4.31) proves that composing a delay- 
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OVti,i2c(9 j e) 
OVt.Ot4 	
AE, 	
OVt i ,i 2 .Ot(O 7 e) 
OFq 
(v) OW.010 A OVI1,t2.O1(9 7 ) 	OVt142.0t(0 7 ) AE,. V442.O&(0 7 e) 
(v) 
ee below 
Gi(p,q) : Vi1,t2.01(0 D c) 
V" 1 
Vt2.O(0 3 e) 
,_ , VI3 
Ot4{t2/t} 
VE 2 
p : Vt.Ot4 / 
OL 
Oi(O 3 e) 	
OF 
OL(O 3 ) 	 L(O 3 e) 	* VE 	 £ 
Vt2.Ot(O 3 ) r : £q{i2/t} ..j s :&(O 3w') i 
q :Vtl,t2.OL(O 	
VE1 
Figuie 4-10: VerIfication ofCoi'rectnèss for Modü16-2 Counter 
free modulo-2 sum and an one-unit delay as in Figure 2-3 yields a stoppable 
modulo-2 counter. The reader may convince themselves that the only steps in 
this derivation that would not arise in an ideal proof, i.e. one which does not 
consider constraints at all, are the occurrences of the OL, OF rules. Further, one 
notices, that these extra rules are used in a canonical way, viz, to implement the 
derived inference rule 
I',M1...... 
	Fla 	or 
which generalizes rule OF. It has the effect that at any point in a derivation the 
assertion and an arbitrary number of hypotheses can be prefixed by 0. This is 
done twice in Figure 4-10, once in the upper and once in the lower half of the 
tree. 
The derivation of (4.31) can be called abstract since it is performed with-
out looking at or even manipulating explicit constraints. The Os only indicate 
where constraints are to be expected and so intuitively serve as, place-holders 
for constraints. In manipulating the place-holder instead of real constraints the 
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derivation is independent of constraints, and yet the associated proof term 
C Lf  = OL (AE1 V, OFq (AE V, VI 1 VI 2 OL (VE 2  P 
OF3 (VE 2 VE q, t (r, s))))) 
where v refers to the hypothesis of (4.31), retains enough information for extract- 
ing the constraints inside cnt_appr' (x, y) out of those in cnt_abs' (x, y, z). This 
now can be done in a completely separate phase: in the constraint analysis phase. 
First, we translate C into a constraint term applying the translation of Fig-
ure 3-16: 
C M OLp ( lrl v,OFq (7r2v, Ati.At2.OL r (pt2, OF3 (qt 1 t2 , *)))) 
OLfr iv, 	At 1 .At 2 . OL (t2 , ( i (qt j t2), 
0L9 (irjv, OFq (ir2v, At 1 . At 2 . ( iri (iri (q t 1 t 2 ), *) © irj (pt2), 72(pt2 )))) 
0L, (iriv, (irj (ir2v) , At. At 2 . ( iri (ri ((ir2 (ir2v)) t 1 t2 ) , *) 0 7r i (pt 2 ) 
(ir 1 (ir 1 (ir 2v) , At 1 . At 2 . (7rj (7ri ((7r2 (ir2v)) t 1 t2 ) , *) © 7r102 (71 v)) t2), 
7r2 ((7r2 (7ri v)) t 2 ))) © iri (irjv) , 7r2 (7ri (7r2v) 
At 1 . At 2 . (iri (7ri ((72(7r2v)) t 1 t 2 ) , *) © iri ((ir2 (irj v)) t 2), 
7r2((1r2(7rlv)) t2)))) 
This term partly can be 'evaluated' via /9-equalities to obtain 
C = ( 7ri (7r2 v) © ir i (iriv), At 1 . At 2 . (7rj ((7r2 (7r2 v)) t 1 t 2 ) © irj ((ir2 (7ri v)) t 2), 
1r2((7r27rlv) t2 ))). 
By the correctness theorems of constraint extraction we know that C is a term 
of type tV x (mt =. mt 	(11*  x 1)) if v free variable of type (V x (mt 
(1* x 1))) x (fl x (mt mt (1*  x 1))) such that the sequent 
( cnL abs (x , y , z ))# v 	( cn t_appr ( x , y ))# C 
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is derivable in B. With a little massaging, this sequent can be shown to be 
equivalent to 
Si 3 Vt. (71 t) 3 0 A 
82 D Vt 1 ,t2 .(72 t 1 t2 ) j 9 j çl, I- a, 
(81 A52) D Vti ,t2 .(71 t2A-y2tit2) 3 0 3 € 	(4.32) 
where A = x, y, z, 8, 62, 7i, 72 with S, 82 variables of type fI, 71  variable of type 
mt = f, and 72  variable of type mt = mt l. The proof of this, which 
is entirely straightforward, is omitted. It uses the definition of (.)', the above 
evaluation of C, and the equivalence n [ Yk ,... , 7i] 3 )'1A . .. A7k 3 
O . for  
So, what we have got from working in the extracted constraint term C into 
the abstract sequent (4.31) is a modification (4.32) that tells us how any set of 
constraints for subcomponents can be translated into constraints for the compos-
ite circuit. More precisely, if 6 1 and 71  are constraints on the input and sampling 
times for latch, respectively, and 62,72 such constraints for latch, then Si  A 82 and 
Yi t2 A 72 t 1 t2 are sufficient constraints on the inputs and sampling times, respec-
tively, for the modulo-2 counter. Note, the computation of constraints is captured 
completely within C, the translation of (4.31) into (4.32) only establishes that 
the translation, and thus C, has, the required properties. 
It is important to realize that if we had had to confine reasoning to the 
base logic, then the sequent (4.32) is the best we could have achieved in order 
to be constraint-independent. However, deriving (4.32) directly would require 
us to mess around with the 'abstract' constraints 61,82, 7i, 72 and to throw in 
extra proof steps to deal with them. In contrast, using lax logic and constraint 
extraction the sequent (4.32) was obtained, up to equivalence, in a completely 
automatic fashion from a natural and constraint-free proof. 
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Concrete-Level Composition of the Counter 
The abstract verification that composition of delay-free modulo-2 sum and one-
unit delay satisfies the specification of a modulo-2 counter has been achieved 
through the derivation of 
cnt...abs'(x,y, z) 	cnt_appr'(x,y). 	 (4.33) 
Further, the derivations of 
let 's-not-bother, (xor(x, z, y)) 	zor_abs' (x, z, y) 	(4.34) 
let 's-not-bother, t (latch (y, cik, z)) F 	latch_abs' (y, z) 	(4.35) 
- witness that in a synchronous environment xor and latch may be regarded .as 
implementations of the corresponding abstract components delay-free modulo-
2 sum and one-unit delay. From these three parts (4.33), (4.34), and (4.35) 
we extracted the constraint terms C, X, L, respectively. Residing inside X and 
L, through the reference to hypothesis let 's-not-bother, are certain behavioural 
constraints which record assumptions about the environment of the components 
under which their abstraction is possible. The constraint term C contains the 
information of how these constraints are to be composed to obtain the constraints 
for the modulo-2 counter, which is captured by the sequent (4.32) formally. 
Now we may put pieces together and prove that in a synchronous environment 
the composition of concrete-level components zor and latch can be regarded as 
an implementation of the abstract modulo-2 counter. This comes down to a 
derivation of 
let 's-not-bother, t (zor (x, z, y)) A t (latch (j, cik, z)) 
cnt...appr' (x, y) 
	
(4.36) 
which is obtained easily by composing (4.33), (4.34), and (4.35) in £ as shown 
in Figure 4-11 The hypothesis let 's-not-bother on which derivations (4.34) and 
(4.35) depend is not shown in Figure 4-11. Let us now examine the constraints 
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cnt_appr' (z, y) 
(4.33) 
crzt_abs'(x, y, z) 
xor_abs'(z, z, y) 	 latch_abs'(y, z) Al 
(4.34) 	 (4.35) 
L(xor(z,z,y)) 	AE1 t (latch (y, clk, z)) AE 
t(xor(x,z,y)) A L(latch(y,clk,z)) (u) 	 (u) 
Figure 4-11: Low-Level Implementation of Modulo-2 Counter 
residing in the derivation of Figure 4-11. As the associated constraint term, 
called I, we obtain: 
I 	C{AI(X{AE1u/v}, L{AE r U/V})/V} 
C{(X{ir ju/v}, L{7r 2u/v})/v} 
	
I has a free variable u of type It(xor (x,z,y)) A t(latch (y,clk,z))I 	1 x 1, 
and variable w of type tlet's-not-botherl which is free in sub-terms X and L. By 
correctness of constraint extraction we conclude that the sequent 
(let snot_bother)#  w, (L (xor (x, z, y)) A i (latch (y, cik, z)))#  u 
'y,z,w,u (cnt_appr'(x,y))' I 
is derivable in B. If we specialize w to ? and u to (*, *), then it can be shown 
that this sequent simplifies to become 
xor(x,z,y) A latch (y, clk, z) 
fl ((ir i X{?/w}{*/v}) @i (ir iL{?/w}{*/v})) J 
Vt 1 , t 2 . fl ( 7rj ((7r2X{?/w}{*/v}) t 2 ) © iri ((ir2 L{?/w}{ir 2u/v}) t 1 t 2 )) 
ODe. 
Thus, using the equivalences (4.25), (4.26), (4.28), (4.29), the input constraint 
for the modulo-2 counter is 
n ((ir1 X{?/w}{*/v}) © (iriL{?/w}{*/v})) 
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one_shot A min_sepfiL A stablex fix A stable yfix 
and the sampling constraint is 
fl (ir1 ((r2X{?/w}{*/v}) t 2 ) © 7ri ((7r2 L{?/w} 17r 2u/v}) ti t)) 
tick t j A tickt 2 A tick t 2 . 
This shows that the constraint term I has in fact collected together the con-
straints for xor and latch. The reader is invited to compare this with sequent 
(4.32). 
Chapter 5 
In Section 5.1 we investigate what properties the notion of constraint is to have 
if it is to serve as a Kripke-style semantics for the modal operator 0, or in 
other words: to what extent it is justifiable to call 0 a 'modal' operator in the 
standard Kripke sense. In Section 5.2 a category theoretical interpretation of lax 
logic is presented that provides a more semantical explanation of the constraint 
extraction process and of its correctness. 
5.1 On Kripke Semantics for 0 
Our aim in this section is to analyze, in terms of ordinary Kripke-style semantics, 
the intuitive reading according to which OM means 'under some constraint', 
M. We naively assume the constraints form a set C, equipped with a binary 
accessibility relation R that is used as a Kripke frame on which 'truth' of formulae 
is decided. 
As a simple start let us focus on the following propositional modal logic: 
Formulae M are generated by the grammar 
M::=o I KM  I MAM 
140 
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where 4) stands for an atomic sentence. We assume that there are at least two 
distinct atomic sentences. A sequent is of the form 
Mi ,...,Mkø - M 
where M1 , i = 1,... , k, and M are formulae. The inference rules are 01, <>F, 
OM, AE1, AE r , Al, and the structural rules id, weak, perm, and cut of Figure 
3-7. 
According to classical Kripke semantics a truth valuation on a frame C is 
given by a function V that associates with every atomic sentence 4) a subset 
V(0) C C, viz, the set of constraints under which 4) is deemed to hold. Such a 
triple C = (C, R, V) is calleda Kripke model A formula M then is valid at a 
constraint c in model C, written C, c = M, if M is of shape 
• 4) and C E V(4)) 
• ON and there exists an a, cRa, such that C,a j=  N 
• NAK and bothC,a 1= N andC,a = K. 
A formula M is valid in model C, written C = M, if for all constraints c E C, 
one has C,c = M. 
The notion of validity is lifted to sequents and rules in the obvious way: A 
sequent M1 ,...,Mk R- M is valid in model C if for all constraints c, whenever all 
hypotheses M1, i = 1,. . . , k, are valid at c in C, then the assertion M is valid at 
c in C. 
Finally, a rule is said to be valid in a class of models if whenever all premisses 
of the rule are valid in each model of the class, then the conclusion of the rule is 
valid in each model of the class. 
Given these definitions we may now ask what conditions on a frame must be 
imposed in order for the rules 01, OM and OF to be valid in the class of models 
based on this frame. 
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Lemma 5.1.1 Let (C,R) be a fixed frame and let M be the class of models 
(C, R, V) where V is an arbitrary valuation on R. 
. Rule 01 is valid in M if 11 is reflexive 
. Rule OM is valid in M if R is transitive 
. Rule OF is valid in M 1ff R is discrete, i.e. for all c, d E C, if cRd, then 
c=d. 
Proof: The first two statements concerning 01 and OM are well-known, 
cf. [Che80] for instance. The interesting case is rule OF; let I' = 4, M = 
and N = 0 A &, where 0 , 0 are arbitrary, but distinct atomic sentences. Thus, 
It is easy to check that the prémiss is valid in all models, so for OF to be valid 
in M we must have that the sequent 
,00 - 0(4A0) 
is valid in all models (C, R, V) in M. The valuation V in the sense defined 
may send both sentences 0 , to arbitrary subsets A := V() and B := V(b) 
of C. Unravelling the definition of a sequent being valid shows that in order for 
this particular instance to be valid for all valuations the following second-order 
condition must be met: 
VA,Bç C.VcEC. 
c e A & ( 2y E C.cRy & yE B) 
3yEC.cRy&yEA&y:EB 
This condition now implies that R is discrete. Namely, if a, b E C are given, 
specialize A = {a} and B = {b) for which the condition becomes 
Vc E C. C E {a} & ( 3y E C. cRy &y E {b}) 
= 2yEC.cRy&yE{a}&yE{b}  
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which is equivalent to aRb = a = b. Thus, discreteness of R is necessary for the 
validity of OF. That it is also a sufficient condition is seen as follows: If R is 
discrete, then, for every valuation, a formula M is valid at c if OM is valid at 
c. Thus, the meaning of 0 collapses and both sides of the rule bar in OF have 
the same semantical meaning. 
Since we want to stick to rule OF, Lemma 5.1.1 means that the classical notion 
of valuation is not feasible for our purposes. Validity of OF forces the accessibility 
relation of a constraint frame (C, R) to degenerate. This is unfortunate as R then 
cannot be used to model a non-trivial relationship between constraints, and the 
meaning of 0 as a modal operator becomes vacuous. 
- 	Fro the proof -of the lemma it is clear that the reason of this lies in the m  
fact that the classical notion of valuation allows truth values V(4) of atomic 
sentences to be arbitrary subsets of C that do not need to bear any relation to 
R. In contrast, an intuitionistic notion of truth would require the sets V(4) to be 
hereditary, i.e. if c E V(4) and cRd, then d € V(4). Arbitrary elements a, b € C 
can no longer be fully determined by truth values of propositions. Thus, in the 
proof of Lemma 5.1.1 it would not be possible to choose for A, B the singleton 
sets {a}, {6} but only sets 
A={xlaRx} 	B={xlbRx} 
say, so that in place of (5.1) we get 
VcE C.aRc&(jE C.cRy&bRy) 
= Jy 6 C. cRy & aRy & bRy 
which is trivially satisfied whenever R is transitive. 
In fact, the intuitionistic notion of valuation appears quite natural in our 
setting if accessibility is taken to express the strength of constraints: cRd if d is 
stronger than c. Then, if the strength of c is reflected by the class fL = 101 
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c E V(q)} of atomic sentences that are true 'under constraint' c, one naturally 
arrives at the condition cRd 	 or, cRd& c E V() = d E V(4). 
From this discussion it appears that a Kripke style semantic for our modal 
operator O may be possible for an intuitionistic notion of valuation based on 
constraint frames with reflexive and transitive accessibility relation. Indeed, it 
will be seen that at least for the closed propositional fragment of £ all our rules 
can be justified, under an intuitionistic interpretation, on non-degenerate frames. 
First we need to make a few definitions. The fragment of £ that we are going 
to investigate, denoted by Lo,  has as well-formed formulae 
OM IMAM I MDM  I MVM I true lIaise:.. 
where 0 stands for a well-formed closed proposition of B. The rules of Co are 
all those of C, as in Figures 3-7 3-9, that pertain to the closed propositional 
fragment. In particular, we have rule t in Lo,  so that C0 contains B as a sub-
logic. 
Definition 5.1.2 
. A constraint frame is a preordered set (Cl W. 
• A constraint valuation for B on a constraint frame (C, ) is a map V 
that associates with every well-formed closed proposition 0 of B an upper 
closed subset V(q) of C, i.e. for all c,d E C, such that c C d, if c € V(0) 
then d E V(4). Also, V is to respect entailment of 13, i.e. if for closed 
q,. . . , ,,, we have 0,.. . , çb,, I- 0,  then  fl V(çb 2 ) ç V(,b). 
• A constraint model for 13 then is a triple (C, , V) where (C, Q is 'a con-
straint frame and V a constraint valuation for B on (C, Q. 
The elements of a constraint frame C are called constraints, ranged over by a, b, c, 
etc. , with a b meaning that b is 'stronger' than a. In the sequel we will simply 
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talk about constraint models rather than constraint models for B. Constraint 
models will be used to interpret formulae of C 0 by combining the ways Kripke 
frames interpret modal and intuitionistic logic. 
Definition 5.1.3 Let C = (C, E, V) be a constraint model for S. Given a for- 
mula M of f- 0 and a constraint c E C, we say M is valid at c in C, written 
C,cl=Miff 
. M is of form ON and there exists a constraint a in C with c C a such that 
C,aI=N 
. M is t4  and c E V(0) 
- • M zsNAi(andbothCcN andC,c=K 	- 
•MisNVKandC,cI=NorC,cK 
. M is true 
. M is ND K and for alla such that c a, C,a = N impliesC,a = K 
A formula M is said to be valid in C, written C 1= M if for all c E C, M is valid 
at c in C; M is valid if M is valid in any constraint model C. 
Notice, the definition covers the case M false: for no C and c we have C, c 
false. Wherever the constraint model C is understood we will simply write c = M 
rather than C, c = M. A first result that we want to have for our notion of validity 
is that the modal-free formulae, i.e. those which do not contain 0, behave like 
in ordinary intuitionistic logic. 
Lemma 5.1.4 Let C be a constraint model and M a modal-free formula. If M 
is valid in C at some constraint c and c b, then M is valid at b, too. 
Proof: 	Suppose c = M, and c F b. 	We prove b = M by induction on 
the structure of M. If M to then the assumption gives c e V(q) which 
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implies b € V() by the hereditary property of constraint valuations. Suppose 
M N D K. We have to show a = N implies a = K for all a, b a. But 
this follows from the assumption c = N D K since by transitivity, c a. The 
remaining cases for M are trivial. I 
As before we lift the notion of validity to sequences and rules in the following 
way: A sequent M1 ,. . . , M, F- M is valid in a constraint model C if for every c, 
whenever all hypotheses M, i = 1,. .. , k, are valid at c in C then the assertion 
M is valid at c in C. A rule is valid (in a class of constraint models) if whenever 
all premisses of the rule are valid in every constraint model (of the class) then 
the conclusion of the rule is valid in every model (of the class). 
..Lerna5.1;5:AlirulesQfo re 	id, wher 7 	le 	4 Fa2i:4 8i4e,. 
condition is imposed that all 'passive' hypotheses I' are modal-free. 
Proof: Let a constraint model C be given. We begin with rule 01. We have to 
show that for all well-formed M the sequent M F- OM. is valid in C. To this end 
assume a c with C, c = M. We have to show C, c = OM, i.e. that there exists a 
constraint a, c a such that C, a = M. Simply choose a = c and use reflexivity 
of F. 
To verify that rule OM is valid in C we assume a c such that C, c = OOM. By 
definition this means there are constraints a, b, with c b, b a and C, a = M. 
By transitivity c F a, so C, c = OM. 
Now consider the rule OF. For it to be valid in C any instance of a se-
quent M1 ,... , Mk, OM F- ON has to be valid in C under the supposition that 
M1 ,. . . , Mk, M F- N is valid in C. So, let a constraint c be given and assume 
C, c = M1, i = 1,. .. , k, and C, c = OM. The latter condition means there exists 
a, c a, such that C, a = M. We are done if we can show that also (*) C, a = M, 
i = 1,... ,k. For then the supposition that M1 ,. . . , Mk,M F- N is valid can be 
used to conclude that C, a = N, whence C, c = ON. Now, because of the side 
condition imposed we may assume that all the additional 'passive' hypotheses 
M1 are modal-free. Thus, (*) follows from Lemma 5.1.4. 
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Rule t is seen to be valid as follows: Suppose in 8 we have ,. .. , çb, I- 1'. 
We have to show that t,.. . , tçb, I- to is valid in C. If c is a constraint, and 
C,c t, for all i = 1,... ,n, then by definition c E flV(q 51). By the properties 
of valuations then, c E V(&), whence C, c = tb. 
The remaining structural rules, and with the exception of JI the rules for 
the ordinary propositional connectives are trivial to check. As to jI, it has to 
be shown that under the supposition, that M1 ,. . . , M,, M I- N is valid, the 
sequent M1 ,. . . , M, F- M D N is valid, too. So, let c be a constraint and assume 
C, c = M1 , i = 1,... , k. Given the definition of validity for j, it has to be 
demonstrated that for all a, c a, if C, a = M, then C, a = N. This follows 
from the supposition provided we we can show for all i =. 1,... , k, C, a = M,. 
This isthë same situation ai in proving OF We know the M, are valid at c and - 
need to verify they are valid at the stronger constraint a. As before we make use 
of the side-condition that all M1 are modal-free and invoke Lemma 5.1.4. 
It is possible to show that for arbitrary constraint models the side-condition 
in rules OF and DI to the effect that all 'passive' hypotheses I' be non-modal 
formulae cannot be dropped. In the following the question will be investigated of 
what property of the constraint frame is needed to get rid of the side condition. 
First observe that the sequent 
OF° K(MN)F-(K(OMON)), 
which may be considered a 'flattened' version of rule OF where the rule bar has 
been reduced to the turnstile F and the turnstile replaced by implication j, is 
valid in every constraint model. To see this let d be a constraint and suppose we 
have (*) d = K J (M D N). We wish to show d = (K D (OM D ON)), so 
let c, d c, such that c = K, and further b, c C b, with b = OM, be given. It 
suffices to show that also b = ON. First note that since d c and c = K, (*) 
obtains (**) c = M J N. Since b = M, there must be a, b a, such that 
a = M. Now by transitivity, c C a, so we can conclude from (**), a = N. But 
this means nothing but b = ON. 
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Note, in OF° the formulae K may be any formula, i.e. it need not be modal-
free while in OF there is the side condition that all hypotheses in context 1' be 
modal-free. This difference, of course, is not contradictory as both versions are 
interderivable only by using the rule 31, for which the same restriction applies as 
for OF. So, let us analyze the validity of rule jI  to see what we can do. Consider 
the following special instance of jI: 
Nø- truejN 
N, true F- N 
where N is any well-formed formula (of £). Certainly, the premiss N, true I- N 
is valid in every constraint model, hence for this rule to be valid the sequent 
• 	 -N.must .bè.valid1nevery constraint model:C =(C,ç,.V). Using the r 
definitions this is seen to be equivalent to 
Vc,dEC.cd&cN 	d=N 
which is precisely saying that the set V(N) = {c I c = N) is hereditary, i.e. upper 
closed. Thus, we have found a necessary condition for rule 31 to be valid without 
side-condition; it is also sufficient as we know from the proof of Lemma 5.1.5. 
Lemma 5.1.6 Let M be a class of constraint models. Rule 31 without side 
condition is valid in M if for all models C = (C, C, V) in M and all formulae 
N, the set V(N) = {c I c 1= N) is upper closed wrt. C. 
The conclusion from this is that if we want to drop the side-condition on rules 
OF and 31 we must restrict the class of constraint models to those for which 
Lemma 5.1.4 holds for all formulae, not just for the modal-free. If this class again 
is to be characterized by a condition on the constraint frame, we end up with 
Definition 5.1.7 A constraint frame (C, ) is called confluent if for alid, c, b E 
C with d E c and d C b there exists a, such that c a and b C a. A constraint 
model C = (C, E, V) is confluent if its frame is. 
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Lemma 5.1.8 Let (C, ) be a constraint frame. Then, for all formulae M and 
all models (C, E, V) based on this frame, i.e. for which V is any valuation in the 
sense of Definition 5.1.2, the set 
V(M) 	{cIcI=M} 
is upper closed wrt. C if (C, ) is confluent. 
Proof: For the if part it suffices to amend the induction proof of Lemma 5.1.4 
by considering formulae of form OM. Assume c, b E C, c C b, and c = OM. 
We wish to prove b = OM. From c = OM we get a, c C a with a = M. Since 
C confluent we know there exists ad such that both a Cd and b d. The 
- induction hypothesis now yields d M, whence 6 OM. 	 -- 
For the only-if part of the statement take any closed proposition 0 of B and 
put M tq. Suppose given three constraints a, b, c such that c a and c b. 
Define a valuation V01 1, as follows 
Va,.p() = 	{xECax&qF}. 
This map satisfies the conditions of valuations, and that it has the property 
xEV,) 	aIx. 
We are going to exploit the assumption that the V(M) are upper closed on the 
particular model (C, , V0,(0)). More precisely, we use that Va,(O4') is upper 
closed. Now, since c C a and a E Va,qs(cb) we have c E Va,(t4). This set 
is upper closed, so b E V0,(Kt), whence there must be a d, b C d such that 
d € Va,(tcb) = Va,(4). The latter is equivalent by construction to a d. Thus 
we have found a d that is both above a and b, which completes the proof that 
is confluent. 	 U 
The following theorem sums up our analysis. It is the central result of this 
section. 
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Theorem 5.1.9 (Soundness) Let M be the class of confluent constraint mod-
els. Then, the rules OF and DI are valid (without restriction) in M. Conse-
quently, all derivable sequents in Co are valid in M. In particular, if for some 
formula M, F M is derivable, then C = M for all C in M. 
Proof: Rule D I is valid in M by Lemmata 5.1.6 and 5.1.8. Rule OF in its 
general form can be derived from sequent OF°, rules JI, jE, and the structural 
rules. Since OF°, JE and the structural rules are valid in every constraint model, 
OF must be valid in M. Together with Lemma 5.1.5 we find that all rules of C 
are valid in M. i 
- 	Here are a few concrete examples of confluent constramt models 	 - 
Example 
• Take as constraints C the finite lists 	... , y] of well-formed closed propo- 
sitions and let [yn,. . . , y] ç [Sm ,. . . , 5] if all bi occur among the y.  For 
c=[7n ,...,y1 ]define 
['y,,. . . , 'yi] E V(0) 	y,. . . , 'y, I- 
These data constitute a confluent constraint model, C. 
• A trivial confluent constraint model Co is given by the one-element pre-
ordered set C = {*}, * E *, with constraint valuation V(0) = {x I x = 
* & I- 4}, i.e. V(4) is the singleton set {*} if 0 provable in B and the 
empty set otherwise. In this model OM is semantically equivalent to M. 
• Another simple example, name it C, is in a way between C and Co ; Take 
C = 10, 1}, with natural ordering 0 0, 0 1, and 1 1 and valuation 
0EV()F 0 	1EV(4)uI- 
where a is some fixed proposition of B. This model is linearly ordered and 
hence confluent. This model Cc is inspired by Curry [Cur52]). 
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• Let (C, 1, .) with action c, 4) '—' cit be a notion of constraint for B in the 
sense defined in Chapter 3, Definition 3.1.9. Then, (C, , V) with c C d if 
for all 4), 4)c F 4)d  and V(4)) = {c I I- 4 1 } is a constraint model. Clearly, 
is a preorder; also, a C a b and b E a b, whence is confluent. 
I 
The discussion in this section confirms that it is possible to give a non-trivial 
Kripke semantics of 0 for which the rules of Co are sound. It has been shown 
that this naturally leads to interpret 0 intuitionistically on a confluent Kripke 
frame. 
We point out that Definitions 5.1.2,5.1.3 are not the only possible way to give. 
a sound Kripke sernaiiticsto Lo For etample, it isnot mandatory to use a single-
frame relation F to interpret both modality 0 and intuitionistic implication D. 
A drastic consequence of being thrifty in this way is that every formula OM is 
semantically equivalent to the formula -' -' M, where -' abbreviates (.) jfalse. 
In fact, one can verify immediately by checking definitions that 
1= OM 
This means that the semantics of 0 is not independent from the connectives 
j,false and that it may be too strong to be completely captured by derivability 
in Co.  In fact, Lo is incomplete: 
Theorem 5.1.10 (Incompleteness) Co is incomplete wrt. the Kripke seman-
tics given by Definitions 5.1.2 and 5.1.3. There is a formula N with C = N for 
all constraint models C such that F N cannot be derived in Co. 
Proof Take the formula N Ofalse D false Then, = N but not I- N The 
first claim follows by definition of validity. The second claim is a consequence of - 
Theorem 3.1.19: If the sequent I- Ofalse J false were derivable in £, then; we 
must have a derivation of F true J false inC. Contradiction to the consistency 
ofC. 
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5.2 A Category Theoretical Interpretation of 
Lax Logic 
In this section we present a specific category theoretic interpretation of lax logic. 
It provides a semantical reconstruction of the syntactic process of constraint ex-
traction defined in Chapter 3.2, which, for a given notion of constraint, identifies 
proofs of 0 t 4) with constraints c such that 4)C.  This interpretation can be char-
acterized by the identification 
0 £4) 	Ec. 4)C 
where E stands for a strong existential quantifier, i.e. one that satisfies, for in-
stance, choice axioms like 	- - 
Vx. Ec. 4'C j f. Vx. 4)IX 
(Ec. 4)C  :i Ec. i/iC) j Ef. Ye. q5C ) bfc 
which reflect some properties of constraint extraction. Consequently, the recon-
struction we are heading for essentially is a systematic way of extending the base 
logic by a strong existential quantifier. 
The category theoretical construction of lax logic presented in this section is 
carried out in the shape of a hyperdoëtrine [Law69,See83,Pit89]. More specifi-
cally, it is shown by categorical construction how any base logic B given as a 
hyperdoctrine structure can be extended by first-order primitives, in particular a 
strong existential quantifier E. In this extension B is contained via an embedding 
t that preserves and reflects provability, so that the new logic is a conservative 
first-order extension of B. 
5.2.1 Base Logic as an Indexed Preorder 
We begin with transforming the base logic B into an indexed preorder 
13 =(T,B T°' - PreOrd) 
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where T is a category and B a contravariant (pseudo-) functor from T into the 
category PreOrd of preordered sets and order-preserving maps. Note, we are 
using the same name B for both the previously introduced syntactic calculus of 
the base logic and the indexed category to be constructed below. The translation 
will follow closely the traditional Lawvere-style approach of representing pred-
icate logical theories in category theoretical terms [Law69]. More specifically, 
category T is the categorical representation of the object language of the base 
logic obtained according to the principles 
objects = types 	morphisms = terms 
composition = substitution 	identities = variables 
B T° •) PeOrd represnting the logiëal 
calculus of the base logic is obtained from the principles 
elements of fibres = propositions with free variables 
ordering of fibres = sequents, 
translation maps between fibres = substitution 
where with fibres we mean the preordered sets B[r], r object in T. The fact that 
we do not assume that proofs or derivations in the base logic carry information 
manifests itself in the fibres being preordered sets rather than arbitrary categories. 
Most constructions to follow below, we believe generalize to the case where the 
fibres are proper categories. 
Notation: If i = xi',. . . , x" is a context, then we denote the sequence 
r, of types by 11 i fi. In the special case where A is the empty context 
' jI is the empty sequence Q. Given a well-formed term t with free variables 
in A and sequence s = Si,. . . s,, of well-formed terms of types r1 ,. . . , r,, we use 
the notation t{s/} to abbreviate the substitution t{s i /x i } ... 
Definition 5.2.1 The indexed preorder 13 = (T, B : 	- PreOrd) is given 
by the following daLu 
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• T is the category with objects the finite, possibly empty sequences r = 
r1 ,... , rn  of types of the base logic; amorphisma - r, where or = Oi,.. 
and r = rj , . . . r,, is an equivalence class 	t)] of a pair, where the first 
component A is a context with llLfl= or and the second is a possibly empty 
sequence I = i i ,. . . , t,, of well-formed terms of types r 1 ,.. . , r,,, respectively, 
each of which has its free variables in i, i.e. 
Ll-t1:r1 	i=1, ... ,n, 
under the equivalence that identifies (, t) with (s', t') if t and t' are a-
convertible, i.e. t'{L/i.!} is syntactically identical to t modulo renaming of 
bound variables. 
The identity morphism id T -r is the equivalence clasé [(s, )] ibhere 
is an arbitrary context such that IIII=r. Composition of a norphisrn 
[(A 31 s)] : p -, ci, s = Sj,.. ,s,, with morphism [i.,t] : ci —+ r, t = 
t1 ,. . . , t, and A t y',. . . , ym is the equivalence class [(z, to s)] : p —* 7-  
where los is the sequence 
• Given an object r = r1 ,. . . , r, in 7, then the fibre B[r] over r is the 
preordered set with elements the equivalence classes [(s, 0)] of pairs, where 
the first component A is a context with JJAJJ= r and the second 0 a well-
formed proposition with free variables in i., i.e. 
A F- 4: 
under the equivalence that identifies [(Li, q)J and  [(s', qf')J if 4 and ' are 
a-convertible, i.e. '{L/'} is syntactically identical to 4 modulo renaming 
of bound variables. Let L,t' be contexts such that IIzfl=Di.'ll= r. For 
elements [(Li, 4)] and  [(s', 4/)] in B[r], the ordering )] [(', 4/)] is 
defined to hold if the sequent 
Fa 01/t'} 
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is derivable in the base logic. Finally, given a morphism [(i..',  t)] : r' -, r 
in T, the o rder-p reserving translation B[[(A', t)]} : B[r] -+ B[r'] is given 
by the map 
[(A, )] i-i [(A', q5{t/A})]. 
Notation: Morphisms [(A, t)] in T will be denoted more suggestively by [A I- t], 
and elements [(A, )] in  B[IIAII} by [A F- ] or [A I- : 
Remark: It will simplify later definitions considerably to use the fact that any 
two morphisms a - r in 7 and also any two elements in B[o] can be normalized 
to have a common context A, IIAII= a, as their free variables. The first example 
o1such:useisLemma5.2;2belO*...' 
The indexed preorder 13 constructed in Definition 5.2.1 is well-defined. More-
over, without assuming any particular properties of the object language, 7 has 
finite products. 
Lemma 5.2.2 The category 7 has finite products. More specifically, the empty 
sequence Q of types is terminal object, and the sequence a, r is a product of objects 
a and r in 7; its projections are T1 = [A, A' I- A] and 7r2 = [A, A' F- Al  where 
A, A' are arbitrary contexts such that 11 A 11= a and fi A' r. The pairing of 





Definition 5.2.3 Let I = (C,! : C°' -* PreOrd) be an indexed preorder. A 
congruence on I is given by two families a,b  and =a  of relations indexed in 
objects a, b of C such that 
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• Ea,b is an equivalence relation on the morphisms in C with domain a and 
codomain b and =a  is an equivalence relation on the elements of the fibre 
I[a] 
• —a,b is preserved by composition of morphisms and 	respects the ordering, 
i.e. if f a,b f' and g b,c g' then gof 	g'of, and whenever 4) a 4)', 
0 a 	and 4) 	,b, then 4)' 
S if I a,b f', then for all objects 4), 4)' in I[b], if 4 =b 4)', then I[f]4) =a I[f']q5' 
For a congruence on I the induced quotient of I, 
= (Ce , L= : (C=)°" - PreOrd) 
- ls­defini e_ 	C has as objects the objects fCandas norphisms a -b 
the equivalence classes modulo a,b  of morphisms f : a —+ b in C, denoted by 
[fl = [f]a,b Composition and identities in C= are defined qua representatives, 
i.e. jda = [id0] and [g] o[f]= [gof]. The fibres I[a] have as elements equivalence 
classes modulo a of elements 4) in I[a], denoted by [4)1 = [4)J. The ordering 
on I[a] is given qua representatives, i.e. [4)] [u'] if 4) 0. Finally, given a 
morphism [f] : a —+ b in C= the translation IE[[f]] : I[b] — I[a] is the mapping 
[4)1 '—' [I[f]4)]. 
Remark: It is easy to check that the constructed quotient 1= is a well-defined 
indexed preorder, in particular that the translation maps I[[f]] are independent 
of the particular choice of the representative f. The notion of a congruence rela-
tion on a category and the induced quotient category is standard. It is extended 
here to work for indexed preorders, but only to the extent that it be sufficient 
for our purposes. It is not claimed that this definition is helpful in its own right 
from a category theoretic point of view. 
Now we observe that 'provable equality' (=) in the base logic can be used to 
define a congruence on the indexed preorder 13 = (T, B : T°1' — PreOrd). 
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Lemma 5.2.4 Let 13 = (T,B : 	- PreOrd) be the indexed preorder con- 
structed in Definition 5.2.1. For a and r objects in T define a relation =7 on 
the morphisms a - r in T by 
[A F s] =,,. [A F t] if F-a s i = t 1 
is derivable in 13 for all i = 1,... ,n where s = s1 ,.. .,s and t = 
Further, define a relation = on the elements in B[r] by 
tI'] if F4'=& 
is derivable in B. Then, = is a congruence on the indexed preorder S. 
i 
The indexed preorder B, apart from a-conversion, is a purely syntactic object. 
However, passing to the quotient B =  builds in additional identities that turn the 
base T into a bicartesian 1  closed category. In order to define this categorical 
structure we replace T= by the full sub-category To generated by single element 
lists. This will be justified by the fact that in T=  an object r1 ,.. . , r, is isomorphic 
tor1XXr. 
Notation: In B=  we have built two equivalence relations on top of each other. 
Morphisms in T= and elements in B[a] should be written [[z F s]], where 
the inner square brackets stand for a change of context and renaming of bound 
variable (i.e. a conversion) and the outer for provable equivalence. In the sequel 
both brackets will be merged into one, writing [A F s]. 
Lemma 5.2.5 Let 7= be the quotient induced by the congruence of Lemma 5.2.4 
on T. Then, the full sub-category To of T = generated by single element list8 r 
is equivalent to 7. 
1 The term bicariesion here and in the following means 'cartesian closed and equipped with 
finite coproducts' 
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Proof: An equivalence between categories T0 and 7= is a pair of functors 
F : T0  — 7= and G : 7=  —* To together with natural isomorphisms FG 1: 
7= —, T= and GF 1: To —i To. Now T0 is full sub-category of T=, so for F 
we take the inclusion functor which is full and faithful. The existence of G and 
the natural isomorphisms, then, is equivalent to the condition that each object 
r = r1 ,... , r, in T=  is isomorphic to some object in To•  One can show that such 
an object is r1 x x r,, where it is understood, say, that x associates to the 
right. As one half of the isomorphism r — r1 x x r, in T=  take the equivalence 
class [A I- (x 1 , (x 2 , (... s,,)  .. . )} where A = xi',. . . , x" is a context, and for the 
other direction 7-1 x x r,, —+ r the equivalence class [z I- irj' z,.. . , ir z], where 
z is a variable of type Ti x ... xr,, and ir is the k-th projection 7-1 x"•xr,, —rk, 
:.:. 	 k.f0i 1 k ~ ncanbe: defined in4uctiveIyy: 
ir 	z = ir n (ir2 z) 	1r1n+i  z = 7r1 Z 	ir z = Z. 
That both maps are mutually inverse is due to equivalence classes being taken 
modulo provable equality. Note, the equivalence is independent of the choices of 
variables made, and it covers the case n = 1. The case n = 0, i.e. r = ()is treated 
separately: the corresponding object in To is 1. One half of the isomorphism 
Q —+ 1 is given by [F*] and the other half 1 - () by [z I-], where z is a variable 
oftypel. 
Now we identify the promised bicartesian structure in T0 . It is induced by the 
type constructors 1 1 0, x, +, , the associated operations on terms (constructors 
and destructors), and equations provable in the base logic. 
Lemma 5.2.6 Let category T 0 be as in Lemma 5.2.5. Then, T o is bicartesian 
closed. 
Proof: We will only point to the relevant categorical data and omit proving 
their universal properties, which comes down to proving certain equations in 
the base logic. The construction of syntactic categories from lambda-calculi is 
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well-known, see e.g. [LS86]. Recall that objects in T 0 are (single) types a and 
morphisms a -, r are equivalence classes [z F t] of well-formed terms t of type 
r with (at most) a single variable z of type or as its free variable. Two such 
equivalence classes [z F t] and [z I- t'] are identical if F- t = t' is derivable in B. 
. Terminal object is the type 1. Given an object r the unique morphism 
!r : r -4 1 is the class [z F *] where z is any variable of type T. 
• The product of objects a and r is a x r. The first projection a x 'r - a is 
[z 1- 7ri z], the second a x r - r is [z F 7r2z] where z is any variable of type 
or x T. Given morphisms [x F f] a a and [x F g] : a - r, their pairing 
is [x F-(f,g)].:a -i ax T. The class [xF- (f,g)]  is invariant under change 
• Initial object is the type 0. Given an object r the unique morphism O T 
0 - r is the class [z F Dz] where z is any variable of type 0. 
• The coproduct of objects a and r is the type a + T. The first injection a 
O + T is [z F 1 z] with z variable of type a, the second injection r - a + r 
is [z F t2 z] with z variable of type r. Given morphisms [x F f] a -' a and 
[y F g] : r - a, their sum is 
[zF case,(z,f,g)]:a+r—+a 
where z is any variable of type a + r. The class [z F cases,(z, f, g)] is 
invariant under change of representatives f, g and variable z. 
• The exponent of objects a and r is the type a = r. Evaluation is the class 
[z F (72z)(7riz)] : a x (a = r) -+ r 
where z is any variable of type a x (a = r). For a morphism [z F i] 
(a x a) -, r define its currying as 
[x F )ty.t{(x,y)/z}] a - (a = r) 
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where x, y arbitrary variables of type a, o, respectively. The equivalence 
class [x F Ay. t{(x, y)/z}] does not depend on the particular choice of rep-
resentative t and variables x, y. 
I 
Remark: The lemma only states that the required data exists but the proof 
actually defines a canonical choice of categorical products, coproducts,etc; Note, 
the constructions are independent of the choices for variables named 'z' - or 
'y' in the case of exponents - so they need not be picked in a canonical way. 
Corollary 5.2.7 Let 7 = be as in Lemma 5.2.5. Then, T= is a bicartesian closed 
Proof: Follows from Lemmata 5.2.5, 5.2.6, and the fact that equivalences be-
tween categories preserve limits and colimits. 
Remark: Since a canonical choice for the bicartesian structure is picked in To 
the specific equivalence between T0 and T = constructed in Lemma 5.2.5 can be 
used to lift this choice to T. The lifted structure in T= also will be denoted 
by the symbols 1,0, x, +, =. Note, that we have got two different finite product 
structures on T: 1 and o x r lifted from To as well as () and o, r as identified in 
Lemma 5.2.2 on T pushed into the quotient T =  in the obvious way. Both product 
structures are isomorphic but not identical. Since it will sometimes be important 
to be clear about which one is meant let us call the first one T o-products, the 
latter T-products. In general, the bicartesian structure induced by T o will be 
referred to as the T 0-structure. 
We have seen above that the base category T = of B=  is bicartesian closed. 
Now we are going to investigate some of the structure that is induced on the 
indexed preorder L3 by the various properties that we assumed of the syntactic 
calculus of the base logic in Chapter 3. First recall the definition of a hyperdoc-
trine [Law69.See83], the categorical equivalent of (first-order) predicate logical 
theories. 
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Definition 5.2.8 A hyperdoctrine is an indexed categoryl = (C,!: C°" — Cat) 
with the following properties 
. C has finite products 
. for each object a in C the fibre I[a] is bicartesian closed. 
. for each morphism t : a —+ b in C the translation map I[t] : I[b] — I[a] 
preserves the bicartesian closed structure. 
• translations along projections have right and left adjoints satisfying the 
Beck-Chevalley Condition (for certain pullback squares). More precisely, 
for 7r, : a x b — a first projection in C there are functors 
- 	
: I[a 	b] 	I[a] ad J[] :I[ 	b]- 	I[d] 
with I[iri] -I V[iri ] and 3[7ri] -I I[iri]. The Beck-Chevalley Condition holds 
for pullback squares of the form 
a x b 	'a 
txidl 	It 
a'xb  
where t : a — a' morphism in C, i.e. we have I[t] oV[ir1] 	V[iri ] oI[t x id] 
and I[t] o 3[7r 1 ] 	2[7ri ] o I[t x id]. 
Remark: This definition of a hyperdoctine is a little less restrictive than the one 
given in [See83] in that Beck-Chevalley needs to hold only for pull-back squares 
generated by first projections rather than for all pull-backs as in [See83]. These 
simplification is adopted. for mere convenience and not for technical reasons. 
We emphasize that in order to verify the last clause of the definition one may 
pick an arbitrary product structure a x b on C that is chosen canonically for each 
pair of objects a, b. In particular, it need not be the product of the first clause in 
the definition. If it is satisfied for one choice, then it holds for any other, too. 
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Theorem 5.2.9 13= = (T= , B = : T' -' PreOrd) is a hyperdoctrine with the 
following additional properties 
. T=  is bicartesian closed 
• there is a natural family of bijections [r -, 	B[r] indexed in objects 
r = r1,. .. , r, of T =, where [T -p Il] denotes the set of all morphisms 
r -+ Il in 
• Translations B[id x u] along morphisms id x u : a x or - a x (or + 'r) 
where t1 : a - or + r is a first injection have left adjoints 
[idxt 1 ]:B= [axo]—B=[ax(a+7-)] 
- 	which tif .àck-chvalley for pull-back squares of the shape 
t x id 
axor 	 'cx'xo 
idxtll 
	I id x t, 
ax(o,+r) ixid a'x(cr+r) 
with 1: a - a' arbitrary morphism in 7=, i.e. 
3[id x ui ]B= [t x id] B= [t x id]2[id x 
Remark: The additional properties of 8= mentioned are crucial for our purposes 
and will be used later. The second of these properties, viz, the natural bijection 
IT -' l] B= [T] reflects the higher order nature of the base logic. The last 
clause could be strengthened to encompass general quantifiers (i.e. left and right 
adjoints to arbitrary translations) but we refrain from doing so since we will only 
need the particular adjoints 3[id x 11].  B= has other properties not mentioned, 
like list objects and natural numbers object, which we will not need. 
In the following proof of the theorem we will use the 7-product and 7 0-sum 
to verify the last condition. But again, this means the condition will be true for 
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any other canonical choice of products and sums. In fact, we will use the last 
condition later with the To rather than T-product. 
Proof: We begin with verifying that B. is a hyperdoctrine. That T =  has finite 
products has been proven already. The following will assume the T-products 
from Lemma 5.2.2 (also cf. the remark following Corollary 5.2.7). 
It is to be seen that for each r = r1 ,. . . , i in T=  the fibre B = [r] is bicartesian 
closed. Recall that the elements in B[r] are equivalence classes [A. I- 01 with 
llA.II= r and 0 well-formed proposition with free variables in A., i.e. A. F 0 : 
Two such classes [A. I- 41 and [A. I- ] are equal if F, 0 = tb is derivable. The 
ordering in B[r} is such that [A. I- 4] 	[/. F &] if 	is derivable. Finally, 
if [A.' F t], L =ti, 	, t,3 is a morphism r' - r_m T, then the translation 
B= [[A.' I- t]][A. F 0] is the element [A.' F- çt4t/A.}]. 
Here are the definitions qua representatives that turn B[r] into a bicartesian 
closed category; assuming 0, & are elements in B[r] and A. context with If A.II= 1, 
one puts 
true 	ff [A. I- true] 
[A.FqJA[A.F] [A.F-A'cb] 





true 	Vz.z j z 
OAO 	Vz'.(J(i1'Jz))Dz 
false 	Vz 1 .z 
vb 	Vz'.(Jz)J(((, Jz)Jz) 
The definitions are independent of the choice of representatives 4, & and context 
A., and variable z which must not occur in A. That these operations form a 
bicartesian closed preorder is immediate by definition of and the rules of the 
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base logic. It is also easy to see that the structure is preserved by translations. 
It is even preserved on-the-nose, for instance 
B= [[A! I- t]]([z I- 4)] V [A I- 0]) 
= [z' I- (4) V t'){t/L}] 
= [z! F 4){t/L} V {t/i}] 
= [is' F 4){t/}] V [L F {t/}] 
= (B[[A! F- t}][i I- 4)]) V (B[[i! F t]][ I- 0]). 
Let ir 1 : rxr' — r beafirst projection, i.e. rxr' = r,r' and 7r 1 = [i,i' 
- with , ' contexts such that flztI= r and fl'll= r' We need to define right 
and left adjoints V[iri], 2[iri] of translations B[ri ] : B[r] —* B[r, r']. Given 
[, F  4)] in B[r, rl and L' = x 1 ,. . . , x,,, these are obtained by 
V[711 [1, I  F- 4)1 = [A F- Vx 1 . - . . Vx. 4)] 
3[7r1][L, L' F 4)] = [t F 3x i . 	Bx,. 4)] 
where Jx. A Vz'. (Vx. (A D z)) J z. Again, these definitions are independent 
of the choice of representative 4) (due to a-equality for V. Recall that 3 in B is 
defined via V.), contexts L, A!, and variable z. V[7r1] and [ir i] are right and left 
adjoints to B[irj], and both satisfy Beck-Chevalley in the strong sense: For a 
pull-back diagram 
7rlr1xT2 	'Ti 
[A F t] x [A2 F A21 	[A 1 F t] 
TXT2 irT1' 
with A2 = x 1 ,.. .,x, one obtains 
[iri ] B= [[Ai F t] x [A2 F A211[A 1 ,A2 F 4)] 
= 3[7ri]B= [[Ai , A2 [- t,A2]][A1 ,A2 F 4)] 
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= 	[iri ][ j ,A2 I- {t, 2/4, 2 }] 
= 	[7r1][11,I2 F 44t/L}] 
= [Lxi F 3Xi. 	Bx,.  
= [Lxi F (Xi. 
= B= [[z 1 F t]]2[7r1][,/. 2 F 01 
and similarly for V[ir i]. This completes the proof that 13- is a hyperdoctrine. 
Next, the additional properties of 13=  will be dealt with. By Corollary 5.2.7, 
T=  is bicartesian closed. That verifies the first property. 
For the second property it is to be shown that there is a natural family of 
bijections [r 	} B= [r] indexed in objects r of T=.. This bijection, however, 
- is trivial since by definition the two sfdes of are coextensional, viz both-have 
as elements the equivalence classes [A F t] of well-formed terms of type fl with 





h ii ho[A F t] 
	
i B= [[A I- t}] 
[r' - 	B= [r'] 
commutes for all [A F t] : r -+ r' in T. But this is trivial again since both maps 
h u—.+ ho [A F t] and B[[i F t]] are coextensional by definition. 
Finally, we need left adjoints for translation along id x t : a x o - a x (c + r) 
where t : o -+ o + r is a first injection. Here a, o, r are objects in T, i.e. a = 
a1 ,... , aj , o = oi,. .. , o j , and r = Ti,. .. ,Tm. Further, as the coproduct c + r 
of a and r we take the T0-sum, i.e. a + r is the single-element type sequence 
(ai x ... xcr,)+(rix ... xrm),and 
ti = 	F t1(x1, (.... x) . .) : a + r] 
is the first injection, where D&,II=IIxi,. xill= a. Since the shape of the term 
t1 (x 1 , (. . . , xi) ... ) will not matter in the following it is abbreviated by i. The 
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morphism id x ti, then, is [L, &, I- 	, i], where flfl= a and 	disjoint from 
&T. 
Given an object [&, & I- 4)] in B[a x a], we define the object 
3[id X ti][/.a, & I 4)] 	[&, z I- 3x 1 . 	2x,. i = z A 4)] 
where z is a fresh variable of type a + r that does not occur in 	, &,. The 
definition is independent of the choice of representative 4) - because of c-equality 
for V - and contexts ,. That 3[id x Li] is left adjoint to B[id x Lii now 
follows from the properties of 3 and = in B. It is a functor, i.e. monotone 
function, since 
3x 1 . ... 2xj. i = z A 4) 	3x 1 . 	3x1. i = z A 1' 
is a derivedrÜleinB, ánditis a left adjöinisirice 
3x 1 . 	3Xj. j = Z A 0 FA0,z 1, 	4) 	{i/z} 
4) &{i/z} 	3x 1 . 3x:.i = z A 4) 
are derived rules in B. It remains to show that 3[id x Li] satisfies Beck-Chevalley. 
To this end suppose [& I- t] is a morphism a - a' and [&', A, I- 01 an object 
in B[a' x a]. We have to show that 
3[id X t i ]B[t X id][L a ,L g F 4'] 	B= [t X id]B[id>< ti][&',&,  F 4)] 
holds in B[a x (ci + r)]. If both sides are computed using the definitions one 
obtains 
I- 3x 1 . 	3x. i = z A (4){t/L})] 
[&, z I- (3x 1 .-. 3xj. i = z A 4)){t/&,'}] - 
which is certainly true, in fact, the equivalence is an identity. 
5.2.2 Lax Logic as Indexed Category 
From the indexed preorder S=  we now construct a new indexed category 
= .(T,DB : 	-i Cat) 
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in which we plan to interpret lax logic eventually. Its main aspect is that it will 
provide enough structure to interpret the 0 operator. Note, the fibres DB[r] are 
no longer preordered sets but proper categories, so that now proofs carry non-
trivial information. The information we are interested in, of course, is constraint 
information. 
Definition 5.2.10 Let C be a category with finite products and I = (C, I : C°" -+ 
PreOrd) be an indexed preorder. The indexed category 
VI = (C, DI : C°7' —, Cat) 
is defined as follows: Objects of the fibre DI[a] for a in C are pairs (S, 4)) where S 
is an object of C and 4) object in I[a x S]. A morphism (S, 4)) — (T, ,/) in DI[aJ 
ts a morphzsm f a x S -' T zn C such that 4) I[(iri ,f)]b The zdentsty over 
(S, 4)) is the morphism 72 : a x S - S and composition of f : (S, 4)) - (T, t) 
andg:(T,b)—'(U,9) is 
go(irj,f) : a x S -+ U. 
For each t : a - b in C the translation functor DI[tJ : DI[b] -+ DI[a] is given 
by the assignment  
(S, 4)) 	 (S, I[t x ids]4)) 
I) 	
f o (t x ids) 
(T,b) 	 (T,I[t x idT]) 
Remark: The fibre DB[1] over the terminal object is precisely the Grothen-
dieck category induced by the indexed category I (see e.g. [BW90]). The above 
definition of VB= is a modification of the standard Grothendieck construction 
that makes essential use of a the product structure in C. Thus, whenever we talk 
about VI for some I we need to identify, at least implicitly, a particular product 
structure on the base of I. 
To see what is going on let us apply the definition to obtain the indexed 
category E)B= = 1S T, DB : TT —+ Cat) using the T-products on T, and 
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reinterpret it in terms of the data of the original base logic B. Recall that objects 
in T. are finite sequences r of types and a morphism T -4 T I 15 an equivalence 
class of sequences of well-formed terms whose number and types are given by r' 
and whose free variables are specified by r. In order to explain functor DB= 
we unroll Definitions 5.2.1, 5.2.10, and the definition of products as in Lemma 
5.2.2: The objects in the fibre DB[r] are pairs (T' , [i., i.! F- 0]) where A, i.' are 
contexts such that fr'II= r', JJAJJ= T, and 4' a well-formed proposition with free 
variables in L\, tx!. Note, flL, E'fl= T, T1 = r x TI . A morphism 
(71, [, Al F- 4']) -+ (7-2, [Lx, A2  F- 4'2}) 
in DB= [r] is morphism 
• 	 •.: 
in T= such that 
[& L1 F- 4'i] 	B=[(iri, ['s,  Al F- t])][, A2 F-  4'21 
= B=[[,1 F - A ,t]][i,i2 F- 4)2] 
= [i,i F- 4'2 {,t/i,2}] 
= 	F- 4'2 {t/ 2 }] 
which, by definition, means there is a derivation of the 13 
& F- 1 4'2 {t/L2}. 
This analysis suggests to view an object (r2 , [, A2 F-  4)21)  as a specification 
of a list of elements of types r2 and a morphism A, F- t] with codomain 
(r2 , [, A2 F- 4)21)  as an implementation that satisfies specification 4)2.  We remark 
that the fact that L is a context of variables free in both t and 4)2  makes sure 
that 4)2  can specify an explicit relationship between input and output. 
Remark: Morphisms in DB[Q] (the empty sequence of types () is terminal in 
are first-order deliverables [BM92,McK92]. Thus, the indexed category DL 
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is an indexed category of first-order deliverables (over B) with free variables. In 
[Men9lb] the objects in VB[i] were called pointwise designs and the indexed 
structure DB = the first-order logic of designs. The possible application of D8 
as a logic of deliverables , however, is not of concern to us here, so we will not 
expand on it further. (See Chapter 6 for comparison with McKinna's work.) 
Lemma 5.2.11 Let C, indexed preorderl = (C,I : C°" —+ PreOrd), and DI as 
in Definition 5.2.10. Then DI is a conservative extension of I, i.e. there exists 
a full and faithful embedding 
t: I -3 DI 
of indexed categories. 
Pro of: Fix an object a in C. Let the component La : I[a] —* DI[a] of the natural 
transformation t be defined by the assignment 
(1,I[irjJ4) 
! ax l 
(1,I[7rj]t') 
The short proof that t is a full functor and natural in a is omitted. It is trivially 
faithful, for the fibres I[a] are preordered sets. 	 U 
Remark: The construction of L depends on the product x used in the con-
struction of DI from I. On the other hand, the terminal object 1 used in its 
definition may be any choice of a terminal object. 
The main point about the construction of DI from I is that in DI we get 
(strong) existential quantification for free, independent of whether I has it or 
not. 
Lemma 5.2.12 Let C, indexed preorderl = (C,!: C° — PreOrd), and DI = 
(C,DI: C°' -, Cat) be as in Definition 5.2.10. Let x be the finite products on 
C. Then, VI has left adjoints for translations along projections satisfying the 
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strong Beck-Chevalley Condition (for certain pullback squares). More precisely, 
for 711 : a x & — a a projection in C there is a functor E[iri] : DI[a x b] —+ DI[a] 
with E[iri] - DI[iri]. The strong Beck-Chevalley Condition holds for pullback 
squares of the form 
it1 
a x b 
fxidl 
a'xb 71 
where f: a — a' in C, i.e. we have DI[f]oE[ir i] = E[7r1 ]oDI[f x id]. 
Proof: Let 7t1 : a x b - a be a projection in C. Then the functor E[iri ] 
DI[a xb] — DI[a] is given by the ass1gnment  
(S,4) 	 E[7ri](S,4) 	(b x S,I[as]) 
I IEit1]f 
(T, &) 	 E[irj](T, ) 	(b x T, I[aT]t#) 
where S,T in C, in I[(a x b)x S], tb in I[(ã x b) x T], f: (ax b) x S —+ T such 
that 
I[(iri,f)]b 	(*) 
and where ax : a x (b x X) —+ (a x b) xX is the canonical rebracketing isomorphism 
ax = ((71, Irl 0 72 ), 7r2 ° 72). It is easy to check that E[ir i ] (S, 4,) and E[ir i] (T, &) 
both are objects. in DI[a], and that E[ir j]f is a morphism from a x (b x S) to 
b x T in C. So, for E[iri]f to be a morphism from E[iri](S, 0) to [iti](T, ifi) it 
remains to be seen that I[as]4, I[(ir i , E[7rl]f)]I[aT]b. This can be verified as 
follows: 
I[as]I[(ir i ,f)]i/' = I[(iti,f)oasW' 
= I[(ir j oas,foas)J& = I[((ir j ,ir 2 oir i oas),foas)1& 
= I[aTo(itI,(7r2oit1oas,foas))hl' 
	
= I[(ir i , (it2 o 	o a, f o 
I[(iri , (it2 0 	f) 0 as)]I[CXTJt/) = I[(ir i , [itl]f)]I[aT]b. 
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Thus, the mapping E[ir i } is well-defined, and it is not difficult to show that it is 
in fact a functor. 
In order to see that E[ir i] is left adjoint to DI[iri ] we have to prove that there 
is a hom-bijection 
	
[(S, j) - DI[irj](T, ç1')} ax b 	[E[iri](S, i) 	(T, tI')]a 
natural in both (S, ) and (T, &), where the left homset is in DI[a x b] and the 
right in DI[a]. The homset equation is equivalent to 
[(S,) -+ (T,I[iri X jd]1i.')Iaxb 	[(b X S,I[c 8]) 	. (T,t&)] a  
V V VV: 
	
by d 	t 0f . DJ 	[*i ] We ci im:that sucha natural hom-bijectionis 
given by the mutually inverse mappings 	
V 	 V 
fi.-foa s and g-4goa 1 . 
Suppose f E [(S, ) -p (T,I[7r 1 x id]0)1 0x b, i.e. f : (a x b) x S - T morphism 
in C such that 
I[(ir i ,f)]I[ir i x idlt/ = I[(iri x id)o(ir i ,f)Jt,b 
= I[(7r 1 0 iri , f)]. 
We wish to show that the image of f, f oas is a morphism in the homset 
[(b x S,I[a8]4) - (T, )]a. Clearly, focxs is a morphism in C from a x (b x S) 
toT. We must show that I[as]q g I[(iri ,foas)]&, which can be seen as follows: 
I[asl4' 	I[as}I[(iri ° in, f)]t/ = I[(in i ° in, 1) o 
= I[(ini,focs)]&. 
Thus the first direction f i-+ f o- as of the bijection is well-defined. Now we show 
that the other direction g goa 1 is well-defined. Let g be in the homset 
[(b x S,I[a3]) -+ (T,i,b)], i.e. g : a x (b x S) - T morphism in C such that 
I[as]q I[(ini , g)]. We must verify that the morphism goa from (a x b) x S S. 
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to T satisfies 	I[(7r1 ,goc')]I[7ri x 
= I[id]ct' = I[asoa h] = I[a_ 1 ]I[a ] 
I[a 1 ]I[0ri ,g)]1' = I[(7r1 ,g)oa 1]0 = I[(7r1 0a 1 ,g0a 1 )]b 
= I[(7r1 o7r1 ,goa')]1 = I[(7r1 ,goa)]I[ir1 x 
It is easy to check that the hom-bijection is natural in both (S, ) and (T, &). 
Naturality in (S, ) comes down to the equations 
fo aS 0 (in, E[inj]t) = fo (in, t) 0 cr5 
g ot 	0 (in, t) = g o(7r1 , E[iri]t) oQ1 
- where t.:(a,.xb) x S' - S arbitrary., Naturality.in (T,') follows from thisand 
w hä,e' shotn hat E'[i] is reft'adjoint to JM[inj]  
Now we verify that E[in j] satisfies Beck-Chevalley. Let f : a - a' be a 
morphism in C, and (S, ) object in DI[a x b]. We have ago (1 x id) = ((1 x 
id) x id) oas, whence 
DI[f]E[ini](S, 0) = DI[f](b x S, I[as]) 
= (b x S,I[f x id]I[as}q) 
= (b x S,I[aso(f x id)]4) 
= (b x S,I[((f x id) x id)ocxs]cb) 
= (b x S,I[as]I[(f x id) x id]q5) 
= E[ini](S,I[(f x id) x id]) 
= 	[ini]DI[f x id](S,q5). 
The proof that 
DI[f]E[iri] t = E[iri]DI[f x id] t 
for all morphisms t E [(S, ) —+ (T, ?&)] ax b is omitted. 
Since we wish to interpret the (syntactic) first-order calculus of £ in the 
indexed category DB =  we need VB =  to be a hyperdoctrine (at least). Of course, 
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since the object language T= and the predicate logic 8= over it are folded together 
in V13 =, all structure in V13 =  will have to come from both T=  and 8=. It is known 
that, given an indexed category (C, I : C°' - Cat), the induced Grothendieck 
category has limits provided C and the fibres C[a] for all a in C have limits, and 
provided limits in the fibres are preserved by translation functors [TBG89]. But 
what about the more general construction of V13? In general, we find 
Theorem 5.2.13 Let I (C,I : C°' - PreOrd) be a hyperdoctrine where all 
fibres are preodered sets, and let C be bicartesian closed with products x and sums 
+. Further, assume that translations I[id x t1] along the canonical morphisms 
id x t : a x b -+ a x (b + c) have left adjoints 2[id x t1] : I[a x b] -+ I[a x (b + c)] 
- such that Beck-G'hevalley zs satzsfled for pull-jack squares 
id x 
a x b 	.ax(b+c) 
f xidj I f xid 
a'xb 	.a'x(b+c) 
id x Li 
where f : a -+ a' arbitrary, i.e. we have 
3[id x ti]I[f  x id] 	I[f x id]3[id x t i l 
Then, the indexed category VI = (C, DI : C°' -+ Cat) as constructed in Defini-
tion 5.2.10 is a hyperdoctrine. 
Proof: A word on notation: as in Definition 5.2.10 the objects in the base 
category C of I and VI will be denoted by lower case letters a, b, c, etc. the 
objects in the fibres I[a] by lower case Greek letters 0, 0, etc. and finally the 
objects in the fibres DI[a] will be referred to as pairs (S, ), (T, &) where the first 
components, denoted by upper case letters S, T, etc. are objects in C and 0, 0, 
etc. are objects in I[a x S]. To refer to the bicartesian structure of C we use 
the symbols 1, x, =, 0, + and for the bicartesian structure of the fibres I[b] the 
symbols true, A, J,false, V. 
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First, given a in C it is shown that DI[a] is bicartesian closed. We need to 
identify in DI[a] a terminal object true, products (S, 4,) A (T, tb), exponentials 
(S, 4,) D (T, 1'), initial object false, and sums (S, 4,) V (T, 1). These are obtained 
from the bicartesian structure of the base category C and of the fibres I[b] in the 
way described below: 
TERMINAL OBJECT. The terminal object in DI[a] is the pair (1, true) where 1 
is the terminal object in C and true is terminal in I[a x 1]. For (S, 4,) in DI[a] 
the unique morphism !(s,) into (1, true) is the unique morphism !axS in C. 
PRODUCTS. The product of objects (S, 4,) and (T, &) in DI[a] is the pair 
.1 (S X T, I[zd0 x-ir1 ]q5 A I[tda x 72]t)) 
where x is product in C and A product in I[a x (S x T)]. The projections are 
71 072- : (S,4,)A(T,b)—.(S,cb) 
(S,4,)A(T,) — (T,b). 
Given morphisms t 1 : (S,4,) — (T1 , 1 ) and t2 : (S,4,) - (T2 ,4 2 ) in DI[a] their 
pairing is given by the morphism 
(t 1 ,t 2 ) : (S,4,) —+ ((Ti , t'1 ) A (T2 ,02 )) 
where (,) is the pairing in C. The simple proof that these data satisfy the standard 
product equations is omitted. 
EXPONENTIALS. The exponent of objects (S, 4,) and (T, ,b) in DI[a] is the pair 
(S, 4,) D (T, 0) L (S 	T, V[ir 1](I[proj]0 j I[(ida x eval) a swap]b)) 
where 	is exponential in C, eval: S x (S => T) — T its associated evaluation, 
j exponential in I[(a x (S =. T)) x SJ, and V[ir i] is right adjoint to I[ir i ]. proj 
and swap are auxiliary morphisms abbreviating 
dl pros = (7r1 o7r1 ,7r2):(ax(S=T))xS—axS 
swap 	(in o in1 , ( in2, 7n2 am 1 )): (a x (S = T)) x S - a x (S x (S = T)). 
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The evaluation map eval: (S, ) A ((S, q) 3 (T,b)) - (T, ) is the morphism 
eval o 72 : a x (S x (S = T)) - T. Finally, given a morphism t: (S, ) A(T,  ) 
(U, 0) in DI[a] we need to define its 'currying' curry(t) : (S, 4) - (T, &) D (U, 0). 
This morphism curry(t) is given by 
curry(to& 1 ) : a x S - (T = U) 
where curry is currying in C, and a : (a x S) x T - a x (S x T) the obvious 
rebracketing. The simple proof that these data satisfy the standard equations 
for function spaces is omitted. 
INITIAL OBJECT. The initial object in DI[a] is the pair (O,false) where 0 is 
: iIiitjaliIiC and false th ixiitial.objectin I[ax O].For:(S,) in. DI[a] the unique 
rnorphisth D(s, ) from (ö,falsé) into (S, ) is the morphism os ir2 in C, where 	- - 
Os : 0 -i S is the unique initial morphism into S. 
SUMS. The sum of objects (S, 4) and (T, &) in DI[a] is the pair 
(S, 4) V (T, t,b) 	(S + T, 3[ida >< tl]O V l[ida x flop]3[id6 x 
where t, are the injections S —s 5 + T and T - T + S as appropriate, and 
flop: S+T - T+S is the canonical isomorphism [ 2 , t1l, V is sum in I[a x (S+T)], 
and 2[id0 x 41  left adjoint to I[id0 x ti]. The injections are 
t1oir2 : 
i2072 : (T,tb)-4 (S,4))V(T,t7b) 
which, as morphisms in DI[a], will be denoted by tj, t2. The sum of two mor-
phisms s : (S, 4)) -+ (U, 0) and t: (T, i/.') -+ (U, 0) is the morphism 
[s,t]ou : (S,4)) V (T,&) —+ (U,0) 
where q : (a x (S + T)) -, ((a x S) + (a x T)) is the canonical distribution map 
that exists in any bicartesian closed category; it can be defined as 
evalo (in, [curry(ti oflip), curry(1 2  0 flip)J 0 w2) 
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with flip abbreviating the transposition map (ir2 , in). The sum of s and t in 
DI[a], will be written [s,t]. 
Before we come to verify that these definitions accomplish what they should 
we note that cr = [id x 11,id x 121 is the inverse of a. It will be used several 
times below. To show that it is right inverse we compute 
ao (id x Li) = evalo (in, [curry(Li oflip), curry(t2 oflip)] oir2) o (id x Li) 
= evalo (in, [curry(ti oflip), curry(12 oflip)] o  Lj 07r2) 
= evalo (in, curry(Lj oflip) o 72 ) 
= evalo(ir2 , curry(ti oflip)oir1 )oflip 
- 	 = t1 oflipoflip 
-- 	 ---:- 	 --.- 	 - 
and similarly, a o(id x 12) = £2, whence aoa = co[id x L j ,id X £21 = [ o(id x 
Li), 0.0 (id x £2)] = [ii, L] = id. For the other direction let the morphism 
[curry(Li oflip), curry(L2 oflip)} be abbreviated by ir, so that a = evalo (id x ir). 
We observe that 
curry(cf' oc oflip) °ti 
= curry(a_1 o eva1o(id x7r)oflip)otj  
= curry(a'oevalo(id x 7r)oflipo(t1 x id)) 	 (5.2) 
= curry(a o evalo (72 , in 0 Li 0 in)) 
= curry(o '  o evalo(ir 2 , curry(t i oflip)o in)) 
= curry(cr OLj oflip) 
= curry((id x t1)oflip) 
= curry(flipo(tj xid)) 
= curry(flip) 0 . 	 (53) 
Lines (5.2) and (5.3) exploit the fact that in cartesian closed categories currying 
is 'natural', i.e. for all morphisms f : X x Y - Z and g : X' - X we have 
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curry(f)og = curry(fo(g x idy)). Similarly we find curry(c 000flip)oi2 = 
curry(flip) o 12. Hence, 
0._I 00 
= 0.ocroflipoflip 
= uncurry(curry(0.'ocroflip))oflip 	 (5.4) 
= uncurry([curry(0. 1  of,. oflip) o ti , curi-y(o 0 0. oflip) 0 12]) oflip 
= uncurry ([curry (flip) oIl, curry(flip) 0 12]) oflip 
= uncurry(clLrry(flip)) oflip 
= id 	 (5.5) 
- where for nyf X - (Z 1'), uncurry(f) XxY—'Z is defined by uncurry(f) 
df 
evalo(ir2 ,foiri ). It holds that for all g : X x Y —' Z, uncurry(curry(g)) = g 
by the laws for function spaces. This justifies lines (5.4) and (5.5) above. All 
the other lines are straightforward in applying the fundamental properties of 
products and sums. Thus, we find that o and IT 1 are mutual inverse. 
Now, let us check that the categorical sum in DI[a] is well-defined. For Li 0 7r2 : 
a x S — (S + T) to be a well-defined morphism from (S, ) into (S, ) V (T, b) 
in fibre DI[a] it must satisfy 
4 oir2)]([id x t114 V I[id x flop]B[id x 
which, since I[(ir1 ,ti o7r2)] = [[id x Li] and [id x Li] left adjoint to I[id X t] is 
equivalent to 
[id x t 1 ]q5 g 3[idxt 1 ]OVI[idxflop]3[idxt1)O.  
But this holds because V is sum in I[a x (S+T)]. Analogously, it can be seen that 
12 0  72 : a x T — (S + T) is a well-defined morphism from (T, t/,) into (S, 0) V (T, i) 
in DI[a), i.e. 
I[(iri, 120 7r2)1(3[id x ti ] V I[id x flop] 3[id X 
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For this is equivalent to 
I[id x 621[id x t]q5 V I[id x t2]I[id x flop] [id x tjO 
since I[(ir i , t2 ° 7r2 )] = I[id x 12] and since translations, in this case I[id x 121, 
preserve bicartesian structure. Now, I[id x 12]I[id xflop] = I[(id xflop) o (id x '2)] = 
I[id x i'],  so by the properties of V is suffices to show 
I[idxti][idxti ]& 
which is immediate as B[id x t]  left adjoint to I[id x tj]. Finally, assume that 
s : (S, ç) - (U, 6) and t : (T, &) —+ (U, 0) are well-defined morphisms in DI[a], 
i.e.s:axS—'U,t:axTT,and 
II(irl, 
We must check that the sum [s,t] oo : ax (S+T) - U of .s and t is a well-defined 
morphism from (S, 0) V (T, b) to (U, 0). This comes down to the condition 
3[id x '] V I[id x fiop]3[id x 	I[(iri, [s, t] oa)]O 
which by the properties of V is equivalent to the two inequations 
	
R[id x '1]4' 	I[(iri , [s,t] oo)]6 	 (5.6) 
I[id x flop] [id x ti]l' 	I[(irj ,[s,t]oo)]O. 	 (5.7) 
Now, the first of these is equivalent to 
4' 	I[(7r1 , [s, t] o0) o (id X 
since [id x ti] left adjoint to I[id x il l and functoriality of I[id x 11].  But 
this is precisely the assumption 4' 	I[(iri ,$)]O, for (r1 ,[s,i] ou)o(id x 	= 
(ir1 , [s, t] oo o(id x £1)) = (in, [s, t] 0 11) 	(in, s). Hence we have shown (5.6). 
Applying I[id x flop] to both sides turns (5.7) into the equivalent 
2[id x ti]& 	I[(7r1 ,[s,t]oao(id xflop))]0 	 (5.8) 
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noting that I[id x flop]I[id x flop] = I[(id x flop) o (id x flop)] = I[id] is the 
identity map, and I[id x flop]I[(7r1 , [s, t] oo)] = I[(7r 1 , [s, t] oa) o (id x flop)] = 
I[(iri , [s,t]oo-o(id x flop))]. The right side of (5.8) can be simplified, using the 
identity 
[s,t]ocio(id xflop) = [s,t]o((id xflop)o 1)' 
= [s) t] o((id x flop) o [id x ti , id x 
= [s, t] o ([(id x flop) o (id x t1), (id x flop) o (id x £2)])' 
= [s,t]o([id x t2 ,id x 
= [s, t] o([id x t1, id x £21 oflop) 
= [5,t]0(o 1 0 flop)' 
= [t,s]oo 
to become 
J[id x Li]/) 	I[(iri , [t,s] o)]O. 
But this follows from the assumption & I[(ir,, t)]9 since a[id x ti] left adjoint 
to I[id x Li] and I[id x t,]I[(ir,, [t, a] oor)] = I[(irj , [t, a] 00') o (id x t,)] = I[(iri , t)]. 
Thus we have shown (5.7) whence the categorical sum in DI[a] is well-defined. 
Now we wish to verify that these data indeed satisfy the universal properties 
of a categorical sum in DI[a]. The three equations that we must prove are 
	
[a, t] 0 ti = a 	 (5.9) 
[s,t]ot2 = t 	 (5.10) 
[toLl,toL2] = t 	 (5.11) 
which constitute the characterizing /3- and ,j-Iaws for categorical sums. Note, 
these equations are to be read as equations in DI[a], i.e. Li, £2, [.,.] are the injec-
tions and sum defined above, and composition o is composition of morphisms in 
DI[a]. 
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Ad (5.9), (5.10). By definition, (5.9) and (5.10) amount to proving that the 
diagram 
a x S 	'U' 	a x T 
\tjOa 	71, L2 - 7r2) (1,t1 0172 	13, - 	/0'( rl 
a x(S+T) 
commutes for all s,t. To this end we first recall that oro(id x Li) = ti and 
o-o (id x 1.2) = 1.2. Hence, we get [s, t] 0 0- 0 (irj , t j  0 7r2) = [a, t] 00-0 (id x t) = 
[a, ] 0 tj = a which precisely says that the left side of the diagram commutes. 
The other side of the diagram is dealt with similarly. 
Ad (5 11)By definition, (5 11) amounts to proving that the diagram 
(a x S) + (a x T) 
or \-t 0 	 o 7r2)] 
ax(S+T) t 'U 
commutes in C for all t. Let the morphism [t 0 (in, t j  0 in2), t 0 (in, 1.2 0 7r2 )] in the 
diagram be abbreviated by in. In the following we will show the currified version 
of the diagram, i.e. the equation 
	
curry(inouo flip) = currv(toflip). 	 (5.12) 
From this, then, we immediately get the original diagram since 
roa = irooflipoflip 
= uncurry,(curry(ir ou oflip)) oflip 
= uncurry(curry(t oflip)) oflip 
= toflipoflip 
=t. 
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Now, let us prove (5.12): 
curry(ir 0 oflip) 
= [curry(ir oo oflip) 0  ti, curry(r 0 0. oflip) 0 121 
= [curry(irocroflipo(t i x id)),curry(lroaoflipo(12 x id))J 
= [curry(irocro(id x t i )oflip),curry(iroco(id x 12 )oflip)] 
= [curry(ir 0 Li oflip), curry(ir 0 L2 oflip)] 
= [curry(t 0 (in, 11 0 7n2) oflip) , curry(t 0 (in, 12 0 7n2 ) oflip)J 
= [curry(t oflipo (ti x id)), curry(t oflipo (12 x id))] 
= [curry(t oflip) 0 L, CUT71J(t oflip) 0121 
- 	= cufty(Lo flip) 	- 
Thus, we have shown that the fibres DI[a] are bicartesian closed. The proof 
that this structure is preserved by translation functors is omitted. We remark 
that the assumption in the statement of the theorem that [id x Li]  satisfy Beck-
Chevalley is used to show that sums are preserved by translations. Next, it is 
verified that there exist left and right adjoints of translations along first projec-
tions: 
ExISTENTIALS. Let in1 : a x b —+ a be a first projection in C. Then, by Lemma 
5.2.12 the translation functor I[ini] : I[a] — 1[a x b] has a left adjoint E[ini ] 
satisfying the strong Beck-Chevalley Condition for pull-back squares induced by 
first projections. 
UNIVERSALS. Let 7n1 : ax b —p a be a first projection in C. Then, the assignment 
(S, ) 	 (b . S,V[ini]I[app]) 
t 	 curry(t o app) 
(T,4') 	 (b =. T,V[in1JI[app]b) 
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whereir 1 :(a x(b="X)) xb—*ax(b=,X),X=SorX=Tas appropriate, 
are first projections and app: (a x (b = X)) x b 	(a x b) x X stands for 
app =
df  ((in o7T1,7r2), evalo (72 , 7n2 oin i )) 
defines a right adjoint to translation functor DI[ir j] : DI[a] - DI[a x b]. It will 
be denoted by ll[ir i ]. 
First, we check that the assignment is well-defined. It is easy to see that if 
(S,), (T,) objects in DI[a x b], then ll[ini](S,) = (b =. S,V[ini]I[app]5) and 
H[ir j](T, b) = (b =- T, V[7r1}I[app]i') as defined are indeed objects in DI[a]. Also, 
it is obvious that if t : (a x b) x S —+ T, then fl[ini](t) = curry(to app) is a 
	
• morphism in C from a x (b 	S) to b 	T. For H[ini](t) to be a well-defined 
morphism 	- 	- 	 - - 
curry(t o app) : (b 	S, V[ir1]I[app]) —* (b = T, V[iri]I[app]&) 
it remains to be seen that it satisfies 
V[ini ] I[app] 	I[(iri , curry(t o app))] V[ini]I[app]&. 	(5.13) 
The right side of the inequation can be simplified using the fact that V[irj] satisfies 




(ax(b=.T))xb in1  .ax(b=T) 
is a pull-back diagram induced by a first projection, where here and in the 
following in is an abbreviation for curry(t o app); Beck-Chevalley implies that 
I[(ini , in)] V[ini] V[in1]I[(ir1 , in) x id], whence (5.13) is equivalent to inequation 
V[7r1]I[app]4 	V[ini]I[(ini ,in) x id]1'. 
Now, since V[ini] is monotone this reduces to 
I[appjq5 	I[(in i',in) x id]I[app]. 	 (5.14) 
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Again, the right side can be simplified, viz, we compute 
appo((iri ,ir) x id) 
= ((1 1 o71,7r2),evalo(7r2,lr2o71))o((iri,7r) x id) 
((lr1olr1,7r2)o((lri,lr) x id),evalo(1r2 ,7r2 o7ri )o((rj ,7r) x id)) 
= ( Orl 0 71, 72), evalo (7r2,lro7ni)) 
= (in1 o app, evalo (in2, curry(t o app) o in)) 
= (ir j oapp,toapp) 
(iri,t)o app 
• 	sothat 	 ••.•- 	••• 	•. 	 •• 	••• 	•- 
I[(ini ,ir) x id}I[app] = I[appo((ir 1 ,ir) x id)] = I[(ir j ,t)oapp] = I[app]I[(ir j ,t)]. 
This together with monotonicity of I[app] reduces inequation (5.14) to 
ç 
which immediately follows from the assumption that t is a morphism from (S, 4) 
to (T,) in DI[a x b]. This completes the proof of (5.13). 
Next we check that the map H[ini] : DI[a x b] - DI[a] is a functor. Let 
id(s, f,) = 72 : (S, q.) — (S, q)  be an identity in DI[a x b] (cf. Definition 5.2.10), 
then 
H[7nl]id(s,) = curry(7r2 o app) = curry(evalo(ir2 ,ir2oir1)) 
= curry(uncurry(ir 2 )) = 7n2 
= id(s,4,). 
Further, let t : (S, 4) —* (T, 1') and a.: (T, b) —' (U, 0) be morphisms in DI[a x b]. 
We wish to show that H[iri](sot) = H[ini ](s)oH[iri](i) holds in DI[a]. Unraveling 
the definitions, this comes down to proving 
curry(s o (in1, t) o app) = curry(s o  app) o (in, curry(t oapp)) 
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in C, which is done as follows, where again ir abbreviates curry(t o app): 
curry(s o app)o(7r 1 , ir) 
=curry(soappo((lrj ,7r) xid)) 
= curry(s o (Orl o 71 , in2 ) o ((in, ir) x id), evalo (72 , 7r2  o in) o ((7r1 , in) x id))) 
= curry(so((lnlolnl,ir2), evalo(ir2,iroini))) 
= curry(s o (in o app, to app)) 
= curr!1(s o (in, t) o app). 
Now we verify that the functor H[ir j] : DI[a x b] —+ DI[a] is right adjoint to 
DI[iri ]. The goal is to establish a hom-bijection 
-: 	 ]H 
where the left homset is taken in DI[a], the right in DI[a x b], and to prove 
that it is natural in both (S, çb) and (T, t&). After eliminating the definitions the 
horn-equation turns into 
[(S,q5) -.- (b = T,V[iri ]I[app]b)} a 	[(S,I[iri x id]q) —+ (T,t')]OXb 
We claim that such a bijection is given by the maps 
s 	 evalo(idxs)oswap 
t i—+ t 	curry(t o swap 1 oflip) 
where swap: (a x b) x S — b x (a x S) and its inverse swap' are the canonical 
morphisms that permute and rebracket their arguments in the apparent way. Let 
us check first that the maps .s -+ s' and t i—i tO are well-defined. Suppose, s is a 
morphism in the homset [(S,4) - (b = T,V[ini]I[app]&)], i.e. s : ax S -, (b =. 
T)and 
	
I[(7r1 ,$)]V[in 1]I[app]b. 	 (5.16) 
Clearly, s is a morphism from (a x b) x S to T, for which we must show 
x id]çb 	I[(ini,s")]&. 
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This is readily computed: 
I[ir1 x id]q 
C I[irj x id]I[(ir 1 ,$)]V[ir 1]I[appb 	 (5.17) 
= I[(7r, s) o (in x id)]V[7r 1]I[app]&. 
= I[irj  o ((in1, s) x id) oflipo swap] V[ir1]I[app]& 	(5.18) 
= I[((ini , s) x id) oflip o swap]I[ir 1 ]V[iri]I[app]b 
	
I[((in i ,$) x id)ofliposwap]I[app]t,I. 	 (5.19) 
= I[appo((ir j ,$) x id)ofiiposwap]i,b 
= I[(71,st)]1, 	 (5.20) 
Ineqüation (5 17) isa consequence af he.assumption (5 16) and monotonicity of 
I[iri x id]. Equations (5.18) and (5.20) cut short a number of simple computations 
involving products, and inequation (5.19) follows since V[ir i] is right adjoint to 
I[ini]. Thus, we have shown that s i—' 3b is well-defined. Now to map t i- 
Suppose given a morphism tin the homset [(S,I[in j x id]4) —+ (T,tb)] Xb , i.e. t: 
(a x b) x S —+ T and 
I[ini x id]çb C I[(7r1 ,t)]t/'. 	 (5.21) 
to is a morphism from a x S —' (b 	T), which is a morphism in DI[a] from 
(S, q)  to (b = T, V[7n1]I[app]&) if it holds that 
I[(ir, t)]V[7r 1]I[app]'. 	 (5.22) 
By Beck-Chevalley for V[in i] we have I[(ini , t)]V[ini] 	V[ini]I[(7ri , t) x id] since 
(axS)xb 	
71 	saxS 
(ini , t) x id 	 (ini ,t) 
(ax(b='T))xb 	sax(b=,T) Irl 
is a pull-back diagram induced by first projections. Hence, (5.22) is equivalent 
to 
V[ini] I[appo((7n 1 ,t) x id)]& 
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which in turn is equivalent to 
I[7ri ] 4 CZ I[appo((7ri ,t) x id)]t' 	 (5.23) 
since V[ir i] is right adjoint to I[ir i]. Analyzing the right side of (5.23) one finds 
that appo ((7r 1 , t) x id) = (7r 1 , t) oflip o swap, so that (5.23) becomes 
I[ir1 ] 	I[fliposwap]I[(iri ,t)]t,b 
which immediately follows from the assumption (5.21) if the monotone map 
I[flipo swap] is applied to both sides, and noting that (in x id) oflipo swap = in1. 
Thus, we have shown that both maps s '—+ 8b and t i— are well-defined. The 
claim is that they are mutually inverse and natural in objects (S, qf) and (T, &). 
.Thèfirstpartis :exPressed by:theeqüatioi$ 
(t) = t 	(3b) = 
and the second part by 
(80 h)b sb o DI[n.]h (hot) = 	(H[7r 1]h)ot0 
(to(DI[in i])). = t1oh ((H[ini]g ) os )b = 	gos 1'. 
Note, of the latter four equations only one of the two rows needs to be proven 
as the other follows because (t)' = t and (s = s for all t, s. Of course, all 
equations are to be read as equations in DI[a] or DI[a x b], so that e.g. (soh) 1' = 
st' o DI[ini]h really means 
evalo(id x (so(ini ,h)))oswap = evalo(id x s)oswapo(iri ,ho(ini x id)). 
All equations are readily verified and proofs are omitted. This completes the 
proof that the functor H[in j} DI[a x b] —' DI[a] is right adjoint to DI[in i ]. 
Finally, it is shown that H[ir j] satisfies Beck-Chevalley for pull-back squares 
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where t : a - a' morphism in C, i.e. that we have DI[t] oH[ir 1 ] 	ll[ir1 ] oDI[t x 
id]. This is an equivalence between functors, so we must check an object and 
a morphism part. As to objects we find (DI[t] o H[7r1])(S, 0) = (b = S, I[t x 
id]V[7r i]I[app]q5) and (11[7r 1]ODI[txid])(S,0) = (b => S,V[irj]I[app]I[(txid)xid]4) 
which indeed are equivalent, for 
I[t x id]V[iri]I[app] 
V[ri]I[(t x id) x id]I[app] 
V[7r1]I[appo((t x id) x id)] 
= 	x id) x id) o app] 
:Vku1hEa1JRt xid)x id 




= DI[t]curry(fo app) 
= curry(f o app) o (t x id) 
= curry(f o app o ((t x id) x id)) 
= curry(f o ((t x id) x id) a app) 
= H[iri](fo((t x id) x id)) 
= (ll[iri]DI[t x id])f. 
I 
Theorem 5.2.14 V = = (T, DB : T' —p Cat) is a hyperdoctrine. 
Proof: by Theorems 5.2.9 and 5.2.13. 	 D 
Remark: Theorem 5.2.13 requires that the products x of the cartesian closed 
structure of T = and the products that determine the construction of VB = are 
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the same. From now on we will assume, unless stated otherwise, that these 
products are the T o-products. Thus, for a = a1 ,... ,am object in T= , an object 
in DB= [cr] is a pair (r,[w I- 4,]) with i- = r1 ,.. .,r, and w variable of type 
(aiXXYm)x(Tix ... XTn ). 
The last theorem says that the structure of V8 =  is rich enough to interpret the 
ordinary (first-order) predicate logical part of C. Also we know how to interpret 
the atomic formulae, i.e. formulae of form tO where 4, is a proposition of the base 
logic: we take the object in 8= corresponding to 4' and translate it into V8 = via 
the (full and faithful) embedding t : 13 -+ V13 = defined in Lemma 5.2.11. What 
is missing still is the interpretation of the modal operator 0. For the particular 
KM 	Ec° .t(flc)DM 
where fl is the function' that conjoins the propositions in the list c into a single 
proposition flc. Let us translate this into more general terms so that it may be 
applied to other notions of constraints as well. 
Definition 5.2.15 Let I = (C,! : C°' -+ PreOrd) be an indexed preorder with 
finite products (A, true) in the fibres. A notion of constraint on I is an object c 
in C together with 
• a map that assigns to each morphism c: a - c and element 4, in I[a] an 
element 0' in I[a] 
• a morphism ea : a -+ c for each a in C 
• a map that assigns to each pair of morphisms f, g : a -+ c a morphism 
f . g : a -4 
subject to the following conditions: 
1. e0 ot = eb and (f.g)ot = (fot).(got) 
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f,g: a —' c, then ea = 0 and qfg = (c') 9 
e0 .f=f=f.e0 and(fg).h=f.(g.h) 
If C A 4 E 0, then e A Of ,b', and true true' 
I[i](O') = (I[t])10t 
where f,g,h : a — c, i : b —' a, and 	objects in I[a]. The object c is 
the constraint object. A morphism f : a — c is called a constraint over a. The 
morphism e 0 : a — c is called vacuous constraint over a, the index a is sometimes 
omitted. The combination f . g of two constraints is the multiplication of f and 
g. 
- 	Deflnition-52 l6Let I = (C,I C°" 	PieOrd)be an indexed preorder with 	- 
finite p roducts:in the fibres and DI = (C, DI : C°" - Cat) as in Theorem 5.2.13. 
Given a notion of constraint on I one defines for each object (S, ) in DI[a] an 
object K[a](S, ) in DI[a] as follows 
0[a](S,0) ff (cx S,(I[id x 
where ir2 is the projection c x S —+ S or a x (c x S) - c x S as appropriate. 
Before we analyze the properties of the map (S, 4) i—p '[a](S, 0) in general, let 
us concretize it to the special situation of (fZ*, [], ©) as the notion of constraint 
and the indexed category D13. 
Lemma 5.2.17 The following data make up a notion of constraint on 13 = 
(T, B : —* PreOrd) where the finite products (A, true) in the fibres B[r] 
are the ones defined in the proof of Theorem 5.11.9: 
. Constraint object in T= is V 
• Given 	F- f} : r — V in T = and [A I- ] in B[r], then put 
[L I- ] [ 61-f1 	Lf 	[A I- 
where q:-' is weak feb. 
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. Vacuous constraint over r is [A F- []] 
• Multiplication of[L F f] : r - 	and[L I- g] : r .- fl is 
[Ff].[LI-g} 	[Ff©g] 
where r object in T= and A .  context such that IIAII= r. 
Proof: The definition of multiplication of constraints and of [AO F ]161 is 
independent of the choice of representatives. The conditions (1)-(5) of Definition 
5.2.15 immediately follow from Lemma 3.1.7 and 3.1.8 and the properties of 
• substitution.: 	 • 	•-• 
Remark: The construction in Lemma 5.2.17 can be generalized in the apparent 
way to any (syntactic) notion of constraint (C, 1, .) with action map c, 4 in 
the sense of Definition 3.1.9. We will refer to the notion of constraint in Lemma 
5.2.17 by the triple (ç*,[],  ©). 
Lemma 5.2.18 Let r be object in T =  and M object in DB[r]. Further, let the 
object O[r]M in DB[r] be defined according to Definition 5.2.16 for the specific 
notion of constraint (LV, [], ©) (ci. Lemma 5.2.17). Then, 
E[7ri]((tfl1.) D DB[ir 1 ]M) 
where 
df n_I. 	= 	[A.,z' I- flz : 1] 
is an object in B[r x SV], i an arbitrary context such that 	r, and z an 
arbitrary variable not occurring in ir. t is the embedding functort: B[rx1*] 
DB[r x LV]. J is exponentiation in DB[r x LV], and 7r1 : r x 	r first 
projection. 
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Proof: We will make an exception and assume for the proof that the T-products 
are used in the construction of DB= [r] and of the left adjoints E and exponents 
j in DB=. 
Let M be an object in DB= [r], say 
M = (a,[L,&,I- ]) 
with a object in T, i and i disjoint contexts such that 	r and 
a. In general a will be a list a = a1 ,... ) O'n of types but for simplicity we 
assume here, without loss of generality, that n = 1 and L = y. 
A tedious but straightforward process of applying definitions shows that the 
purported isomorphism 
ultimately comes down to an isomorphism 
(I* X (1 a)A) 	(Ils xa ,B) 
in DB[r], where 
A = [L,z,wFVv.(flz)J(i'{t 1't'/y})1 
B = [L.,z,yFçi]. 
Thus, we need morphisms 
f 
g : 
which are mutually inverse and further is must hold 
A F B[(iri ,f)]B 	B B[(7r 1 ,g)]A. 
It is not difficult to check that the morphisms 
I 	[I,z,w}-z,w*] 
g df 	[L,.,z,yFz,)v.y] 
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do the job, where w is a variable of type 1 a and v a variable of type 1 both not 
occurringinL,z,y. That f,g areinverse, i.e. fo(ir1,g) = idandgo(iri ,f) = id 
follows from fi, q and c equalities for function type 1 =:> a' in B. The inequality 
A B= [(ir 1 , 1)] B amounts to deriving the sequent 
Vv.(flz) 3 (q!{wv/y}) 	(Z){z/z}{w */y} 
and the inequation B B= [(iri ,g)] A to deriving 
(Vv.(flz) (q{wv/y})){z/z}{\v.y/w} 
in B, which are both readily obtained. Both derivations use the equivalence 
_Oz (flz) 	and the former also the identity (C)  {t/x} = ({t/x}). 	1 
Theorem 5.2.19 Let I and DI be as in Definition 5.2.16. Further assume 
that the finite products in the fibres of I are preserved by translations along 
morphisms in the base. Then, the mapping M i— O[a]M specified in Defi-
nition 5.2.16 induces a locally strong indexed monad on the indexed category 
DI = (C,DI : C° —+ Cat). More specifically, for every a in C, O[a] can be 
extended to become a functor 
DI[a] —+ DI[a] 
and there are natural transformations 
id -3 K[a] 	p[a] O[a] o O[a] -3 O[a] 
where id is the identity functor on DI[a], such that (Q[a], t,[a], 14a]) is a monad 
on DI[a]; Further, these monads are natural in the object a of C, i.e. for every 
morphism t : a -' b in C the equations 
DI[t] = DI[t] o O[b] 
i[a]DI[t] = DI[t]i[b] 
p[a]DI[t] = DI[t]p[b] 
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hold, where the first is an identity of functors and the others identities of natu-
ral transformations. Finally, for every a the monad (O[a], i[a], [a]) is strong, 
i.e. there is a family of morphisms 
UM,N : M A O[a]N —* [a](M A N) 
in DI[a] natural in M and N such that 
(K[a]rM)o true,M = 
([a]aM,N,K)o OMAN,K = 0 M,NAK° (idM A '7N,K) ° M,N,[a)K 
M,N° (idM A TiN) = 71MAN 
M;N 0(idMAPN)1hM A NO(0{a]0M,N)0M,o[a]N 
where r and c are the natural isomorphisms 
trueAM—'M 
cxM,N,K : (MAN)AK—+MA(NAK) 
in DI[a]. 
Remark: We have to be careful to read the last four equations in the theorem 
as equations in DI[a]: So, o is composition in DI[a], and A is the product 
functor over DI[a] induced by the products in l[a]. Composition o was defined 
in Definition 5.2.10 and product functor A is understood to be determined as in 
the proof of Lemma 5.2.13. 
We remark that the naturality of the monads ([a], i[a], A [a]) in index a turn 
0 into a monad on DI in the 2-category of indexed categories [KS74]. 
Strong monads were shown to be a very useful concept for modelling various 
notions of computation [Mog89]. Here we may interpret 0' as a particular notion 
of computation on proofs, viz, the computation of constraint information. The 
notion of a strong monad is explained in [Mog89]. There the morphisms a are 
called tensorial strength of 0. 
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Proof: The proof will make use of (1)-(5) in Definition 5.2.15 of a notion 
of constraint. We will refer to each of these as 'property (x)', where x is the 
appropriate number. 
Fix an object a in C. For ease of notation we write 0 rather than 0[aJ as 
the index a is understood. Let 0 : DI[a] -+ DI[a] be defined on objects as in 
Definition 5.2.16. It is extended to morphisms as follows: 
(S, ) 	 (c x S, (I[id x 721)' 
01r2) 
fj 	 I) 	11 02lfox 
(T,t') 	 (cx T,(I[id x 
The morphism Of = (in 0, f o (id xJin2)) in Chas domain a x (c x  
codornain c x T, so for Of to be a well-defined morphism in DI[a] from 0(S, ) = 
(c x S, (I[id x ir2J)1 0712)  to O(T, ) = (c x T, (I[id x 72}0)1 
01r2)  we must have 
	
(I[id x 7n21 çb) 1 	I[(ir i3 Of)](I[id x 72]0)' 01r3 	 (5.24) 
Now, f is amorphism from (S, ) to (T, &), so by definition 	I[(ini , f)]& which 
implies I[id x 7r2 1 	I[id x 721I[(ir1 , f)]' = I[(ir 1 , 1)0 (id x 7r2 )]t/ = I[(ir i , fo (id x 
7r2 ))10. From property (4) we infer that S 	y implies 5C 	yC  for all 8, y, c, so 
we obtain 
• .7 	0 (I[id x ir2 jq5) 	(I[(ir i , fo(id x 7r2))Jtp) 
which. is the same as (5.24) for the right side can be transformed as follows 
'*1 
(I[(7r1 ,fo(id x ir ))J,t') 	= (I[(ini , 720 Of)])I1 0 0f 
= (I[(inj , Of)]I[id x in2]) 
0 0 (iri 3Of) 
= I[(ini , Of)](I[id X ir2]b)' 02 
using property (5). Thus, we have shown (5.24), whence 0 is we1ldefined on 
morphisms. One may check that the map 0 actually defines a functor 0 
DI[a] - DI[a]. 
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For 0 to be a monad on DI[a] we need natural transformations i : id -4 0 
and jz : 000 -+ 0 satisfying certain coherence equations. The element i(s,) 
(S, 4) —+ 0(S, q) of 77 at object (S, 4) is defined as the morphism 
= exid:axS—icxS 
where e is the vacuous constraint at a. This is a well-defined morphism in DI[a] 
with domain (S, 4) and codomain O(S, qf) since 
= 
= (I[(id x 72 ) 0 (in, 71(S,))J4)' ° 1r2 0
(11,V1(s,$) 
by properties (2), (1), and (5). For arbitrary f : (S, ) —+ (T, &) it one verifies 
that Of oij(s,) = 77(T, ,) ° f holds in DI[a], thus 77 is a natural transformation. The 
element /.L( s,) 00 0(S, ) —p 0(S, 0) of it at (S, qf) is defined as the morphism 
df 
= 	((iioir2or2).(i i oir2),ir2oir2oir2) 
a x (c x (c x S)) - c x S. 
We wish to show that P(s,)  is a well defined morphism with domain 00 0(S, q) 
and codomain 0(S, q).  This comes down to proving the inequation 
(I[id x ir2}(I[id x 1r2101 01r2 )1FI 0' 	I[(1rI ,L(s,))](I[id x 72])!1 o,r2 
Both sides are in fact equal which is seen as follows 
(I[id x in2](I[id x 7r2]0) 1 0 1r2 )n1 0 1l•2 
= ((I[(id x 72 )o(id x in2)]q5)' 
0112 0(idxlr2))7nI 01r2 
= ((I[id x (72 oin2)]) 
0 2 0 72)1r1 0 3 
= (I[id x 
= (I[(id x in2) o(ini, (5.))]1 02 o(i,(s,#)) 
x 	]), l ° 1r2 
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using properties (2) and (5). The proof of the naturalityequation T,j,)°( 0 ° 0f) = 
Of o/L(s,) is omitted, We find that p is a natural transformation. 
Now we come to check the coherence equations for 77 and p that make (0,7 1  p) 
a monad. It is to be shown that the following diagrams commute in DI[a]: 
O(S, 	?(M 
it \d ,P, 0,/)i d 
000(S, 4') 	OO(S, 4') 
P(s,) 
OO(S, 4') O(S, 4') 14(s,) 
• 	ofhése 	tibns:áxe obtained using Ahe .f.ct::that multiplication of con- 
straints is amonoid, i.e. lproperty (3). 	- - 
To sum up, we have defined a monad (O[a],ij[a],p[a]) for each object a in 
C. Next we must prove that these monads are natural in a. To this end assume 
a morphism t : a - b in C. O[a] is natural in a if functors O[a] oDI[tJ and 
DI[t] o O[b] are equal. For object (S, 4') in DI[b] we compute 
(DI[tj oO[b]) (S, 4') = DI[t](O[b](S, 4')) 
= DI[t](c x S,(I[id x 
= (cx S,I[t x id](I[id x 7210)') 
= (cx S,(I[t x id]I[id x 
= (c x S,(I[t x 11 210)) 
using property (5). For the other functor we compute 
(O[a] oDI[t]) (S, 4') = O[a](DI[t](S, 4')) 
= (c x S, (I[id x ir2]I[t x id]4')1 012) 
= (cx S,(I[t X 
Thus, functors O[al o DI[t] and DI[t] o O[b] agree on objects. The proof that they 
agree on morphisms too, is similarly straightforward. Naturality of i[a] in a 
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requires that ij[a]DI[t] and DI[t]ti[b} are equal as natural transformations, so we 
need to evaluate them only on objects M in DI[b]: 
(77[a]DI[t])M = 71[a]Dl:[t]M = e0 x id = (e&ot) x id 
= (eb x id)o(t x id) = DI[t](eb x id) 
= DI[t]i[b] 
The third equation holds by property (1). The remaining proof that natural 
transformations p[a]DI[t] and DI[t]4b] are equal, which also invokes property 
(1), is omitted. 
Finally, the monads '[a] are strong, i.e. there exists a family of morphisms 
- 	- - 	 T, tI') (5, ) A  
natural in (S, ), (T, ) satisfying the four coherence equations stated in the 
theorem. We claim that such O(S,),(T,t.1')  are given by 
— 	(71 0 72072, (7r1 0 1r2,7r2 0 7r2 0 1r2)) 
ax(Sx(cxT))—cx(SxT). 
For these morphisms to be well-defined as morphisms in DI[a] we need to verify 
the inequation 
I[id x 7r 1] A I[id x 7r2](I[id x r2]b)nl 02 
	 (5.25) 
	
E I[(iri , )](I[id x ir2](I[id x iri ] A I[id x ir2]t,b)) 
° " 	(5.26) 
where from now on the indices of o are dropped. Using property (5) the left side 
is shown to be equal to I[zd x 7r1]q5 A (I[zd x (ir2 0 72)]) l012012 and the right 
side is simplified as follows: 
I[(ir i , o)](I[id x ir2](I[id x rl ] O A I[id X ir2]))' °' 
I[(ir i , cr)](I[id x (7r1 o72)10 A I[id x (r20ir2)]0)1 012 
= (I[(ir i , c)](I[id x (71 ° 7r2)] A I[id x (7r2 ° 	 ° 
(I[(ir i , a)]I[id x (7rj072)1 A I[(iri , o)]I[id x (72o7r2)10/ 
= (I[id x ir1 ]q'AI[id x 
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The first equation is due to property (5) and the equivalences due to the as-
sumption that translations I[.] preserve products A. Thus, we find that inequation 
(5.26) is equivalent to 
\ 	' I[id x ir1] 	 / A (I[id x r2o1r2)Jp) 11 0W01!  
E (I[id x iri] A I[id x (ir2 ° 72)11)' 
0 
But this follows immediately from property (4). Namely, for arbitrary , 4 we 
have C A A 0, hence by property (4), Aq5C  (C A q5)'. Thus we have verified 
that the morphisms 
(S,)A[a](T,çb)— 	[a]((S,q5) A (T,I')) 
aie well:defiuied Now, we wish to show that theyare natural in (S, ) and 
This means we assume morphisms f: (S, q) - ( S', ç') and g : (T, ) - (T', q') 
in DI[a] and verify the identities 
Q[a](f A id) °0 (S,ciS),(T,tI') = O(S',qY),(T,s(i) °  (1 A id) 
[a](id A g) °U(S,q) 1 (T,t,(i) = 	 0 (id A Og) 
where 0 and A are composition and product functor in DI[a]. When definitions 
are unrolled, then these two equations become 
(72) (10 (71, 7r12), 7n22) o (id >< in2)) o  (7n122, (712, 7222)) 
= (7r122,(712,7222)) ° (71,(f0(71,712),7r22)) 
(712 , (72, g 0 (in, 722)) 0 (id x 7r2)) ° (in, (7122 , (7n 2 , 7222))) 
= (7 22 , (712 , 7222)) ° (in 1 , (712, (in 2 , go (id x 72 )) 0 (71, 722))) 
where itklm ... stands for inko 71 °itm ° 	These equations are trivial to check. 
Thus, the a(S,),(T,,)  are natural in both indices. To complete the proof of the 
theorem we need to verify the four coherence equations 
([a]rM) 0 0true,M = 
([a]aM,N,K)o OMAN,K = aM,NAK ° (idM A aN,K)o M,N,O[U]K 
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°M,N °  (idM A uN) = 17MAN 
0 M,N° (idM A fiN) = I1MAN °  (O[a]oM,N)o 0 M,O[o]N 
assuming objects M = (S, 4) and (T, u) where rM : true A M -, M and aM,N,K: 
(M A N) A K -+ M A (N A K) are the canonical isomorphisms in DI[a]. As 
before, these equation are to be read in DI[a] taking the appropriate definitions 
of o and A, and the morphisms r and a are - 
= 722 	a = ( 7rn2 , (7212, urn)). 
The proof of the equations, which are straightforward, are omitted. 	i 
now come to the final :result. ofthis chapter ;linking up thecategory theo- ; 
retkál cänitriic€idnof h3rp&dóctrine D13 with the exractiônof ónstaint tthns 
and constraint predicates from derivations in lax logic as presented in Chapter 
3.2. It is shown that the natural interpretation of £ in VB =, treating 0 as the 
monad induced by the notion of constraint (IV, [), ©), corresponds precisely to 
the constraint extraction process of Chapter 3.2. In order to keep things sim-
pie we will deal only with the closed propositional fragment L O of lax logic. We 
believe that the result can be extended to £ to cover quantifiers and substitution. 
We associate with every well-formed closed formula M of 'CO' i.e. F M wif, 
an object I[M]J in DB=  [Q] according to the following schema 
i.[F 41  
true (5.28) 
Lfalse]1 false (5.29) 
I[M A NJ IM] A I[N] (5.30) 
IIM V NJJ I[M] V N} (5.31) 
I[M D  N]I ftMJj D j[N}j (5.32) 
JOMJ 0[M] (5.33) 
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Remark: In case (5.27) since formula to is supposed to be well-formed and 
closed, 0 must be a well-formed closed proposition, i.e. I- 4: S1. In the definiens 
of case (5.27), then, [F-] stands for the equivalence class of 0 in B= [Q] and us 
the embedding t : B[O] DB[Q]. 
The cases (5.28)-(5.32) deal with the propositional formulae of £. Each 
propositional connective is interpreted by the corresponding categorical oper-
ation. So, true, false, A, V, and D are translated into terminal object, initial 
object, product, sum, and exponent, respectively, in DB[O]. 
The last case (5.33) is to be read as interpreting the modal operator 0 by 
the monad 0 : DB[Q] - DB[Q] that is induced by the notion of constraint 
©). The definition of this monad is given by Lemma 5.2.17 and Definition 
52i6 	- 	 - 
To reduce no.tation we write DB= for DB[QJ and B= for B,1[O].  The 
following definition will facilitate the access to objects and morphisms in DB, 
which are pairs (a, [w F-]) with a = o,. . . , oi, and w variable of type () x a = 
0 x (o x ... x o), where x from now on stands for the T o product. It will be 
convenient to break convention to let x associate to the left and to reverse the 
numbering of sequences to go from right to left. 
Definition 5.2.20 Let [A I- t] be a morphism a —' r in T= with or = o n ,... ,al , 
r a single type, and i = x,. . . , X1 such that 11 All = a. From this we obtain a 
morphism () x a - r in the following way: 
dl 
[ 	 [wI- t{ir(ir2w)/x n }... {7r(7r 2w)/x 1 }J 
where w is an arbitrary variable of type 0 x (On  x ... x ai ) and irdenotes the 
k-th projection Orn  x •. x a1 —+ a, 1 < Ic < n, i.e. 
irz=ir(ir1 z) 	ir'z=ir2 z 	irz=z. 
The case n = Q is treated separately: 
[I_t]* 	[wI -t] 
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where w variable of type () x  (). 
Remark: The definition of [L t] does not depend on the choice of variable 
Theorem 5.2.2 1 Let M be a well-formed closed formula, i.e. U- M wif. Fur-
ther, let IMI and M# be constraint type and constraint predicate of M as defined 
in Chap. 3.2. Then, for every variable z of type IMI we have 
= (IMI , [z 1- M' z]*) 
Fh note, M#  z isa * 1f 
z and [z I- M#  z] morphism IMI - fl in T. We can form [z F M# z]* to get a 
morphism () x IMI -. ), which is at the same time an object in B[O  x IMI], 
whence (IMI , [z F- M' z]*)  is object in DB= . The identity 
=(IMI, [ZFM#z]*) 
is proven by induction on the structure of M. We will give proofs only for the 
cases (5.27), (5.30), and (5.33). The other cases, which can be obtained in a 
similar way, are omitted. 
(5.27) We want 
= (II , [z F- (i)# z]*) 	 (5.34) 
where variable z has type IL5I = 1. Plugging together definitions we compute 
• 
I[tq]J = t [F-} = (1, B[iri][ F-4]) where ir is the first projection () x 1 -, • 0' 
i.e. 7r1 = [wE] withw variable of typex1. Thus, B[ir i ][ FJ = B[[wE]][E4] = 
[w F- ] = [z F- ] = [z F- (t)# z]*. This proves (5.34). 
• (5.30) We want 
M A N = ( IMI x INI , [z F- M#(iriz)  A N#(7r2z)]*)  
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Unrolling the definitions and the inductional hypothesis yields 
MAN]J = j[M]JAJJN 
= (IMI, [z I- M# z]*) A (IN, [z I- NO z]*) 
= (IMI x INI, B[id x ir 1 ][z F M# z] A B[id x 72][z F- NO z]*) 
Here id x ir1 is the canonical morphism () x  (IMI x INI) -+ 0 x IMI in T, i.e. 
id x ir1 = [w F (irj w,iri (ir2w))] 
Hence ve get 
B= [id xi][zF M#z}* = B[[w F ( 1 w, 1 ( 2w))]][wF-M 2w)] 
TW 
F M#((*j( 2w)))J: 
= [wFM#(iri (ir2w))] 
Notice that in the first line variable w is used with two different types. For the 
left F, w has type () x  (IMI  x INI) while for the right F it has type () x IMI. This 
confusion does no harm since both uses of w never occur in the same term. We 
will use w from now on as a generic variable in this sense. Similarly to above we 
have B[id x ir2 ][z F NO z] = [w F N#( 7r2 (7r2w))], whence 
M A N = ( IMI x INI, [w F M#( iri(ir2w)) A  N#( 1r2 (7r2w))]) 
which proves (5.35). 
. (5.33) We want 
IOMI = (ç x IMI, [z F (M#(72z))1zJ*) 	(5.36) 
The definition of the monad 0 and the inductional hypothesis yield 
= 
= 0(IMI,[zFM#z]*) 
= 	x IMI, (B[id x 72][z F M# zJ ) 
O2) 
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where id x 7r2 is the canonical morphism x (V x IMI) - 0 x IMI, i.e. id x ir2 = 
[w F (Iriw, r2 (7r2w))] and ir1 ° 72 is the canonical morphism Qx (* x IMI) -' cr, 
i.e. 71 0 72 = [w F- 7ri (7r2w)J. So, we can simplify further to get 
(B[id x 7r2J[z F- M# Z]*)Irl 0
2 
= (B[[w F (Iriw,1r2(Ir2w))]][w, 	F M#(I2w)])1(1r2*)l 
= [w F M#(i2(I2w))](2tJ)) 
= [w F- (M#(IT2(IT2w)))1(1r2I)1 
where the last equation is due to the definition of the notion of constraint 
©). on 8This  proves (5.36). 
The other part of constraint extraction in £ is extracting from the derivation 
of a sequent 
M,...,Mlø-AM 
and sequence z,. ... .. z1 of arbitrary fresh variables of types 1M1 1, i = 1,... , n, a. 
well-formed constraint term 
Ft : 
and a derivation of the sequent 
Mn *  z, . . . , M1 # z 1 	M# t 
in B. We wish to show that this extraction process can be understood in terms 
of the categorical logic E)B = as interpreting derivations in £ as morphisms in 
WM 
Again, we focus on the closed propositional fragment of C. We associate - 
rule by rule along the structure of the derivation tree - with every derivation in 
L O a morphism such that 
rll- M 	m:JJF]l—JJM]j 
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where I[F]I is defined inductively as 
jr, .M2, Mill 	jr, l%'121  A [M11 	[()1j 	true 
with A and true the finite products in DB, and prove that m is precisely the con-
straint term extracted from the derivation. This together with Theorem 5.2.21 
provides a category theoretical semantics for L o in DZL, which captures the in-
terpretation of formulae as constraint types and constraint predicates and the 
interpretation of derivations as constraint terms. 
The ihterpretation of £0 's structural rules in terms of morphisms in DL is 
given in Figure 5-1 and of the logical rules in Figure 5-2. 
rule morphisms in DB 
id MØ -M id:[M]—*[M] 
weak F, M I- N 
FN 
m o ir1 : [1'] A [M] - [NI 
m:[rJ-[N] 
perra r1 ,N,M,r2 F K 
F1 , M, N, r2 F K 
mot : (([r 1 J A [NI) A [MJ) A 1r21 - [K] 
m : (([F1 J A [MJ) A [NJ) A [F 2 J -+ [K] 
t = ((lri olr i ,1r2 ),lr 2 olri ) x id 
cut F F N 
FR-M 	F,MFN 
n o (id, m): [I'J -i  [N] 
m:[FJ-.[M] 	n:[F]A[M]—'[NJ 
Figure 5-1: Interpretation of Structural Rules for £ 
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rule morphisins in DB= 
falseE false F M 0 : false - [MI 
yE, Mv N F K 
MF-K NFK 
[m,n]: (MI V [N] - [K] 
m:[M]-[K] 	n:[N]-4[K] 
V11 M F M V N q : [M] - [M] V [N] 
vI, N I- M V N : [N] -' [M] V [N] 




m:[FJ-*[M] 	n:[rI —.[NJ 
AE, M A N F M 7r, : [M] A [N] - [MI 
AE r MAN I-N ir2 :[MJA[NJ-[N] 
DI ro-MN 
r, M 0- N 
curry(m):(rJ-[M][NJ 
m.: rj A [M] - [N] 
DE r,M 0-N 
rF -MJN 








a: [I'J A O[M] -+ <>([rJ A [MJ) 
L tFLb 
Figure 5-2: Interpretation of Logical Rules for £ 
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Remark: In Figures 5-1 and 5-2 it is assumed that the hypotheses lists r, F1 , 
r 2  are non-empty in which case we have Jr, Mu = 1'u A JMJ and M, N, I'211 = 
((1]I A M) A N) A p2j. This can be assumed without loss of generality since 
a dummy hypothesis true can always be introduced via rule weak. So, only for 
rule weak do we have to consider the special case where F = (). In that case 
= true and the interpretation of weak simplifies as follows 
MEN 	mo!1wj:fM]J—+JJNJI 
F-N m:true — lIN]I 
where ![M]: 	-* true is the terminal morphism in DB= . 
Figure 5-2 needs more explanation: The morphism c used in the translation 
of rule OF is the tensorial strength of 0. It is given by Theorem 5.2.19 as are 
i and i in the translation of rules QI and 0'M Rule takes a sub-derivation 
in B of a sequent 4) 1- and turns it into a derivation of t4) I- t& in £. Its 
translation into DB= is obtained as follows: Since 4), t1' are well-formed closed 
terms of type Il we get well-defined objects [1-4)] and [l-&] in B. Since 4)1- & is 
derivable we have a unique morphism m: [1-4)] CZ [I-ui] in B = by. definition of E . 
This morphism is now mapped to the morphism 
-4 L[F&] 
via the embedding functor t: B -+ DB= defined in Lemma 5.2.11. 
Observation 5.2.22 The translation of Figs. 5-1 and 5-2 is total and correct, 
i.e. the translations can be applied rule by rule to any valid derivation in Co of 
a sequent F II- M, and the result is a well-defined morphism m : I[I']J - in 
Theorem 5.2.23 Let a derivation of I' F- M in C o with r = Ms ,. . . , M be 
given and m : Erl -+ be the corresponding morphism in DB= obtained by 
Figures 5-1 and 5-2. Further, let zn ,... , z1 be arbitrary distinct variables of 
types IMI I, i = 1,. . . , n respectively, and z,,. .. , z 1 1- t : IMI the constraint term 
constructed by the translation of Figs. 3-10, 8-11 and 8-12 of Section 3.2. Then, 
m = 
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as morphisms in T. 
Proof: We will only give the proofs for rules id, weak, falseE, Ol, OM and OF. 
All other rules can be dealt with in a similar way. Before we start let us convince 
ourselves that the equation in the theorem makes sense: First suppose n >_ 1. 
By Theorem 5.2.21, the first component of Jr] is the type IMI x ... x IM1 1 and 
the first component of I[M is IMI. Hence, m : irl - as a morphism in 
7= has the same domain and codomain as the morphism [zn ,. . . , z1 F- tJ*.  In the 
special casem = 0, i.e. r = (), the first component of iri 	t[()1J = true is 1, 
whence in this case, too, m: 	-i 	has the same domain and codomain as 
[I_i]* .  Note that for the T o-product () x 1 = 1 x 1 = () x  (). The proof that 
[,.-. .:, h I- 
j]* proceedsbyinductionpn the structure of the derivation-tree-h 
ofM . ..... M1 FM. 
. We begin with rule id which has the following translations: 
M F M -' z IM1F z: lMI 	id:IMJ —+M 
On the left of i- the rule is shown and on the right both the corresponding 
extracted constraint term taken from Figure 3-10 and the translation of the rule 
into a morphism of DB =  taken from Figure 5-1. It is to be checked that 
id = [z F_ z ]* 
which follows from the definition of identities in DB. 
• The weak rule has the translations 
F,M F N 	2 5 zIMI I- i: INI 	molr1 : 1]A IMI -' N] 
Fl -N n - t:INI 
Suppose 2 = z,,. . . , z1 and n > 1. In this case we must verify the equation 
molr1 = [ ,z F-t]* 
under the inductional hypothesis that m = [2 F- t]. Also we know that z has 
type IMI and is not free in t. Observe that by definition the projection ir1 
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[f]J A EMI — jr] in DB= is the equivalence class [w F- 7ri (72w)] and composition 
f o g in DB = is fo(ir 1 ,g) in T=,. Now we compute 
molr1 = mo(lri ,[w F- iri (ir2w)]) 
= m o ([w F- iri w], [w F- iri (ir2w)}) 
= me [w F- (iri w, 7ri (7r2 w))] 
= [i F- 
j]* o 
[W F- (iri w, 7ri (72w))J 
= [w F- t{ir(ir2w)/z}... 17r(7r 2w)/z i }] o [W F- (iriw, 7ri (7r2w))J 
= -[w F- t{7r(r2(rlw,7rj(1r2w)))/zfl} •- {r(7r2(rlw,irl(7r2w)))/z1}] 
= [w F- t{ir(ir1 fr2w))/z} - {7r(7r1 (7r2 w))/z1}] 
• [wF- t{ 
= [w F- t{irj(ir2w)/z} - {ir1frw)/z}{ir1(ir2w)/z}] 
= [zn ,. . - , z1, z F- t]* 
Notice that in the fifth line above we are using variable w with two different 
types: In the left morphism of the composition o, w has type () x  Ill while in 
the right morphism it has type () x (Ill x IMI), where iI'I = IMI x ... x IM 1 I. 
Now suppose n = 0. In this case the goal is to verify 
mo! = [w F-t]* 
The morphism! :: 	—+ true is [w F- *], whence under the induction hypothesis 
m = [F-t]* one finds: 
mo! = mo(iri ,[wF- *]) = mo[w F- (7r1 w,*)] 
= [It]*o [w F-( riw, *)] = [wF-t]o[wF-(iriw,*)] 
= [w F- t] = [wI-t{ir2w/z}] 
= [wI..t]* 
since z does not occur free in t. 
. The rule falseE has the translations 
false FM i-4 z°}- Dz:IMI 	0 :false — IIM 
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We have to show that 0 = [z° F- Oz]*  which is trivial by definition of morphism 
0 in DB=. 
. The rule 01 has the translations 
	
MF0M i— 	z IM1I_([], z ) : 1* x IMI 	r:MJj-0ftM]I 
The monad 0 on DB= is defined so that 77 = e x id where e : () - Vis the 
void constraint over () for the notion of constraint (1*, [1' ©). Thus, e 
and ij = [w F- ([],ir2 w)} = [z I- ([],z)]*.  This was to be shown. 
. The ru1 0M has the translations 
00M II- OM 	z Vx(VxIMI) F- (7rl (7r2z)©7rlz,7r2(7r2z)) : V x IAI I 
- 	- 	- - 	 p 00 [M —+ 0[M] 	- 
The natural transformation p is defined such that 
p = ((lloir2oir2).(irloir2),ir2olr2Oir2) 
= ([w F- ir1 (ir2(ir2w))J [w F- ir1 (ir 2w)], [w F- 1r2(7r2(lr2w))]) 
= ([w F- irl(r2(7r2w))r1(7r2w)],[w F- 7r2(1r2(7r2w))]) 
= [w F- (71(12(lr2w))©lrl(lr2w) , 
= [zF- (1r1(7r2z)©lriz, 7r2(7r2z))]* 
The first equation is the definition of p as in Theorem 5.2.19 and the second eval-
uates this definition for the concrete category DB. The third line instantiates 
the particular notion of constraint, cf. Lemma 5.2.17. 
. The rule OF has the translations 
r,OM F ON 	i lz 2 IMI F- (7r1 z,t{7r 2z/v}) : V x INI 
F,MFN ' 	 2,vIMI}t:INI 
0moc:[1'JJA0[Mj-40[N]J 
m:Ir]JAIM1I — N]I 
We have to show 
= [,zF-friz,t{7r2z/v})1* 
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under the induction hypothesis that rn = [, v I- tJ* .  Without loss of gnerality, 
= zn ,... , z 1 , n >, 1. 0 is defined so that <>rn = ( in o  7r2, m (, (id x 7n2 )), where 
71072 = [w I- 7r1 (72w)] and id x 7n2 = [w I- (7njw,7r2(72w))1. By induction 
hypothesis, 
m = [w F t{ir 	(ir2v)/z}" {7r ' (ir2w)/z1}{ir ' (ir2W)/w}] 
Thus, 
Om 	[w I- (ir1 (ir2w) , t{ir(in 2 (ir2v))/z} 
{in ' (in (irw))/Z } {ir ' (7r2(7n2w))/w})] 
Now we compute 0mo a . The strength a is the morphism 
a = (7nlo7r2o7r2,(7njo7r2,7n2o7r2o7r2)) 
= [wE (7 i (7 2 (7 2w)),fr 1 (7n2w),7r2(7n2(7r2w))))] 
For simplicity let us identify a with the term on the right of I-, i.e. a = [w I- ]• 
Then, 
Om ° or 
= Omo(irj ,a) = 0mo[w I- (iriw,a)] 
= [wE (7ri (7r2 (71 w,0)), 
i{in(7r2(in2(1njw,a)))/zfl}" {+1(in2(i2(in1w,a)))/z1} 
{7r 1 (72 (72(71w, a)))/v})] 
= [wE (irjcT, 
n+11(7r2a)/Znj ... 
= [wF(iri (ir2 (ir2w)), 
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t{7r(7r2w)/zn} ... 
= [WE (7rl z,t{7r2z/v}) 
{1r(7r2W)/zn} .. . {fl+i(1.2W)/z 1 }{ +1(7r2w)/Z}] 
S SIS 
= [,z F (7rj z, t{ir 2 z/vJ)J 
which was to be demonstrated. 
I 
Theorems 5.2.21 and 5.2.23 now imply correctness of the constraint extraction 
for CO , mo precisely the second part of Lemma 
3.2.2 of Section 3.2: 
Corollary 5.2.24 Given a derivation Ms ,. . . , M1 F- 
M in Lo and a sequence 
z:.ffreshvaiia.ble8, n 	
1, of types IM i =1,;.,n. Let'z,... ,z i Ft: 
IMI be the constraint term contruted as in Sec. 3 	Then, therëis a 
drivàtion 
of the sequent 
Mn * z,,.. . , M 1 # z i 	M# t. 
in the base logic. 
Proof: For simplicity let us assume that n = 1. The general case can be 
treated in the same way. The derivation of M1 I- M gives rise to a morphism 
m: [M1 —+ M1 such that in = [zi F 
t]. Theorem 5.2.21 gives us domain and 
codomain of in: 
m : ( IM1I,[ziF Mj#zi]*) _+ (IMI,[zF M#z]*) 
By construction of morphisms in DB= we know that 
[z1 I- M1 # zi 1* ; B[(iri , [z1 F- t]*)][z F M# z] 
A little computation shows that the right side is equal to [z1 F M' tr, and it is 
similarly easy to see that [z1 F M1 # z 1 ] 	[zi F M# t I* implies 
M1' z 1 E 1  M# t 
by definition 01 . 
Chapter 6 
Related Work 
- 	Behavioural constraints abound in hardware iengineering. Practically relevant dc 
sign methodo1ogie based ii circuit behaviour have to aècommOdate constraints 
in one way or other. Convincing examples may be found in Subrahmanyam's 
expositions [Sub88a,Sub88b], which give a good idea of how timing abstraction 
provides a rich source of behavioural constraints. In algebraic modelling of cir-
cuit behaviour, such as those based on automata [BC88,LBC88] or those based on 
processes [Dav88,Tra87], constraints are treated as first-class behaviours and the 
verification of a constraint is reduced to the comparison of behaviours. Special-
purpose theorem provers, such as SILICA PITHECUS [Wei90] for the verification 
of synchronous MOS circuits or BEAVER [HN89b] for the functional and timing 
verification of synchronous systems above the gate level, contain sophisticated 
built-in constraint handling as an essential part of behavioural specification and 
analysis. 
Despite its importance in hardware engineering, however, only recently was 
the question addressed of formalizing the concept of constraints in modern general-
purpose theorem provers currently applied to the formal verification of hardware. 
It was indicated already in Section 2.3.2 that John Herbert's work [Her88b] us-
ing H0L [Gor85,Gor88] can be seen as a step in this direction. Another work 
in this area that we are aware of is Holger Busch's [Bus9l], which investigates 
212 
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the proof-based transformation of circuit descriptions using the LAMBDA [FM89] 
theorem prover. Both approaches will be discussed below. 
The lack of attention paid to constraints in applying a general-purpose the-
orem prover to the formal verification of hardware can be explained in several 
ways. For one, the concept of a constraint has a great variety of facets in prac-
tice, making it very difficult to associate a precise meaning with it, let alone 
to formalize it in terms of mathematical logic. In the context of particular de-
sign methodologies few attempts in clarifying the notion have been made [Wei86, 
Tra87,Süb88a,Dav88,DM88]. Most of these discussions come down to regarding 
constraints as restrictions which are deliberately introduced to simplify the spec- 
..-ii1 orveri ication task. ,Hence, the question of':how temporarily, to brush 
- contraints under the caipet dos not pose itself. This contrasts with the stand 
taken in this thesis, namely to consider constraints as unwanted by-products of 
formalizing abstractions. Another reason why, constraints are not perceived to 
be of interest might be the following: When it comes to formalizing constraints 
on a theorem prover, constraints are first of all propositions, and as propositions 
they are part of the specification. In this frame of mind, it is tempting to settle 
with the conclusion that if one knows how to deal with specifications then one 
knows how to deal with constraints. 
So much for a general introduction to the role of constraints in the context 
of formal hardware verification. Let us now turn to a more concrete comparison 
with related work. The main features of our research described in this thesis 
which distinguish it from most other treatments in the field, so we believe, are 
the following: We argue that constraints both deserve and require special consid-
eration, in particular that there is good reason to distinguish between constraints 
and specifications. We model the notion of 'correctness up to constraints' as a 
modality of predicate logic. We describe a novel method of handling constraints 
that takes constraints out of the propositions and makes them part of their proofs, 
with the benefit that constraint manipulation then is induced by computational 
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semantics for proofs, a concept well-known from mathematical investigations of 
constructive logics. In the rest of this chapter these three main features, which 
fall under the aspects hardware verification, modal logics, and proof semantics, 
will be illuminated by discussing related work. 
Hardware Verification 
The two relevant approaches of dealing with constraints in the formal verifica-
tion of hardware are [Bus9l] and [Her88b]. To begin with, we note that both 
approaches are restricted to the modelling of circuit behaviour as predicates while 
lax logic is applicable not only to the components-as-predicates but also to the 
functional components-as-functions paradigm. . 
-Holgèr Buch in' [Büs9l] uses the. general purpose-interactive theorem proyer :. . 
LAMBDA to implement a transformation system for behavioural circuit descrip-
tions in which constraints are paid special attention. He takes an algebraic ap-
proach based on the elementary notions component, composition, inclusion, and 
equivalence of components. These algebraic 'primitives' are encoded in LAMBDA 
in a natural way: Components are modelled as predicates or boolean-valued func-
tions which describe an input-output behaviour in a relational way, composition 
is provided by general higher-order combinators, inclusion is logical entailment or 
implication, and equivalence is biimplication. Due to the identification of corn-
ponnts with arbitrary relations, a constraint, in this framework, can be viewed 
as a special kind of component. It is called a pseudo-component in [Bus9l]. 
For instance, if A(x, z) and B(z, y) are predicates describing two hardware 
components with x, y, z their signal ports, then their composition is defined as 
df 
(comp A B)(x, y) = 3z. A(x, z) A B(z, y). 
Let 'y(z) be a predicate expressing some constraint on signal z. It is transformed 
into a pseudo-component with ports x, z by 
s(xz) = x=zA7(z). 
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Now, in order to impose constraint y on signal z of component B(z, y) one simply 
composes B with the pseudo-component y* : 
	
(comp B)(x, y) = 3z. x = z A y(z) A B(z,y) 	-y(x) A B(x,y). 
Thus, according to [Bus9l] imposing a constraint on signals is reduced to 
composition of components. This view of constraints has a few immediate con-
sequences that contrast with the approach taken in this thesis: First, constraints 
in [Bus9l] are always constraints on signals. In lax logic constraints can be im-
posed on arbitrary types, and we have seen that other constraints such as on 
time (sampling at clock ticks) or on structural parameters (bit-length of incre-
mentor) indeed occur in practice. A second consequence of Busch's approach is 
thtónstrints alwas appeaasptof -the iplernentation, i.e; the fact that 
component B satisfies specification A under constraint y, would be expressed by 
the sequent (comp 'f B)(x, y) F A(x, j),  or 
'y(x) A B(x,y) 	A(x,y) 
while in lax logic constraints are part of the specification, i.e. the verification 
goal is let's-not-bother, B(x, y) ll- 	'A(x, y), or after constraint extraction 
B(x,y) H, 'y(x) J A(x,y). 
Hence, in [Bus9l] constraints strengthen the implementation while in lax logic 
they weaken the specification. We believe that the latter view is more natural 
since it analyses the offset of an approximate implementation in terms of the 
intended ideal specification. But of course both views are equivalent. 
We note finally that Busch's approach can be viewed essentially as an imple-
mentation in LAMBDA of a fragment of Mary Sheeran's RUBY language [JS9O] 
which provides a more general abstract foundation for transformational design 
based on relations. Similar remarks to those made above apply for comparing 
[JS90} with our approach in what regards the handling of constraints. 
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John Herbert in [Her88b] formalizes the temporal abstraction underlying syn-
chronous circuits using the HOL theorem prover. Behaviour is represented by ar-
bitrary H0L' predicates and he proposes to express the correctness for a low-level 
behaviour wrt. a high-level behaviour by a statement of the form 
(low-level behaviour A input stability conditions) J 
(high-level behaviour A output stability assertions) 
Shaping correctness theorems in this way provides for some separation of concerns 
as it clearly distinguishes predicates pertaining to constraints from predicates per-
tainingJo behaviour. This pairing of constraint and behaviour, however, leaves 
both aspects potentially intertwined at the level of proofs: One is stumbling ei-
ther over input stability conditions or output stability assertions whenever one 
makes use of a behaviour, which means that constraint manipulaTtion and reason- 
 
 - 
ing in abstract terms have to go together in a single proof. Another shortcoming 
is that a canonical and systematic manipulation of constraints, although sug-
gested, is neither supported nor enforced by simply rearranging a correctness 
theorem. This can only be built into a notion of proof as it is done by lax logic. 
Modal Logics 
The main feature of lax logic is the intuitionistic modal operator 0. Now, the 
formal properties of 0 much resemble those of a modality of possibility. In 
particular, the rules 01 and OM are integral part of the various modal logics of 
the S4-type [Che80], as is the special instance 
0MU-ON 
M 	IV 
of the lifting rule OF. But here lies the most obvious difference to our modal 
system: Rule OF in £ is 
r,OM Fa ON 
- 	r,MF-AN 
which is rather more powerful in that with it lifting can be applied in an arbitrary 
context of 'passive' hypotheses r. This, as we have seen, has the consequence that 
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it is no longer possible to apply a classical Kripke semantics for 0. Compared to 
the standard modal systems for 0 the strong OF is a speciality of £ besides the 
fact that -. without 0 - it is an intuitionistic logic. 
Classical modal logics, where 0 and the dual modality of necessity 0 are 
interdefinable, have long been studied, cf. [Che80]. There does not seem to be 
much literature on intuitionistic modalities some of it concentrating on the 0-
operator. Publications touching on intuitionistiC logics with 0 that we are aware 
of are [Cur57,Pra65,PS86]. 
Curiy in [Cur57,Cur52] very briefly sketches a non-classical modality 0 that 
appears to have the rules 01 and OF. He derives these rules from a proof-
theoretic interpretation of 0 which is closely related to our reading. Basically, 
hiethrthy: 	- 	 - 
of stronger and stronger deductive systems and takes OM to mean that M is 
'provable in some stronger system', i.e. Ik OM if F-1 M for some 1 > k. Curry 
does not elaborate on this system in much detail, however. 
Prawitz in [Pra65] considers an extension of intuitionistic predicate logic by an 
independent modal operator of possibility that has rule 01 and a weaker version 
of OF, namely where all hypotheses in 1' must be of form 
-0C for suitable C. 
In a classical setting, i.e. with classical negation, this system coincides with the 
well-known system S4 [Che80]. 
Plotkin and Stirling [PS86] present a Kripkean analysis of an intuitionistic 
propositional logic with two modalities 0 and 0. Their system in the presence 
of the law of the excluded middle is equivalent to the system K [Che80I. This 
means it encompasses a fairly weak notion of 0 which has rule OF without 
passive hypotheses r and which does not have 01 and OM. They prove a general 
correspondence theorem which allows to view rules 01 and <>M as semantical 
conditions on the Kripke frame. However, the restriction on rule OF in their 
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framework cannot be lifted as they employ still a classical semantics for 0 , i.e. the 
set of worlds at which an atomic sentence is true need not be upper closed wrt. the 
frame relation that is used to interpret 0. 
Proof Semantics 
A main technical contribution of this thesis is to define a notion of proof (here: 
constraint term) and realizability (here: constraint predicate) for a first-order 
intuitionistic predic4te logic with a 0 modality andan embeddd higher-order 
ba 
For ordinary intuitionistic predicate logics without modalities many notions 
of constructive proof and realizability are known. Examples are Kleene realiz-
ability in Heyting arithmetic and variants thereof, see for instance [TvD88], S. 
Hayashi's computational logic Px [HN89a], or Ch. P.-Mohring's notion of re-
alizability [PM89] for a version of the Calculus of Constructions. Constraint 
extraction in lax logic must be seen in this tradition: The constraint predicate 
M# z of lax logic is a realizability predicate, often written z r M or z realizes M, 
and the constraint term is a particular realizer for M obtained from a constructive 
proof of M. 
The formal setting of Ch. P.-Mohring's work is closest to ours in that it defines 
realizability for a typed logic with the realizers extracted being typed lambda 
terms (more precisely: F programs). In contrast to this, Kleene realizability 
uses as realizers partial recursive functions coded as Gödel numbers and in Px 
the realizers are Lisp programs. So, for the 0-free fragment of lax logic the 
process of constraint extraction may be viewed as a version of [PM89], viz, a 
version which is extensional, first-order, and without explicit distinction between 
informative and non-informative terms. Let us look at an example. To compare 
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we have to identify the types 
Data 	 object level types, 
Spec 	with the class of 	formulae, and 
Prop base propositions 
in lax logic, respectively. Now, in P.-Mohring's calculus, which is higher-order, 
the conjunction of two formulae M: Spec and N : Spec would be represented by 
MAN 	VC:Spec.(MJNDC)JC. 
Suppose M and N are proper formulae, i.e. of type Spec, in which case they are 
called informative. Then, the realizer extracted from a proof of M A N according 
to the translation rules given in [PM89J has type 
IM A NI 	VC: Data. (IMI j fN C) C. 
This is the second-order coding of the intensional product of the data types IMI 
and INI. Similarly, disjunction translates into an intensional sum, etc. In lax 
logic we would get the extensional product IMI x INI and extensional sum, etc., 
which explains the first point made above, viz, that constraint extraction is an 
extensional version of [PM89]. Further, if one of the two conjuncts, say M, is a 
base proposition, i.e. of type Prop in [PM89], then it is called non-informative. 
In this case the translation directly gives 
IMANI 	VC:Data.(INIJC)JC 
which is an intensional copy of INI, basically. Hence, the translation system-
atically simplifies redundant parts due to non-informative formulae at the syn-
tactic level, while in lax logic, where M would be of form M L4 one obtains 
IM A NI 1 x INI. This, by extensionality of products and 1, is isomorphic but 
not identical to INI. The distinction between informative and non-informative 
formulae could be exploited for lax logic too, although it destroys the uniformity 
of defining the constraint type inductively along the structure of formulae. A 
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third point that needs mention has to do with the first-order nature of constraint 
extraction as opposed to the more general higher-order translation of [PM8]. 
The defining clause 
	
IVxT. MI 	r = IMI 
for the constraint type of universal quantification given in Chapter 3.2 would 
not make sense if r were the type of all formulae. Namely, in the case where M 
depends on the variable x, IMI too will depend on variable x. This is because 
I MI depends on its sub-formulae and x, in case r Spec, is a sub-formula. So, 
IMI would be a dependent type, a notion that we do not have in the object 
language of lax logic. In [PM89] where one translates into F, dependent types 
-- -are available The clausQfor second order quantification there reads 	- 
IVx:Spec.MI 	Vx:Data.IMI. 
The development of the category theoretic interpretation of lax logic in Sec-
tion 5.2 bears close relations with the work of James McKinna on deliverables. 
In his thesis [McK92] McKinna gives a category theoretic analysis of first-order 
and second-order deliverables. We noted already that the hyperdoctrine VB = 
constructed in Section 5.2 can be seen as an (indexed) category of first-order 
deliverables with free variables. While the motivation for deliverables aims at 
a programming language where programs are annotated with (proof-irrelevant) 
propositional information regarding their correctness, here, in contrast, DB = is 
viewed as a logic where proofs. have been decorated with constraint information. 
Pragmatics aside, the mathematical structure of VB = is between first-order 
and second-order deliverables. Due to the free variables it is more expressive 
than first-order deliverables (explicit input-output relationships can be specified 
in it [McK92]), but it is weaker than second-order since these variables are object 
variables in T and do not range over deliverables themselves. This is reflected by 
the first-order nature of lax logic: we cannot quantify over formulae, a restriction 
that is important for our definition of constraint extraction. 
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Finally, we note that [McK92] employs an intensional approach to preserve 
the computational meaning of programs, which results in the relevant data struc-
tures coming out as semi- adj unctions and deliverables as a semi-cartesian closed 
category. In contrast, this thesis being mainly concerned with logic sticks to the 
traditional extensional notions of cartesian closed category and hyperdoctrine. 
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. the way components are modelled is not prejudiced, i.e. the calculus is ap-
plicable under both the "components-as-functions" and the "components-
as-predicates" paradigm. 
The first point is explicit in the extraction of constraint terms defined in Section 
3.2, which may be seen as a semantical interpretation of proofs in lax logic. This 
semantics is captured by the categorical model constructed in Section 5.2. The 
second point is that constraints are given a much more general meaning than 
usual, where they are taken to be restrictions exclusively on input signals. An 
abstraction ofinput signals of type time value typically is made up from an 
abstraction on time and an abstraction on value. So if we restrict constraints to 
- •:signais we - have deprived ourselves of the possibility for explaining, constraints on 
- signals from constraints on times and on valiès. We do not explore this possibi1iy 
but demonstrate that it is useful in fact to work with constraints on other types 
as well as on time, and that this can be done in our framework without adding 
extra complexity. The third point is illustrated in Chapter 4 by the decrementor, 
incrementor, and factorial for the "components-as-functions" paradigm, and the 
modulo-2 counter for the "components-as-predicates" paradigm. 
These are the main pragmatic advantages of our quite general treatment of 
constraints. The central technical aspects of lax logic can be summarized as 
follows: 
Two-Level Logic Lax logic is a first-order intuitionistic logic that embraces a 
higher-order base logic. It is a consistent and conservative extension, i.e. it does 
not prove any new things about the base logic (Theorems 3.1.16 and 3.1.18). This 
is an important result since it means that the new features added, viz. ' and 
constraint extraction, are orthogonal to and do not interfere with the structure 
of the base logic. 
Partial Proof Irrelevance Constraint extraction defined in Section 3.2 iden- 
tifies all proofs that are performed within the base logic. Thus, the base logic is 
Chapter 7 
Conclusion 
The pointof departure for the research reported in this thesis is the insight 
that behavioural constraints both deserve and require special treatment in for-
mal hardware verification, and that the non-trivial question of how to deal with 
constraints in an adequate way on interactive theorem provers has not yet been 
addressed in the literature. In this thesis a solution is proposed that captures 
'correctness up to constraints' as a modal operator of intuitionistic logic and uses 
proof extraction techniques to compute and manipulate constraints. Its main 
contribution is 
• to show that it is possible and advantageous to consider constraints as part 
of proofs rather than of formulae, and 
• to propose a particular formal logic in which constraints are constructed 
systematically in the course of proving a specification. 
By applying these ideas, which are novel and, as we believe, applicable also to 
software engineering, 
• constraint computation arises naturally as semantics on proofs, 
• constraints on arbitrary data types can be handled, and 
222 
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proof irrelevant, which is very useful for efficiency of implementation since only 
proofs in the first-order extension of lax logic need to be stored. Through varia-
tion in formulating a specification the user has some control over how much of a 
proof is in the base logic and how much is in lax logic. 
Parametric Base Logic The definition of the base logic in Section 3.1.1 and 
3.1.2 only nails down minimal requirements. Thus, lax logic need not be seen as 
a particular and fixed logic but rather as a method for extending one's favourite 
predicate kg.ic so as to accommodate constraints and approximate specifications. 
Unorthodox 0 modality The operator 0 enjoys rather strong properties 
which appear unoithodox for a modality of possibility. The objectionable prop-. 
erty is the fact that in rule OF, which serves to put Os around hypotheses and the 
assertion of a sequent, we allow an arbitrary context of passive hypotheses. As 
shown in Section 5.1 this precludes a classical interpretation of 0. It was seen in 
Section 4.1.4 that this strong OF rule, or equivalently the rule 0F (cf. page 134), 
was the essential key in verifying the synchronous modulo-2 counter. 
7.1 Further Research 
This thesis suggests three natural directions for further research, relating to the 
implementation, application, and meta-theory of lax logic. 
7.1.1 Implementation 
In order to assess its practical importance it will be necessary to implement lax 
logic on a computer and test it on larger case studies. 
An early version of lax logic, reported in [Men9la], has been implemented 
in the interactive proof editor LEGO [LP921 and simple verification examples 
such as the modulo-2 counter have been performed using it. In this prototypical 
implementation the modal operator 0 is encoded using the E types [Luo9l] and 
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type universes [HP91] supported by LEG0. These examples are however too 
simple to test the logic's utility for non-academic verification problems. That 
implementation with its naive encoding of OM as E'y: Prop. -y D M is insufficient 
for two reasons: It is not faithful to the intended interpretation of lax logic as 
laid down in this thesis, since equivalences like ?M V ON O(M V N), which 
are valid by constraint extraction, cannot be derived in it. Also, since OM is 
no longer a proposition in Prop but in Type 0 (at least), the encoding of the 
logic has to take place in the predicative type levels. Hence it makes essential 
use of LEG'S implicit type inference for universe levels which is an unnecessary 
type-theoretic complication. 
Clearly, much work is left to be done here. LEG0 has proven to be a con- 
.nd fiexib1e envirôñrnent for experimenting with prototyp logics andy: 
a more adequate implementation of lac logic in LEG0 should be sought. Al-
ternatively, an implementation on top of other verification systems should be 
investigated that are tailored to the needs of hardware design, and provide the 
necessary infrastructure to run larger examples. In particular, LAMBDA [FM89] 
and VERITAS [HDL89] seem to be promising candidates. In LAMBDA the possi-
bility of programming complex refinement tactics would permit the automation 
of large portions of constraint analysis and verification for specific circuit design 
styles like synchronous or speed-independent circuits. Although LAMBDA does 
not have an explicit notion of proof, its flexible meta-variables could be used to 
accumulate constraint information. 
7.1.2 Application Areas 
To prepare for realistic applications a particular area of application needs to 
be picked and its characteristic constraints investigated. The natural area is 
synchronous hardware design where on could examine the following classes of 
timing constraints: 
9 setup and hold times for input signals 
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• maximum duration and minimal separation of active clock phases 
• lower bounds on sampling times when the circuit is known to have assumed 
a defined state after power-on time. 
In the context of synchronous circuits it would be interesting to consider more 
than one clock signal and negative delays for reasoning about retirning, which 
crucially relies on the third type of the constraints above. 
As an interesting long-shot application for this research we envisage the inte-
gration of the interactive synthesis of speed-independent circuits (SICs) and syn-
chronous circuits (SYCs) within one homogeneous framework employing suitable 
abstraction functions and corresponding timing constraints. Such a framework, 
: will cruci.aIly benefit from systematic handling  of constraits, should be 
capable of handling a hierarchy of descriptions comprising two-phase SICs, four-
phase SICs, SYCs with single clock, and SYCs with multiple clocks. 
7.1.3 Meta-Theory 
We suggest several possibilities to develop further the meta-theory of lax logic. 
Lifting Theorems 
Theorem 3.1.17 states that if a formula is provable in lax logic, then its projection 
into the base logic (i.e. all Os and ts removed) is provable, too. We noted that 
in general the converse is false. An interesting question with immediate practical 
relevance is to characterize special cases in which the converse does hold, and 
to find systematic ways of lifting theorems in the base logic to theorems in lax 
logic. For instance, we conjecture, provided the base logic does not contain 
propositions and rules other than those defined in this thesis, that every theorem 
4' of the base logic becomes a theorem in lax logic by prefixing its atomic parts 
by t; further, if 4" is this lifted formula then a proof of 4" can be obtained 
constructively from every proof of 4'. Whether all these lifted proofs are optimal, 
or maximal, constraintwise is a separate issue which needs to be investigated. 
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Ordering on Proofs 
The process of extracting constraint information comes down to a notion of ex-
plicit proofs for sequents in lax logic. To denote that a term c : IMI is the 
constraint information extracted from some derivation of I- M we may write 
I- C: M. The extraction rules then can be translated easily into a correct and 
complete calculus for deriving instances of this new form of judgement. 
Constraint analysis in our framework is proof analysis. It appears natural to 
introduce an ordering on proofs, written c C d: M, say, expressing that constraint 
information c is 'stronger' than d. Intuitively, one would expect that c C d : M 
holds if there is a proof of M#  c from M#  d. Such an ordering is a natural concept 
• .:- 	since constraint analysis then amounts to extracting-the constraint information 
d from a derivation of M, replacing it by a stronger constraint c, and proving - - 
c C d : M. Also, the ordering measures the extent to which formula M has been 
proven. 
Let us make this more ccncrete. Consider a proof f : t 4' D 0 10. By 
definition, f is a constraint term of type 1 =- (f* x 1) such that 4 j 
is derivable in the base logic, where -y =df fl(iri (f *)) is the hidden constraint 
constructed by f. Performing constraint analysis on f means replacing y by 
some other, perhaps simpler, assumption 'y'. The condition under which this is 
possible is that 
4' A 'y' F- -y 
	
(7.1) 
holds, i.e. -y'  together with 4' is stronger than -y.  In the extreme case where y' 
is to be the weakest possible assumption, namely y' true, this amounts to 
proving -y from 4'.  Given that the hidden assumption 'y is an input constraint of 
a hardware device this will only be possible if 4' contains complete information 
about the environment of the device: showing 4' F-  y  amounts to proving that 
the environment satisfies the input constraints. The typical case, however, will 
be that 0 merely describes parts of a complete circuit in which case only parts 
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of will follow from 0 while other parts have to be retained in 7'. Formally, if 
fl(7r1 (f' *)), then (7.1) is equivalent to the condition 
( tq DO t 1,)#f I- (tçbjOtib)#fI 
or, if this is taken to define C , the condition 
f'f 
The properties of C , assuming an appropriate definition, should be explored 
and axiomatized in a correct and, if possible, complete way. One would like to 
show that if Pr- c : M and c is maximal for C , i.e. c is a 'weakest' constraint, 
- then M-bas been proven properly, s there is a proof of M' in the base logic, 
where M' is obtained from M by dropping all 0s and ts. 
Categorical Models 
From the syntactical data of lax logic we construct in Section 5.2 a first-order hy -
perdoctrine with some additional structure for an arbitrary notion of constraint. 
For the concrete notion of constraint (11*, [], ©) the resulting categorical model 
was shown to capture constraint extraction. More generally, future research 
should investigate the class of hyperdoctrines with 
• a strong monad in each fibre that is preserved by translations, together 
with 
• a reflective sub-hyperdoctrine (viz, the base logic) which is represented by 
a distinguished object 9 in the base 
as the intended semantical characterization of lax logic. It may be asked whether 
lax logic is complete wrt. this class, or what therelationship is between this class 
and the subclass of hyperdoctrines induced by the syntactic calculus together 
with a concrete notion of constraint. 
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Specialization to Other Notions of Constraint 
In this thesis we are concerned mainly with a very abstract notion of constraint. 
The formal treatment, however, is developed independently from the notion of 
constraint and as indicated briefly at the beginning of Chapter 3 other notions can 
be considered. In fact, for a particular well-defined application more constraint-
handling potential can be built in by specializing to the characteristic constraints 
of the application. For verifying synchronous circuits a simple idea might be to 
take as constraints natural numbers, denoting upper and lower bounds, and to 
interpiet the operation . on constraints as max or mm, depending on the type 
of constraints involved. 
GeneralizatiOn to Higher-Order Logic 	- - 	 - 
Another direction of meta-theoretic research is to attempt to extend lax logic 
by higher-order quantification. As was noted before in Chapter 6 this requires 
adding dependent types to the object language. 
7.2 Open Problems 
There are some technical deficiencies associated with the framework of lax logic 
as laid out in this thesis, which still need to be tackled. 
The Kripke semantics in Section 5.1 was shown to be incomplete for the 
propositional fragment of lax logic. The question might be answered eventually 
whether there is a modification which is complete. It seems clear that one would 
have to consider two 'independent' frame relations Q and C, where the first 
is used for intuitionistic implication and the latter for 's'. Also, it might be 
necessary to add axioms 
Ofalse j false 	(M V N) j OM V ON 
to the logic. These formulae would be valid in the Kripke models (provided truth. 
of V is decided locally) and also for constraint extraction but apparently they are 
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not provable in lax logic. Also, an extension of the Kripke analysis covering full 
lax logic is missing. 
In the categorical semantics of Section 5.2 not all features of lax logic have 
actually been covered. What is omitted is a categorical account of inductive data 
types such as natural numbers and lists, and also of equality. 
The examples treated in Chapter 4 introduce constraints by referring to the 
global hypothesis let 's-not-bother. In the context of this hypothesis arbitrary 
subgoals of form Oto can be solved by brute force. In the logic as it stands no 
measui'es are taken to control this use in any way, which means essentially that 
the user can make his job very easy by resorting to let's-not-bother early on in a 
:r.prof .For instance, a verific4ion engineer pressed-for time might deal with the: 
decrérnentor''' 
let's-not-bother I- Vn.t(succ(decn) = n) 
by applying VI and, then using let 's-not-bother immediately to prove the spec-
ification t(succ(decn) = n), which of course means that he has not done 
any verification work at all. This is revealed by the extracted constraint term 
)n. ([suce(decn) = n], *), which shows that the whole proof obligation merely is 
pushed into the constraint. Notice, the potential for such a thing to happen is 
indicated already by the hypothesis let 's-not-bother in the lax proof: If there is 
no hypothesis let 's-not-bother there is no problem either. 
Thus, so far there is no guarantee that there is an upper bound on the strength 
of a constraint. The open question is whether it is possible, within a restricted 
proof environment, to get proper control over the constraints introduced. For 
synchronous systems and minimal clock period as the constraint, 'for instance, 
one might imagine a specialized sub-logic that exploits the fact that for every 
circuit there is a minimal clock period beyond which it operates correctly. 
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